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Abstract

Graphene and structurally similar 2-dimensional (2d) materials such as transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs) and black phosphorus (BP) hold enormous potential for the next
generation optoelectronics and photonics. Pairing 2d materials with printing is an emerging
cost-effective large-scale device fabrication strategy. However, the current inks are far from
ideal to support reproducible device fabrication. In addition, the instability of BP in ambient
limits its applications.

In this thesis, I present formulation of 2d material inks for inkjet printing for optoelec-
tronic and photonic applications. To begin with, I produce mono- and few-layer 2d material
flakes via ultrasonic assisted liquid phase exfoliation. This allows one-step formulation of
a polymer stabilised graphene ink. For TMDs and BP, I design a binary solvent carrier for
binder-free ink formulation. I show that these 2d material inks have optimal fluidic properties,
drying dynamics and interaction with substrates for spatially uniform, highly controllable and
print-to-print consistent large-scale printing on untreated substrates. In particular, the rapid
ink drying at low temperatures leads to minimal oxidation of BP during ambient printing;
the printed BP with passivation retains a stability over one month. On this basis, the printed
graphene is employed as active sensing layer in CMOS integrated humidity sensors and as
counter-electrodes in dye-sensitised solar cells, while the printed TMDs and BP are used to
develop nonlinear photonic devices (i.e. saturable absorbers for femtosecond pulsed laser
generation) and visible to near-infrared photodetectors (e.g. MoS2 and BP/graphene/silicon
hybrid photodetectors).

Beyond inkjet printing, I present an ink formulation of commercial graphene nanoplatelets
for roll-to-roll flexographic press (∼100 m min−1 printing speed). This allows hundreds of
conductive electronic circuits to be printed in a minute for capacitive touchpads.

Though I investigate only graphene, TMDs and BP, the ink formulation strategies can
be effortlessly transferred to other 2d materials such as boron nitride, MXenes and mica.
In addition to the demonstrated applications, printing of 2d materials can be potentially ex-
ploited to fabricate devices such as transistors, light emitters, energy storage conversion, and
biosensors. This significantly expands the prospect of printable 2d material optoelectronics
and photonics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Project background

2-dimensional (2d) materials are atomically thin mono- and few-layer planar crystal nanosheets,
where the atoms are covalently bonded in-plane and are weakly stacked by van der Waals
(vdW) forces out-of-plane. The counterpart bulk crystals are termed as layered crystals [1–3].
There are many 2d materials. Archetypes include graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs), black phosphorus (BP), hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), and transition metal
carbides and carbonitrides (MXenes) [1]. Unlike other functional material groups, the 2d
material family exhibits a wide spectrum of distinct and complementary e.g. electronic,
optoelectronic and photonic properties [4–8]. 2d materials are therefore promising for the
next generation optoelectronics and photonics [5, 7, 9, 10], as well as energy storage and
conversion [11, 12] and biomedicines [13, 14]. A great advance towards scalable applica-
tions is the development of solution processing methods for low-cost mass production of
2d materials [1, 15]. Importantly, the solution-processed 2d material dispersions are readily
adaptable to graphics printing technologies for device fabrication [16–18].

Graphics printing technologies such as inkjet, screen, and roll-to-roll (R2R) flexographic
and gravure are widely used in printing of documents, magazines, newspapers and packing
materials [19, 20]. In recent years, there is a growing interest in incorporating functional
materials into the inks for device fabrication [21–25]. Inkjet printing is of particular interest
due to its non-contact, mask-less, high-resolution (sub-100 µm) digital “writing” capabilities.
This is time and cost saving, especially when prototyping [23, 24]. Thus-far, a number of
functional materials have been investigated for this purpose, including metallic nanoparti-
cles [26], organic semiconductors [27, 28] and carbon materials (e.g. carbon black, carbon
nanotubes) [29–31]. Printing allows additive patterning of these materials on rigid and
flexible, conformable substrates [19, 20], enabling low-cost, large-scale device fabrication,
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without the need for the conventional expensive vacuum deposition used in silicon based
technologies [32, 33]. An additive patterning process supports successively deposition of
different, multiple functional materials for device construction, leading to a high-level integra-
tion and a low fabrication complexity. Already, there are many demonstrations of printable
applications, for instance inkjet-printed smart packaging systems [34], gravure-printed wire-
less power transmitters [35] and flexographic-printed paper based chipless RFID tags [36].
The printed devices, however, show limitations mostly due to poor performance, chemical
instability or high production cost of the exploited functional materials [18, 24, 37]. For
instance, printed organic transistors and logic integrated circuits exhibit an extremely low mo-
bility (typically <1 cm2V−1s−1), while their chemical instability prevents long-term device
operation lifetime. With superior material properties, 2d materials are a promising alternative
material platform that are potentially more advantageous for printable applications.

In 2012 Torrisi et al. first demonstrated inkjet printing of graphene produced from
ultrasonic-assisted liquid phase exfoliation (UALPE) for transistor fabrication [37]. The
printed graphene transistors exhibited a carrier mobility of up to 95 cm2V−1s−1 with an
ION/IOFF (i.e. the ratio of currents in the ON- and OFF-state of the transistor) of ∼10.
The carrier mobility is far greater than that of organic transistors. Since then, the field
of 2d material printing has been gaining a huge momentum, with a rapid progress in ink
formulation and device fabrication, though not yet optimised [38, 39]. Besides graphene,
other 2d materials have also been successfully adapted to printing, for instance TMDs [40–42]
and h-BN [42]. Developing from printing with the as-produced dispersions, ink formulations
are now beginning to emerge not only for inkjet but also for screen [43, 44], flexographic [45]
and gravure printing [46]. These formulations may comprise surfactants or polymer binders
for improved ink concentration, fluidic properties and printed morphologies [39, 43–58].
Besides transistors [37, 42, 48], 2d materials have been also demonstrated in much broader
printable applications, for example, in conductive electrodes, interconnects and circuits [44,
46, 51, 54, 57], photodetectors [40, 41, 48], sensors [49, 57, 58], and energy storage and
conversion devices [45, 59].

1.2 Project motivation

The aim of my doctoral work is to develop functional inks of 2d materials and explore
them in developing printable applications, in particular optoelectronics and photonics. The
2d materials I have investigated include graphene, TMDs and BP produced via UALPE, a
solution processing method. The key printing technology I have employed is inkjet printing.
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Though there is a rapid progress in inkjet printing of 2d materials, proceeding studies
show that the current inks (typically the as-produced UALPE dispersions, or in some cases
the formulations with surfactants and polymer binders) are far from ideal [48]. For the
UALPE dispersions, their fluidic properties, drying dynamics and interaction with substrates
are not optimal, leading to unstable jetting of ink droplets, poor wetting of the substrates, and
the formation of “coffee rings” [60, 61]. As a result, inkjet printing cannot give a spatially
uniform deposition of 2d materials, making it challenging to achieve reproducible device
fabrication. This prevents large-scale device printing. Other challenges include such as
low concentration, long drying times, and/or incompatibility with substrates. For the other
formulations, though the inks may show improved printing results, post-printing treatment
is usually required to remove the surfactants and polymers since unlike solvents they form
integral parts of the printed 2d materials and hence, compromise the functionalities of the
2d materials [46, 48, 50, 51, 54]. This is usually done by high temperature (e.g. >400◦C)
annealing, problematic for flexible devices using polymeric substrates. Therefore, aiming
to achieve large-scale device printing, a significantly improved ink formulation is desired,
which is the major target of my doctoral work.

Beyond inkjet printing, high-speed printing is more appealing in terms of scalability [20,
62]. For instance, flexographic has a printing speed of up to 500 m min−1, much higher
than that of inkjet printing (typically 10 m min−1) [20, 62]. This can lead to a much
more efficient device fabrication. Correspondingly, flexographic printing requires certain
physical ink properties, for instance a loading of >10 wt.% (i.e. 100 gL−1) and a viscosity
of >50 mPa·s [62]. To expand the scope of 2d material printing, formulation of high-
speed printable inks is necessary. The UALPE dispersions present challenges in doing so
with a concentration of <1 gL−1. Such a low concentration means that formulating 1 L of
flexographic-printable ink would use over 100 L of UALPE dispersions. In this context, using
commercially available nanoplatelets is more suitable for scalable ink formulation. It also
offers the convenience of tuning the ink composition and ink physical properties. Therefore, I
also focus on ink formulation of commercial graphene nanoplatelets for high-speed printing.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

Besides this introduction chapter, this PhD thesis contains 8 further chapters, including a
literature review on printing of 2d materials for optoelectronics and photonics (Chapter 2,
3 and 4), my detailed doctoral work (Chapter 5, 6, 7 and 8), and conclusions and outlook
(Chapter 9).
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For literature review, I begin with an introduction of 2d materials on their structures,
properties and applications in Chapter 2, with the focus on graphene, TMDs and BP. I then
describe the diverse production methods of 2d materials and the related material characterisa-
tion techniques in Chapter 3, in particular the fundamentals of UALPE. Finally, I discuss the
ink systems and the printing technologies in Chapter 4. Inkjet printing is the main topic of
this chapter, covering its working mechanisms, and the thus-far progress and challenges on
2d material printing.

In Chapter 5, 6 and 7, I look at inkjet-printable ink formulation of 2d materials produced
via UALPE, and the printable 2d material applications. In Chapter 5, I elaborate my work
on graphene production, ink formulation and inkjet printing. More specifically, I develop a
polymer stabilised alcohol based ink formulation of graphene, i.e. a graphene isopropanol
(IPA)/polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) ink, that is well-suited to print onto a range of untreated
substrates for large-scale spatially uniform material deposition. I then discuss exploiting the
inkjet-printed graphene in applications. These include integrating the inkjet-printed graphene
onto CMOS platform for humidity sensors, and making use of the inkjet-printed graphene
as counter-electrodes for dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs). In the further two chapters,
I describe my work on TMDs (Chapter 6) and BP (Chapter 7). For TMDs, I study three
types of semiconducting TMDs: molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), tungsten disulfide (WS2)
and molybdenum diselenide (MoSe2). I design a binary alcohol carrier (i.e. a mixture of
IPA and 2-butanol) for ink formulation of these three TMDs and BP. This binder-free binary
alcohol ink formulation is capable of achieving optimal ink fluidic properties, wetting of a
range of substrates without substrate surface treatment, and suppression of the coffee ring
effect by induced recirculating Marangoni flow. In addition, I present a methodology to seek
the optimal inkjet printing parameters for a spatially uniform morphology of the printed
patterns. On this basis, I focus on the development of printable optoelectronics and photonics,
including photodetectors saturable absorbers (SAs). In Chapter 8, however, I look at ink
formulation using commercial graphene nanoplatelets for high-speed printing technologies
(e.g. R2R flexographic printing). This formulation yields high-loading inks that can be used
as stand-alone highly conductive inks, as additives to polymer nanocomposite systems, and
as additives to other functional ink systems. A graphene/carbon hybrid ink is developed for
commercial R2R flexographic press, allowing hundreds of conductive electronic circuits for
capacitive touchpad devices printed within one minute.

In the end, I conclude the thesis in Chapter 9 with a summarise of my doctoral work, and
an outlook of the potential and future opportunities for printable 2d material applications.



Chapter 2

Structures, properties and applications
of 2d materials

2.1 The 2d material family

Graphite naturally occurs in metamorphic geology. The use of graphite dates back to the
Neolithic age when our ancient ancestors used it for ceramic decoration [63]. It was latter
used in areas such as refractories due to its physical stabilities [64]. This soft rock was found
constructed with a layered laminar structure and easy to delaminate into thin sheets. This
particular property led to a widespread use as lubricant. Scientific research on this laminar
structure was gradually established, leading to fundamental understandings and eventually
experimental demonstrations of atomically thin nanosheets [1]. Thermally reduced graphitic
oxide (i.e. compound of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen in variable ratios) with a highly
layered structure was first reported in 1859 [65], while few-layer graphite flakes were first
imaged in 1948 and subsequently even monolayers [66], which was termed as “graphene” in
1987 [67]. The major concern on graphene was that whether such monolayers could exist
independently against thermal fluctuations [68]. It was in 2004 that graphene was finally
conclusively demonstrated by Novoselov et al., who produced it by repeatedly cleaving
graphite with adhesive tape [2, 3]. This method is now widely known as micro-mechanical
cleavage (MC) and is colloquially termed as the “scotch-tape” method.

Since then many other crystals that share a similar layered structure with graphite have
been extensively studied, commonly referred to as layered crystals. Archetype examples
include transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) that occur in nature [6], black phosphorus
(BP) that is synthesised from other phosphorus allotropes [69], and hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN) that is produced via chemical synthesis [70]. The term “layered” is used to highlight
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the crystal structure where one or few atom thick planar layers are bound into a stack with
strong in-plane covalent bonds and weak out-of-plane van der Waals (vdW) forces [1–3, 5].
These two forces differ in the mechanical strength, allowing exfoliation of the layered crystals
into few-layers and even monolayers. Because of the atomic thickness, these are termed as
2-dimensional (2d) materials [1–3, 5].

The research on the other 2d materials shared a long history with graphene. However,
the renaissance of interest in this field was not until more recently. For instance, the optical
absorption features of exfoliated molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) [71] were initially reported
by R. Frindt and A. Yoffe in 1963, and monolayer MoS2 was reported as early as in 1986 [72],
but the interest in MoS2 or TMDs in general was restored only in 2011 when Radisavljevic
et al. demonstrated monolayer MoS2 based transistors with an ION/IOFF exceeding 108 [73].
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Similar to MoS2, although BP was first successfully synthesised from white phosphorus in
1914 [74], it regained the significant attention as a new 2d material in 2014 [69].

2d materials typically can be directly exfoliated from the bulk. However, in some
cases, 2d materials can only be artificially produced [1]. A prime example is transition
metal carbides and carbonitrides (MXenes) such as Ti3C2 and Ti3CN that are produced by
selectively etching away the interlayer metal atoms from the corresponding bulk [75, 76].

This diversity amongst the 2d material family illustrates a broad spectrum of distinct and
complementary optoelectronic properties, enabling a wide range of applications; Fig. 2.1 [4–
6, 17, 75, 77, 78]. For graphene, the combination of atomic thickness, high transparency
and high conductivity of graphene is promising for flexible transparent conductors, while
its high carrier mobility in addition to the zero-bandgap can be exploited in high-frequency
applications [4, 5, 9, 77, 79]. TMDs (e.g. MoS2) and BP exhibit sizeable, layer-dependent
bandgap spanning the visible to near-infrared (NIR) range [4–6], attracting tremendous
attention for electronics such as thin-film transistors [42, 69, 73], and optoelectronics such as
photodetectors and light emitters [80–82]. h-BN is an insulating 2d material with a bandgap
of ∼6 eV. This can be exploited for ultraviolet (UV) light emission [83]. The atomically
smooth surface and the absence of dangling bonds make h-BN an ideal dielectric substrate
for other 2d materials in a wide variety of device applications [84]. The extent of applications
of 2d materials go well beyond optoelectronics and photonics, ranging from composites,
sensors, energy storage and conversion, to biomedicines. For instance, MXenes (e.g. Ti3C2

and Ti3CN) exhibit interesting electrochemical properties to work as electrodes in batteries
and supercapacitors [75, 76, 85, 86].

I next discuss the structures, properties and applications of graphene (Section 2.2), TMDs
(Section 2.3) and BP (Section 2.4) that have been investigated in my doctoral work, as well
as other common 2d materials such as h-BN (Section 2.5.1) and MXenes (Section 2.5.2).

2.2 Graphene

Graphene is atomically thin planar carbon sheet, as shown in Fig. 2.2(a,b), where the flakes
were prepared by MC. Figure 2.2(c,d) schematically illustrate the honeycomb hexagonal
lattice of graphene. Each of the carbon atoms is covalently bonded with three other carbon
atoms and as such three of its four valence electrons are taken to form a chemical bond to the
nearest neighbour electrons. The fourth electron, however, is left free to migrate through the
graphene lattice [9, 87]. These freely migrating fourth electrons lead to an exceptionally high
carrier concentration (nc) in graphene [9, 87]. A value exceeding 1014 cm−2 was reported by
Ye et al. [88].
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Fig. 2.2 (a) SEM micrograph of 10 nm thick graphene flakes produced via MC, source
Condensed Matter Group, University of Manchester; (b) Optical micrograph of a 3 nm
thick graphene flake, scale bar 20 µm [2]; (c) Top-view of stacked graphene layers, and
(d) side-view of monolayer graphene; (e) Electronic dispersion in graphene honeycomb
lattice [87].

Figure 2.2(e) depicts the dispersion of electrons in graphene. The forth free migrating
electron corresponds to the low energies close to the Fermi energy. As this electron may
be subjected to a spin-up or spin-down state, the valence band is completely filled, and the
conduction band is completely empty. Meanwhile, this electron is subjected to the periodic
potential of the graphene honeycomb lattice, giving rise to degeneracies in the valence and
conduction bands of graphene. This means that the valence and conduction bands touch
but do not overlap at the Dirac point of the Fermi energy. As a result, graphene has a
zero-bandgap [9, 87].

This band structure defines the unique optoelectronic properties of graphene [5, 9, 87]. At
the degenerate regions, the electrons are dispersed linearly and isotopically as massless Dirac
fermions. Graphene therefore exhibits an exceptionally high carrier mobility (µc). For exam-
ple, a mobility over 106 cm2v−1s−1 was observed in epitaxial graphene nanoribbons [89].
This is about 1,000 times greater than that of silicon. The zero-bandgap nature of graphene
enables a good electrical conductivity, with its sheet resistance (Rs) of mono- and few-layer
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graphene derived according to the relation:

Rs = (ncµceN)−1 (2.1)

where N is the number of layers, e is the charge on an electron [5]. For ideal intrinsic
graphene, ncµce assumes a constant value of 4e2/h (where h is the Planck constant) [9, 87],
giving Rs as 6 kΩ/□. In practice, however, graphene samples typically expect a much smaller
calculated Rs according to Eq. 2.1, for instance ∼135 Ω/□ for MC graphene [5, 90]. Typical
monolayer chemical vapour deposition (CVD) grown graphene expects a Rs as low as 30 Ω/□
with typical nc of 1012-1013 cm−2 and typical µc of 1,000-20,000 cm2v−1s−1 [5]. Also, the
sheet resistance can be tuned, for example, by controlling the layer numbers or by using
electric field or chemical doping [91, 92].

The linearly dispersed electrons define that the optical transmittance of graphene is inde-
pendent on the frequency of incident light in the visible to IR region [9, 87, 93]. Theoretically,
monolayer graphene is highly transparent, absorbing 2.3% of the incident light, which has
been experimentally observed from suspended graphene samples [93]. In addition, graphene
only reflects <0.1% of the incident light [93]. With such low reflectance between layers,
the optical absorption of few-layer graphene is therefore proportional to the graphene layer
number, i.e. with each additional graphene layer increasing the absorption by 2.3% [93].
Under strong illumination, graphene additionally exhibits nonlinear absorption properties,
where the absorption saturates, a phenomenon observed in many semiconductors [94, 95].

With an atomically thin layered structure, graphene has a large specific surface area,
with a theoretical value of 2,630 m2g−1 [96]. Graphene is mechanically strong, with a
measured breaking strength of up to 42 N/m (100 times that of steel) [97], and a measured
Young’s modulus of ∼1 TPa (5 times that of steel) [97]. This makes graphene a promising
filler material to enhance the strength of polymer-based nanocomposites. An addition
of 1 wt% of graphene in nanocomposites was reported to offer an improvement to the
Young’s modulus by ∼80% [98]. Due to the strong mechanical properties, graphene exhibits
a high bending stiffness such that the electronic properties do not substantially change
upon stretching [99, 100]. The thermal conductivity of graphene is also exceptional with
a measured conductivity for a suspended sample of up to ∼5,000 Wm−1K−1 at room
temperature (compared to e.g. silver 429 Wm−1K−1) [101]. As such, graphene is a promising
filler for thermal conductive nanocomposites.

These above properties offer unusual opportunities for applications. One is in transparent
conductors, taking the advantages of the high optical transparency and the electrical conduc-
tivity of graphene. The sheet resistance (Rs) of a conductive thin film can be defined by its
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electrical conductivity (σ e) via:
Rs = (σet)−1 (2.2)

where t is the film thickness. The transmittance (T) can be defined by the optical conductivity
(σop) via [102]:

T = (1+
Z0

2
σopt)−2 (2.3)

where Z0 is the impedance of free space and has a value of 377 Ω [102]. The relationship
between Rs and T can then be defined as:

T = (1+
Z0

2Rs

σe

σop
)−2 (2.4)

Therefore, the ratio of σ e to σop can be used as figure of merit (FoM) for transparent
conductors:

σe

σop
=

188.5
Rs(T−1/2 −1)

(2.5)

The minimum industry standard of FoM is 35 (Rs = 100 Ω/□, T = 90%) [102]. CVD
graphene with a low Rs and a high transparency has emerged as a promising candidate in
replacement of the current transparent conductor technologies (e.g. indium tin oxide: ITO,
silver nanowires and carbon nanotubes: CNTs) [5, 102–104]. Indeed, Bae et al. demonstrated
a 30 inch CVD graphene transparent conductor with Rs of 125 Ω/□ at T of 97.4% [105].
The Rs could be further decreased to 30 Ω/□ at 90% [105]. This gives a FoM of up to
116, easily surpassing the industry standard. As a transparent conductor, graphene offers
an additional advantage of flexibility. It is capable of sustaining a strain of ∼25% without
breaking [5, 97]. The current incumbent, ITO, is a brittle material with a crack onset strain of
only ∼1-1.5%, restricting the development of next generation flexible devices [5, 102, 104].
Proof-of-concept graphene flexible transparent conductor based applications have already
been reported (e.g. Fig. 2.3(a)), for example, in touch screens, photovoltaics and light
emitting devices [5, 105, 106]. Transparent graphene films fabricated by other methods (e.g.
spray coating, rod coating and self-assembly of solution-processed graphene) instead of
CVD are also promising for transparent electrodes [17, 107–109]. For example, Howe et al.
demonstrated a rod-coated graphene film with 900 Ω/□ at 90% [17]. This allows production
of flexible transparent graphene conductors with a much lower cost, larger area and lower
processing temperature, and it can be deposited directly onto the target substrate as opposed
to CVD graphene films. On the other hand, non-transparent printed graphene conductive
films find uses in electrical conductors [54, 110–112], as a low-cost, high-performance
alternative for conventional carbon and metal based conductors [112, 113]. Figure 2.3(b) is
one such demonstration where printed graphene was exploited as conductive circuits [111].
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Fig. 2.3 (a) Flexible graphene transparent conductors [105]; (b) Printable conductive graphene
circuits; (c) Typical graphene transistor transfer characteristics, inset: schematic figure for
top-gated graphene transistor, adapted from Ref. [114]; (d) Individual gas molecule sensor
based on graphene transistor structure, adapted from Ref. [115]; (e) Reduced graphene
oxide electrodes for lithium-air batteries, scale bar 5 mm [116]; (f) Graphene polymer
nanocomposite SAs for ultrafast laser [95].

Such printed graphene conductive circuits can be interfaced with traditional electronics to
develop applications such as flexible capacitive touchpads [111].

The high electron mobility and carrier density of graphene hold huge promises for
transistors [5, 79, 87, 114]. The inset of Fig. 2.3(c) schematically outlines the structure of
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a typical top-gated graphene transistor. Such devices exhibit high carrier mobility (20,000
cm2v−1s−1 [117]) and high intrinsic cut-off frequency (>100 GHz [118]), making them
attractive for high frequency applications. However, the zero-bandgap of graphene means
that the transistors cannot be effectively switched-off. This seriously limits the ION/IOFF

ratio, typically <100 [37, 79, 114]. For instance, the transfer characteristics in Fig. 2.3(c)
show that both the devices have a ION/IOFF <10. Logic electronic applications, however,
typically require a sizeable bandgap (>0.4 eV) and excellent switching capabilities (ION/IOFF

>104) [114]. Considerable efforts have therefore been devoted to “opening” the graphene
bandgap while avoiding diminishing the electronic properties, for instance via nanopatterning
graphene to create graphene nanoribbons [114]. Unfortunately, for practical applications this
goal remains elusive.

The exposed large surface area (theoretical value 2,630 m2g−1) of graphene allows
it to interact strongly with the ambient elements, including moisture, gas, chemicals and
biomolecules [77, 119]. The adsorption of such ambient elements can lead to changes of
graphene in local carrier concentration and hence, the electrical conductivity [87, 115, 120].
The high carrier mobility of graphene therefore enables a high sensitivity to any changes,
even single molecules [87, 115, 121, 122], making graphene a promising material platform
for sensing applications [77, 115, 119]. The inset of Fig. 2.3(d) presents a gas sensor based
on a transistor architecture. The authors demonstrated that the sensor allowed for detection
of individual gas molecules of NO2, NH3, H2O and CO; Fig. 2.3(d) [115]. However, this
approach of exploiting the intrinsic properties of pristine graphene cannot give good selective
sensitivities, realising which may require covalent or non-covalent functionalisation of
graphene [123, 124].

The high specific surface area of graphene is also well-suited for the development
of electrode systems for energy storage and conversion (e.g. supercapacitors and batter-
ies) [116, 125–129]. The graphene electrode systems can lead to a decrease in film thickness
while an increase in electrode-to-electrolyte contact, which when combined with good elec-
trical conductivity offers better performance than current technologies. With regards to
manufacturing scalability and miniaturisation, El-Kady et al. reported fabrication of super-
capacitors using laser scribed graphene-based electrodes [126]. The electrodes exhibited
high electrical conductivity and specific surface area for ultrahigh energy density values (up
to 1.36 mWhcm−3), high power density (∼20 Wcm−3) and excellent cycle stability. More
recently, Liu et al. reported a lithium-air battery using reduced graphene oxide electrodes;
Fig. 2.3(e) [116]. The device exhibited high specific capacities, excellent energy efficiency
(93.2%) and impressive rechargeability.
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Another key application of graphene is in ultrafast lasers (i.e. fs-µs pulse duration). Ultra-
fast lasers are a technology in high demand in a wide range of applications, e.g. materials
processing, time-resolved spectroscopy, industrial micromachining and biomedical imag-
ing [94, 130–132]. A most widely used method in such ultrashort pulse output generation is
to employ saturable absorbers (SAs). SAs act as fast nonlinear optical switches to convert the
output from a low-power continuous-wave signal to a train of high-power ultrashort pulses.
Current dominant SA technology is semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors, which how-
ever present a narrow tuning range and require a complex fabrication [132–134]. The linear
dispersion of Dirac electrons [9] in addition to the nonlinear optical absorption and ultrafast
carrier dynamics [135–137] make graphene a promising alternative material for SA operable
over a wide spectral range [95, 133]. One dominant, well-developed technology for graphene
SA fabrication is through developing graphene flake enriched polymer nanocomposites from
solution-processed graphene dispersions [95, 134]. Figure 2.3(f) presents the integration of
such graphene nanocomposite SAs into ultrafast laser cavity for the generation of ultrashort
(∼460 fs) pulses, pioneered by Sun et al. [95].

2.3 Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)

TMDs are a group of ∼40 compounds sharing a general formula MX2, where M represents
a transition metal (e.g. molybdenum: Mo, tungsten: W, niobium: Nb) and X is a group VI
element (e.g. sulfide: S, selenide: Se, tellurium: Te) [6–8]. Like graphite, bulk TMDs are
crystals formed with stacked layers. Monolayer TMDs consist of a plane of hexagonally
bonded M atoms sandwiched between two layers of X atoms via chemical bonds [138], as
exampled by Fig. 2.4(a). Depending on the coordination and oxidation states of M atoms
and the chemical structures between M and X atoms, TMDs are either metallic (e.g. NbSe2)
or semiconductive (e.g. MoS2, WS2 and MoSe2) [6–8].

Exfoliation of bulk TMDs can lead to radical changes in the physical properties [6, 7]. A
widely studied example is MoS2 [73]. Monolayer MoS2 is highly transparent (optical trans-
mittance >90% at ∼652 nm [139]), with a mechanical strength 30 times that of steel [141].
The larger exposed surface area of exfoliated MoS2, compared to bulk MoS2, greatly en-
hances its chemical reactivities [1]. Bulk MoS2 is not an efficient electrocatalyst for hydrogen
evolution reaction, but exfoliated MoS2 has been demonstrated as an efficient and viable
material, as a result of the significantly increased exposed catalytically active edges [142].

More importantly, for the case of semiconducting TMDs (s-TMDs), quantum confinement
due to the decrease in thickness causes changes in the electronic band structure [6, 7]. As
shown in Fig. 2.4(b), along with the decrease in the layer numbers of MoS2, the direct
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Fig. 2.4 (a) Side-view chemical structure of MoS2 [73]; (b) Evolution of energy band in
bulk, quad-layer, bi-layer and monolayer MoS2 respectively [81]; (c) Photoluminescence of
a monolayer MoS2 flake produced via MC, scale bar 10 µm, adapted from Ref. [139]; (d)
Photoluminescence spectra of solution-processed MoS2 with varied average thickness [140];
(e) Summary of the semiconducting properties of monolayer TMD compound group [6].

excitonic states near the K point remains relatively unchanged, whilst those at the Γ point shift
significantly such that the indirect bulk bandgap of ∼1.2 eV moves towards a direct monolayer
bandgap of ∼1.8 eV [143]. Arising from this bandgap transition, novel and interesting
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optoelectronic properties that are not present in bulk MoS2 are observed. For instance,
monolayer MoS2 exhibits a strong red photoluminescence at ∼660 nm; Fig. 2.4(c) [139].
Eda et al. investigated the photoluminescence from solution-processed MoS2 flakes with
respect to the restacking thickness, and demonstrated that both the peak intensity and position
of photoluminescence were thickness dependent; Fig. 2.4(d) [140]. Splendiani et al. observed
a 104 times enhancement in photoluminescence from monolayer MoS2 compared to that
from the bulk [81]. Similar to MoS2, WS2 also transits from an indirect bulk bandgap of
∼1.3 eV to a direct monolayer bandgap of ∼2.1 eV [144], while MoSe2 changes from 1.1 eV
to 1.6 eV [145, 146].

As such, the s-TMDs are of particular interest for optoelectronics and photonics [4, 6, 7]
and hence, I focus the remainder of the discussion on s-TMDs. A list of the semiconducting
properties of monolayer s-TMDs is summarised in Fig. 2.4(e) [6]. The transition bandgap of
some common s-TMDs from bulk to monolayer is summarised in Table 2.1.

The s-TMDs can be exploited in a wide spectrum of optoelectronic and photonic ap-
plications. The sizeable bandgap is promising for logic electronics. As discussed, in logic
electronics, a bandgap exceeding 0.4 eV [114] and an ION/IOFF ratio over 104 [73] are re-
quired. Monolayer s-TMDs with ∼1-2 eV bandgap therefore are well-suited for this purpose,
with exceptional high ION/IOFF reported [73, 152–155]. For instance, the top-gated MoS2

transistor shown in Fig. 2.5 demonstrated by Radisavljevic et al. exhibited an ION/IOFF

exceeding 108 [73]. Recently, Wachter et al. demonstrated the feasibility of integrating MoS2

transistors to realise a microprocessor, capable of performing 1-bit logical operation [156].
However, the carrier mobility in such devices is typically 10-50 cm2V−1s−1 [152, 153, 155],
significantly lower than that of graphene [114] and silicon based devices [157].

Table 2.1 Bandgap of some common semiconducting TMDs. “-” stands for metallic. Data
collected from Ref. [6, 143, 145, 147–151].

Bandgap (eV) Mo W Ti Zr Hf Pd Pt

S
Monolayer 1.8 2.1 0.65 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.9

Bulk 1.2 1.3 0.3 1.6 1.6 1.1 1.8

Se
Monolayer 1.6 1.7 0.51 0.7 0.7 1.1 1.5

Bulk 1.1 1.2 - 0.8 0.6 1.3 1.4

Te
Monolayer 1.1 1.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.8

Bulk 1.0 0.7 - - - 0.2 0.8
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Fig. 2.5 (a) MoS2 transistor transfer characteristics, inset: schematic figure for top-gated
MoS2 transistor, adapted from Ref. [73]; (b) Ultrasensitive MoS2 photodetector, adapted
from Ref. [158]; (c) Electroluminescence spectrum of a MoS2 emitter, inset: MoS2 emission,
scale bar 1 µm, adapted from Ref. [80]; (d) WS2 polymer nanocomposite SAs for ultrafast
laser, inset: the laser fibre end with the WS2 SA integrated, adapted from Ref. [159].

The direct bandgap leads to a high optoelectronic conversion efficiency [143, 144]. As
discussed, the photoluminescence from monolayer MoS2 was increased by a factor of over
104 compared to that from the bulk [81]. Such properties can be exploited in a variety of
optoelectronic applications, in particular in the development of photodetectors [158, 160–
162] and atomically thin monochromatic light emitters [80, 163–165]. Monolayer MoS2

allowed the fabrication of ultrasensitive photodetectors (Fig. 2.5(b)) operable in the visible
spectral range (400-680 nm) with a photoresponsivity of up to 880 AW−1 (at 561 nm) [158].
Figure 2.5(c) presents an electroluminescent device based on monolayer MoS2, where MoS2

was exploited for the emission for red light [80]. In addition, a smaller bandgap opens up the
possibilities for NIR photodetection and emission. Constructing vdW heterostructures (i.e.
layer by layer stacks of multiple 2d materials) engineers the bandgap, bringing in a broader
range of optoelectronic applications [7, 164, 166, 167].

s-TMDs also show potential in photonic applications. The exhibited nonlinear optical
absorption properties and ultrafast carrier dynamics allow the application of s-TMDs in
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SAs [159, 168, 168, 169]. Figure 2.5(d) shows the integration of a WS2 flake enriched
polymer nanocomposite SA onto the laser fibre end for the generation of ultrashort (595 fs)
pulses [159]. The bandgap of s-TMDs of up to ∼2 eV suggests the potential for the generation
of ultrafast pulses even at the visible wavelengths, a property challenging to achieve with the
existing semiconductor materials and technologies [94].

2.4 Black phosphorus

BP is an allotrope of phosphorus. BP does not exist in nature [74, 171, 172], and can only
be produced from the other allotropes [69, 74]. Figure 2.6(a) presents typical synthesised
bulk BP crystal. Black phosphorus is a puckered hexagonal crystal, where each phosphorus
atom bonds to three other neighbouring phosphorus atoms [74, 78, 172, 173], as shown in
Fig. 2.6(b) [69].

BP exhibits a high carrier mobility, up to 50,000 cm2V−1s−1 (obtained at 30 K with
bulk crystal sample) [4]. One key characteristic of BP is the thickness-dependent electronic
structure, similar to what has been observed with s-TMDs (e.g. MoS2). Monolayer BP has a
direct bandgap of ∼2.0 eV [74, 78, 172, 173]. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
mapping of bulk BP sample shows that it possesses a direct bandgap of 0.3 eV; Fig. 2.6 [69].
This universal direct bandgap is very attractive for optoelectronic applications [4, 7]. On the
other hand, the structural anisotropic configuration in lattice leads to in-plane anisotropic
optoelectronic properties [78, 172, 173], showing orientation dependent e.g. thermal [174]
and electrical [175] conductivities, and intrinsic strength [176]. For example, Fig. 2.6(d)
shows that the measured photoluminescence peak intensity from monolayer BP is dependent
on polarisation [170].

Although graphene and s-TMDs have many superior material properties, they present
certain fundamental drawbacks: the zero-bandgap of graphene limits use in logic electronics,
whilst the relatively low carrier mobility of s-TMDs also prevents applications [4, 7, 78, 79].
BP, with a sizeable bandgap and a high carrier mobility, is therefore an emerging key 2d
material to bridge the gap between graphene and s-TMDs. Indeed, BP has been widely
reported in transistor fabrication (e.g. Fig. 2.6(e) [69]), with mobility exceeding 1,000
2V−1s−1 and ION/IOFF over 105 reported [56, 78, 177, 178]. This performance is comparable
to that of silicon based devices, and sufficient for logic electronics (bandgap >0.4 eV,
ION/IOFF >104).

The direct bandgap of 0.3-2.0 eV, spanning the visible to IR spectral region, leads to
a high efficiency in the optoelectronic processes [81, 143, 144], noting a big difference
from s-TMDs. This can be potentially utilised in a variety of visible to IR optoelectronic
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Fig. 2.6 (a) Bulk BP crystal, source Smart Elements; (b) Side-view chemical structure of
BP, adapted from Ref. [69]; (c) Band structure of bulk BP mapped by angle-resolved pho-
toemission spectroscopy, adapted from Ref. [69]; (d) Photoluminescence peak intensity as
a function of polarisation detection angle [170]; (e) Typical BP transistor transfer charac-
teristics, inset: schematic figure for back-gated BP transistor, adapted from Ref. [69]; (f)
Source-drain current versus bias voltage under varied illumination of a waveguide-integrated
BP photodetector, inset: schematic figure for the photodetector, adapted from Ref. [82].

applications, for instance atomically thin light emitters [4, 78] (though not yet demonstrated),
photodetectors [82, 179], and photovoltaics [180]. The inset of Fig. 2.6(f) is one example of
integrating BP into waveguide based silicon photonics for photodetection (graphene as the
top-gate) [82]. The authors demonstrated that by integrating BP, the device achieved a low
dark current (impractical for graphene based photodetectors) and an intrinsic responsivity
up to 657 mAW−1 at IR (photodetectors based on monolayer s-TMDs, e.g. MoS2, typically
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can only operate at IR limited by the bandgap). Other key applications of BP lie in SAs
for ultrafast lasers [181–186], chemical sensors [187], and electrode systems for energy
storage [188].

However, a considerable challenge for BP applications is its instability under ambient
conditions [78, 181, 189–192]. Favron et al. suggested that the oxidation was likely due to
a photo-assisted reaction with oxygen dissolved in moisture that was adsorbed on the BP
surface [190]. This means that both light and oxygen must be present for the degradation
to occur [190]. Hanlon et al. demonstrated a solution based exfoliation technique could
enhance the stability of BP by forming a solvation shell around the flakes which could
prevent interaction with oxygen [181]. Other studies investigated passivation with such as
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [191] and parylene [190] to present BP degradation. Island et
al. showed that sandwiching BP flakes with PDMS could protect them against degradation
for over 1 week [191].

2.5 Other 2d materials

Besides these above most commonly studied 2d materials, there are other 2d materials likely
to be of interest for applications.

2.5.1 Hexagonal boron nitride

Boron nitride is an inorganic compound typically in cubic, wurtzite or hexagonal lat-
tices [193]. h-BN is the hexagonal crystalline form of BN in white colour. Figure 2.7(a) shows
a photograph of h-BN crystals (∼5 µm particle size). In this hexagonal lattice structure, B and
N atoms are alternatively covalently bonded in-plane and are weakly stacked out-of-plane via
vdW forces [193, 194]; Fig. 2.7(b). With such a layered structure similar to graphite, h-BN
has been widely used as a lubricant, well known as the “white graphite” [193, 194]. However,
unlike graphite, h-BN is an electrically insulating and thermally conductive material [194–
196]. h-BN therefore exhibits better lubricating properties than graphite, especially when
under extreme conditions (e.g. vacuum, high temperature, oxidising atmosphere) [193, 194].
Figure 2.7(c) presents the energy band structure of h-BN, showing that it has a wide bandgap
(6 eV [4, 193, 197, 198]). This wide bandgap has been exploited in deep ultraviolet light
emission [4, 83]. However, there are debates on the bandgap, with widely dispersed values
in 3.6-7.1 eV reported [194]. Also there are arguments on whether h-BN is a direct bandgap
material [197, 199].
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Fig. 2.7 (a) Bulk h-BN, source TKB Trading, LLC; (b) Top-view chemical structure of h-BN;
(c) Energy and structure of h-BN, adapted from Ref. [200]; (d) Use of h-BN as atomically
thin dielectric substrate for graphene transistor, scale bar 10 µm [201]; (e) High dielectric
stability of flexible h-BN nanocomposite against temperature and frequency, inset: h-BN
nanocomposite, adapted from Ref. [202].

Few- and monolayer h-BN has attracted tremendous attention [4, 193, 198, 203]. In its 2d
form, h-BN shows many interesting material properties, for instance, colourless appearance,
atomically smooth surface, the absence of dangling bonds and charge traps, and significantly
enhanced thermal stability [200]. This combination in addition to the lattice structural
similarities allows h-BN to be used as a dielectric screening substrate for other 2d materials
in device fabrication [201, 204–206]. For example, Dean et al. used h-BN as a substrate
for graphene transistor, replacing SiO2; Fig. 2.7(d). The authors demonstrated that the
device carrier mobility was increased by three times [201]. As such, h-BN has emerged as a
fundamental building block for vdW heterostructures, bringing in myriad novel structures
and properties [41, 167]. More recently, h-BN was used to passivate BP devices to prevent
atmospheric degradation [78].
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The combination of the dielectric and thermal properties of h-BN allows it to be incor-
porated into polymer nanocomposites as dielectric and thermally conductive fillers [200,
202, 207]. For example, Li et al. introduced solution-processed h-BN flakes into cross-
linked divinyltetramethyldisi-loxane-bis(benzocyclobutene) (BCB) and developed a flexible
h-BN nanocomposite with a high dielectric stability against temperature (up to 250◦C) and
frequency (up to ∼106 Hz); Fig. 2.7(e) [202].

2.5.2 MXenes

Transition metal carbides and/or nitrides are a group of 2d materials with a composition
of Mn+1Xn, where M stands for transition metal, X is either carbon or nitrogen, and n is
the number of X atoms [76]. They are termed as “MXenes” to emphases the graphene-like
layered structure [76, 208]. MXenes can only artificially produced from their counterpart par-
ent compounds, layered ternary transition metal carbides and nitrides, which are commonly
termed as MAX phases (Mn+1AXn) [75, 76].

In the MAX phases, “A” stands for a group IIIA or IVA element on the periodic table such
as aluminium (Al) and silicon [75, 76]. The MAX phases are arranged in a layered hexagonal
lattice, where the M planes are closed packed with the X planes in an octahedral prismatic in
a composition of Mn+1Xn, while the A planes are interleaved between. Therefore, the MAX
phases are not strictly layered crystals like graphite: the interlayer bonds between A and
Mn+1Xn are too strong to allow direct exfoliation [1, 75, 76]. However, the force difference
between the chemical bonds, M-X and M-A, allows selective etching of the A layers away
from the structure [75, 76]; Fig. 2.8. MXenes were first experimentally demonstrated by
Naguib et al. in 2011 [208]. The authors reported the production of graphene-like Ti3C2 thin
layers by selectively etching away the Al atoms from its parent compound Ti3AlC2 using
hydrofluoric acid.

Besides Ti3C2, many other types of MXenes, such as Ti2C, Ti3CN, Nb2C and V2C,
were reported in later works [75, 76, 209, 210]. Indeed, the possible combinations for
M, A, and X gives >60 known MAX phases, well representing the wide spectrum of
properties of MXenes [75, 76]. The electronic properties of MXenes are of special interest,
with theoretical studies suggesting that MXenes are either metallic or with a very small
bandgap [76, 208, 210]. The bandgap of MXenes can be engineered through chemical
functionalisation [75, 76].

One major application of MXenes is in electrode systems for electrochemical energy
storage [75, 76, 211]. There are indeed many successful demonstrations of MXenes based
high-performance proof-of-concept batteries and supercapacitors reported [212–216]. Poten-
tial applications of MXenes also include sensors, electronics and conductive reinforcement
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Fig. 2.8 Structure of MAX phases and the corresponding MXenes, adapted from Ref. [76].

additives [75, 76, 209, 210, 217–220]. In addition, MXenes are emerging as potential build-
ing blocks for vdW heterostructures (as yet largely unexplored) [75, 76, 221, 222]. In these
heterostructures, MXenes may work as the conductive layers whilst simultaneously modi-
fying the electronic properties of other 2d materials that are in vertically contact with the
MXenes [220–222]. However, significant reduction in the production cost the MAX phases
is required before MXenes can be realistically considered for applications.

2.5.3 Mica

Mica represents a group of layered silicate clays and minerals with nearly perfect basal cleav-
age [223, 224]. Typical examples of mica include muscovite, phlogopite and biotite [225].
Muscovite is the most commonly occurring form of mica in nature.

The chemical structure of mica (Fig. 2.9) allows intercalation and exfoliation of bulk
mica into thin flakes via chemical solution processing [1, 224]. As the majority of the mica
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Fig. 2.9 Chemical structure of mica.

members are insulating, mica has been primarily used as inert fillers to enhance the strength
of nanocomposites, as barrier materials for packaging, and as pigment for painting [223–
225]. The dielectric properties of mica also allow it to be exploited in capacitors [225].
More recently, the large surface area and the possibility of intercalation and exfoliation have
indicated potential applications in catalysis, energy storage and sensing [226].

At present, very little work has been done on the 2d form mica. This is largely down
to the challenges involved in the exfoliation of mica, due to its charged state in 2d form
that requires constant presence of a charge balancing counterion. Only recently, Harvey et
al. demonstrated successful liquid phase exfoliation of mica sheets from talcum powder as
charged layered crystals [227].

2.5.4 Oxides

Layered oxides are a large group of materials with a general formula, AnMO2, where A is
an alkali metal (e.g. lithium, potassium), M is transition metal, O is oxygen, and 0.5 ≤ n ≤
1 [228]. The layered oxides typically occur as e.g. metal dioxides and trioxides, perovskites
and niobates. The chemical structure of layered oxides typically consists of MO planes
separated by the A planes [228]. The ions between the layers can balance the surface charge
of the layers and as such retain a stable structure [1, 229]. Solution processing methods via
ion exchange in acidic solutions can induce agitation to this stable structure to yield layered
oxide flakes [1, 229, 230]. 2d layered oxides are wide bandgap semiconductors, exhibiting
interesting electronic, electrochemical and photonic properties for transistors and battery
electrodes [229, 230].

2.5.5 Metal halides

Metal halides share a general formula MXn, where M is a transition metal, and X is a Group
VII element or halide (e.g. chlorine, bromine, iodine), and n can be 2, 3 and 4 depending on
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the M [1, 231]. Metal halides structurally resemble TMDs, where the monolayer consists
of a plane of transition metal atoms sandwiched by two planes of halide atoms [1]. Metal
halides do not naturally exist, and therefore require chemical synthesis [231, 232]. Thus-far,
metal halides have been used for light emitting in high-intensity discharge gas discharge
lamps [233].

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, I have introduced the structures, properties and applications of 2d materials,
with focus on graphene, TMDs and BP. The unique and outstanding properties of 2d materials
can potentially enable a range of high-performance, novel applications, in particular in opto-
electronics and photonics. However, the examples outlined within this chapter are typically
based on 2d material samples produced via MC. In practice, MC is an unrealistic process for
scaled-up and controllable device fabrication. 2d materials produced via other production
methods may show compromised properties and device performance, however, exhibit a
scalability in device fabrication. For example, solution processing methods are capable
of delivering mass-production of 2d materials, and importantly the solution-processed 2d
materials are readily adapted to graphics printing for large-scale, low-cost device fabrication.
I will discuss the diverse production methods of 2d materials in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

Solution processing of 2d materials

In the previous chapter, I discussed the properties and potential applications of 2d materials.
To make the most of 2d materials, multiple top-down and bottom-up material production
methods have been developed. Among them, solution processing achieves scalable and cost-
effective production of 2d materials, a big advance towards scalable applications [1, 15, 234–
238]. This solution phase approach is also very relevant to the formulation of functional
inks for graphics printing technologies, enabling patterning of 2d materials for large-scale,
low-cost device fabrication [16, 17, 37]. It is therefore important to briefly summarise the
key production methods for 2d materials with the focus given to the methods relevant to ink
production – solution processing, providing the context for printing of 2d materials.

In this chapter, I give an overview of the production methods of 2d materials in Section 3.1,
followed by the introduction of solution processing methods in Section 3.2. Ultrasonic-
assisted liquid phase exfoliation (UALPE) is the main solution processing technique used in
my doctoral work as it is a method of producing high-quality, pristine 2d material flakes. In
particular, I discuss the fundamentals and processing principles of UALPE in Section 3.3.
The characterisation techniques relevant to solution-processed 2d materials are covered in
Section 3.4.

3.1 Production method overview

An important part of the research on 2d materials is devoted to the material production
methods that are scalable and cost-effective. Figure 3.1 lists some key production methods
of graphene. As shown, in general, graphene can be produced via either top-down or
bottom-up methods: (1) top-down: the bulk is exfoliated directly to yield mono- and few-
layer flakes. This includes micro-mechanical cleavage (MC), photoexfoliation and solution
processing methods (exampled with UALPE) [1, 3, 15]; (2) bottom-up: individual flakes
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Fig. 3.1 Common production methods of graphene: (a) MC; (b) Anodic bonding; (c) Photoex-
foliation; (d) UALPE; (e) Growth on SiC, SiC where gold and grey spheres represent silicon
and carbon atoms; (f) Segregation/precipitation from carbon containing metal substrate; (g)
CVD; (h) Molecular beam epitaxy; (i) Chemical synthesis using benzene as building block.
Adapted from Ref. [15].

are directly grown or synthesised on substrates. This includes anodic bonding, growth on
SiC, segregation/precipitation from carbon containing metal substrate, chemical vapour
deposition (CVD), molecular beam epitaxy and chemical synthesis using benzene as building
block [15]. Some of these methods have been successfully extended to other 2d materials,
in particular MC, CVD and UALPE which are now widely exploited in the production
of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), black phosphorus (BP) and hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) [1, 3, 6, 15, 73, 170, 181, 234–240].

Micro-mechanical cleavage. MC was first demonstrated in the production of stable
graphene flakes in 2004 [2]. This method was later extended to other 2d materials, e.g. TMDs
and h-BN in 2005 [3] and BP in 2014 [69]. In this production process, flakes are exfoliated
from bulk crystal by “rubbing” the face of the crystal against a solid surface such as a silicon
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Fig. 3.2 (a) Schematic figure of MC; Representative optical micrographs of MC flakes of
(b) graphene with of regions of different thickness, scale bar 20 µm [15], (c) MoS2, scale
bar 10 µm [73], and (c) BP with the monolayer region indicated by the dashed line, scale bar
6 µm [170].

wafer, or by repeatedly cleaving with an adhesive tape, as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). Exfoliation
is possible due to the relatively weak interlayer van der Waals (vdW) forces compared to
the strong covalent intra-layer bonds. MC overcomes the vdW forces, while the chemical
bonds are untouched. As a purely physical process, MC causes no chemical alteration
of the exfoliated flakes, producing exceptionally high-quality pristine flakes [2, 3, 15, 79].
Figure 3.2(b-d) are representative optical micrographs of graphene, MoS2 and BP flakes.
As clearly shown, the produced flakes differ in thickness and shapes, while the flake lateral
dimension is usually in a scale of micrometres. This means that the production rate of
monolayer flakes is extremely low and uncontrollable. Although this process has since been
optimised to produce flakes of up to several millimetres in lateral dimension (also limited by
the bulk crystal grain size), it is unlikely to be scalable and controllable for mass production,
rendering it unsuitable for large-scale device fabrication [9, 15].

Due to these features, MC is thus-far limited to the fundamental studies of 2d materi-
als [15]. For example, the studies of graphene on its transparency [93], carrier mobility
[90] and mechanical properties [97] were conducted with suspend graphene flakes prepared
by MC; the thickness dependent bandgap transition [143], photoluminescence [81] and
electroluminescence [80] of MoS2 were observed with MC flakes. Extremely high perfor-
mance devices were also developed from MC flakes, for example graphene transistors with
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an intrinsic cut-off frequency of up to 300 GHz [117, 118] and MoS2 transistors with an
ION/IOFF of up to 108 [73].

Chemical vapour deposition. Ever since the discovery of graphene in 2004, CVD that
had been widely exploited in the synthesis of carbon materials (e.g. carbon nanotubes:
CNTs) [242]) was extended to the growth of graphene [15, 241, 243–245]. As shown
in Fig. 3.3(a), in a CVD production process of graphene, hydrocarbon gaseous precursor
(typically methane) is introduced into a high temperature furnace (typically 1,000 ◦C);
catalysed by the metal substrate (typically polycrystalline copper foil) at this high temperature,
the precursor decomposes and forms monolayer graphene on the substrate [15, 241]. CVD
gained a huge momentum in 2009 when Li et al. first demonstrated uniform graphene films
over a scale of 1 cm × 1 cm; Fig. 3.3(b) [241]. Through significant improvements in the past
decade, the as-grown graphene film has been scaled-up to >100 m long [244].

However, the as-grown graphene needs to be transferred to target substrate before it
can be utilised for applications. Figure 3.3(c) schematically presents a commonly adopted
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Fig. 3.3 (a) Schematic figure for a typical CVD set-up; (b) SEM image of graphene grown on
a copper foil, scale bar 100 µm [241]; (c) Schematic figure for typical wet-transfer process;
(d) Graphene film transferred onto SiO2/Si [241]; (e) Optical micrograph of MoS2 grown
on SiO2/Si, scale bar 20 µm, adapted from Ref. [240]; (f) 2 inch MoS2 film transferred onto
SiO2/Si [239].
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wet-transfer method. In this process, polymer (e.g. polymethyl methacrylate: PMMA)
coated graphene is transferred onto a target substrate after the metal substrate is etched
away; the coated polymer is removed afterwards. Figure 3.3(d) is an optical micrograph
of a wet-transferred graphene film on Si/SiO2 [241]. However, this process is prone to
damaging the graphene films, arising either from physical damages during the transfer
process (e.g. cracking) or from chemical residues (e.g. polymers) [15]. Research efforts
now have been directed to growth on dielectric substrates such as glass and quartz so as
to eliminate the transfer process [246]. Nevertheless, CVD graphene exhibits high quality.
For example, a carrier mobility of ∼27,000-45,000 cm2V−1s−1 from large-grain CVD
graphene on h-BN was reported by Petrone et al. [247]. CVD graphene therefore can
potentially lead to high performance devices, for instance large-area highly conductive
transparent conductors [105], high cut-off frequency transistors [118, 248, 249], and high
optical modulation depth saturable absorbers (SAs) [250].

CVD has been successfully extended to other 2d materials. For instance, Ref. [239,
240, 251, 252] present the growth of monolayer MoS2 film through chemical reactions of
Mo/MoO3 and sulphur on insulating substrates such as SiO2 or sapphire. Figure 3.3(e) is a
representative optical micrograph of as-grown MoS2 flakes on Si/SiO2 [240]. There are also
demonstrations of other TMDs, for instance WS2 in Ref. [253] and MoSe2 in Ref. [254, 255].
Making use of these 2d materials may also require transferring onto target substrates through
similar wet-transfer processes [15, 239, 240, 251]. Figure 3.3(f) presents a photograph of
transferred 2 in MoS2 film on Si/SiO2 [239]. Similar to CVD graphene, the properties and
performance of these 2d materials are not yet comparable to the ones produced by MC [6, 15].

Although the CVD graphene growth process has been refined to demonstrate large-
area films in lab, it is still challenging to transfer this technique to the real-world for mass
production of high quality, uniform graphene films [15, 105, 239, 244]. CVD is also not
a cost-effective process considering the high requirements on production conditions (e.g.
high temperature, certain gases and precursors), and the expensive sacrificial growth sub-
strates [15].

3.2 Solution processing methods

Due to the low production rate and the high production cost of MC and CVD (and the other
aforementioned production methods), it is necessary to develop cost effective methods that are
capable of delivering mass production of 2d materials [1, 15, 236]. Solution processing has
emerged as a promising approach. As a top-down exfoliation strategy, it exfoliates directly
large quantities of mono- and few-layer flakes from the bulk in a liquid medium mainly via
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c

Fig. 3.4 Solution processing via (a) ion intercalation, (b) ion exchange, and (c) LPE (exampled
with UALPE), showing that in “good solvents” the exfoliated flakes are stabilised against
reaggregation, while in “bad solvents” reaggregate and sediment [1].

ion intercalation, ion exchange or liquid phase exfoliation (LPE) [1, 15], as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 3.4. It also offers many other advantages, including low-cost processing,
equipment and raw materials, and the absence of substrates and subsequently transferring
processes. Importantly, the as-produced dispersions are readily adapted to graphics printing
technologies, enabling the development of printable optoelectronics and photonics, as well
as other applications such as sensors and energy storage and conversion, just like day-to-day
printing of paper, magazines and packaging materials [1, 15, 16, 16, 17, 37, 39–42, 48].

3.2.1 Exfoliation based on ion intercalation and exchange

Ion intercalation is one of the earliest approaches of solution processing of 2d materials, dating
back to 1841 when Schaffautl et al. reported a graphite intercalation compound [256]. Ion
intercalation as a method of producing monolayer MoS2 was reported as early as in 1986 [72].
Later on, it was successfully exploited in obtaining monolayer graphene [107, 257] and
other 2d materials [258]. Figure 3.5(a,b) are representative photographs of the as-produced
graphene and MoS2 dispersions [107, 259].
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Fig. 3.5 Dispersions of (a) graphene and (b) MoS2 produced via ion intercalation [107]
and [259], respectively; (c) Production of graphene flakes using potassium ions as the
intercalation agent [257]; (d) Production of MoS2 flakes using alkali ions as the intercalation
agents [259]; (e) Phase change of MoS2 induced by ion intercalation [140].

The ion intercalation process takes advantage of the layered structure of 2d materials [1,
15]. Small molecules like ionic species or compounds are used to intercalate between the
atomic layers. For example, Fig. 3.5(c,d) are schematic figures showing the use of alkali
metals (e.g. Li+, Na+ and K+) to intercalate graphite and MoS2 [257, 259]. The intercalated
small molecules can effectively increase the interlayer distance, such that the interlayer vdW
forces are weakened, leading to the separation of the layers. Mono- and few-layer flakes can
then be exfoliated via mild sonication (or even stirring in some cases).

Ion intercalation allows production of relatively large flakes with a high yield of mono-
layer flakes [107, 140, 257–259]. However, this approach may introduce defects, impurities
and structural changes to 2d material lattices. This can lead to alteration of the properties of
2d materials. Eda el al showed that Li+ intercalation of MoS2 caused a lattice change from
trigonal prismatic phase (semiconductive) to metastable octahedral phase (metallic). To make
use of the optoelectronic properties of MoS2, the metallic phase would require a high temper-
ature annealing to transform back to the semiconductive phase; Fig. 3.5(e) [140]. Meanwhile,
ion intercalation requires strict production conditions (e.g. high pressure [140, 259]), which
increase the production cost [1, 15].

Solution processing via ion exchange is another widely applied solution processing
method. It is limited to the layered crystals that contain an interlayer of cations [1, 229].
For example, for the case of layered oxide (Section 2.5.4), MO planes tend to be negatively
charged, and the alkali metal cations (e.g. K+, Rb+, Cs+) occupy the interlayer space to
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ensure charge neutrality. The cations can be ion exchanged with organic ions, leading to
swelling and separation of the MO layers. Mono- and few-layer MO layers can then be
exfoliated via sonication [1, 229]. Similar to ion intercalation, ion exchange can lead to
alteration of the properties of 2d materials [1, 229].

3.2.2 Liquid phase exfoliation

In order to avoid alteration of the material properties, an alternative technique, LPE, was
adopted. LPE is a solution processing technique that has been widely used in exfoliating and
dispersing CNTs [133, 235]. It was first reported in graphene production by Hernandez et
al. in 2008 [236]. The authors reported exfoliation of mono- and few-layer graphene flakes
in organic solvents using ultrasound sonication (i.e. UALPE), as illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a,b).
UALPE has been since successfully extended to a wide range of 2d materials, including
TMDs, BP, h-BN and mica [15, 181, 227, 237, 238]. Developing from pure organic solvents,
UALPE now utilises a broad range of liquid media including organic solvents, solvent
mixtures, aqueous dispersions, and sometimes with the addition of surfactants [15, 48, 234,
260–266].

UALPE can be generalised into two steps: sonication and purification [15, 234, 236, 238].
Sonication starts with immersing a bulk crystal into a liquid medium. Under the effect of
ultrasound sonication waves, localised cavitation bubbles are generated between the crystal
layers. The bubbles then collapse into high-energy jets and generate high shear forces. The
forces overcome the interlayer vdW forces and hence, yield exfoliated flakes. However, after
sonication, much of the bulk crystal remains unexfoliated. Purification is applied afterwards
to remove these unexfoliated flakes. Centrifugation is a commonly adopted technique for
purification, allowing sedimentation of the unexfoliated flakes upon centrifugation. This
leaves the supernatant enriched with exfoliated mono- and few-layer flakes. The supernatant
is collected as the 2d material dispersion.

Besides ultrasound sonication, other commonly adopted methods for shear force gen-
eration include high-shear mixing [267–269], high-pressure mixing [112, 270, 271] and
ball-milling [272–274], as illustrated in Fig. 3.6(c-d). Similarly, bulk crystals are exfoli-
ated upon sufficient shear forces that overcome the interlayer vdW forces. Each of these
methods differs in the generation of the shear forces. For the case of high-shear/pressure
mixing, the forces are generated by rotation of a mixing blade (e.g. blenders or blade mix-
ers) [267–269], by forcing the mixture through narrow channels under high pressure (e.g.
homogenisers) [112, 270, 271], or by flowing the mixture through a meshed screen (e.g.
impeller mixing) [267]. Differently, ball-milling uses a cylindrical “jar” that contains small
balls/beads (typically steel or zirconia). Under correct rotation conditions (i.e. fast enough to
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Fig. 3.6 Commonly used LPE techniques: (a) bath sonication, (b) tip sonication, (c) impeller,
(d) ball milling and (e) high pressure mixing.

generate movement, but not so fast as to generate tumbling), the balls generate shear forces
perpendicular to the walls of the jar for exfoliation [272–274].

Unlike ion intercalation or exchange, as a physical shear force exfoliation approach, LPE
does not induce alteration of the properties of the as-produced 2d materials [1, 15, 235, 238].
Indeed, for example, Hernandez et al. demonstrated that the as-produced graphene flakes
were pristine with minimal defects and chemical functionalisations [236]. LPE therefore is
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more relevant to the exploitation of the optoelectronic properties of 2d materials in printable
applications. UALPE is the main technique used in my doctoral work. Though a lot of
improvements on UALPE have been made in the past decade, there is still much to be done.
The production throughput needs to be raised, the exfoliation degree needs to be increased,
and the purification processing needs to be controlled (e.g. control over flake thickness and
size) [1]. Therefore, to successfully practice UALPE and make improvements, a thorough
understanding of UALPE is essential, including the exfoliation mechanisms (Section 3.3.1
and 3.3.2) and the centrifugation processing principles (Section 3.3.3).

3.3 Ultrasonic-assisted liquid phase exfoliation (UALPE)

3.3.1 Exfoliation in pure solvents

UALPE exploits ultrasound sonication (either vibrating tip such as tip/horn sonication or
ultrasonic bath; Fig. 3.6(a,b)) to generate intralayer shear forces and as such to achieve
exfoliation. This exfoliation process and the subsequent dispersal of the exfoliated 2d
materials are dependent on the intermolecular interaction between the 2d materials and
the liquid medium [15, 234, 236–238]. Typically, the liquid medium is preferably a pure
solvent as this does not introduce impurities into the exfoliated 2d materials and hence,
the subsequent 2d material based applications. The characteristics that define whether a
pure solvent can perform a good intermolecular interaction (i.e. “good solvent” as shown in
Fig. 3.4(c)) are usually whether the solvent has matched surface tension and Hansen solubility
parameters (HSPs) to those derived for the 2d materials [15, 234, 236–238, 275–278].

The understanding and analysis start with the change in Gibbs free energy, ∆Gmix. For a
typical dispersion, ∆Gmix is defined as the free energy difference between the two components
in the dispersion (i.e. the solute and the solvent) [15, 133, 234, 275, 276]:

∆Gmix = ∆Hmix − τ∆Smix (3.1)

where ∆Hmix is the change in enthalpy, τ is the temperature and ∆Smix is the change in
entropy. A negative or small enough ∆Gmix is preferred as this can promote mixing due to
small associated energy cost.

In the case of UALPE, ∆Gmix is effectively the energy cost of exfoliation between the
dispersed 2d material and the solvent. ∆Smix is generally very small due to the large mass
of the 2d material flakes, so consequently ∆Hmix has to be minimal. ∆Hmix is essentially
defined by the intermolecular interaction between the two components of the dispersion (i.e.
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Fig. 3.7 Schematic figures for UALPE dispersions in (a) pure solvents and (b) with surfac-
tants [16]; (c) Photograph of dispersions of different 2d materials, adapted from Ref. [16];
The concentration of graphene dispersions with respect to (d) solvent surface tension and
(e) solvent HSPs, adapted from Ref. [275]; (f) The concentration of graphene in aqueous
dispersions with different surfactants [264]; (g) The surface tension of a surfactant solution
with respect to the surfactant concentration, showing the surface tension is stabilised above
CMC.
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the 2d material and the solvent) and can be predicated as follows [133, 236]:

∆Hmix ≈
2
t
(
√

γs −
√

γ2d)
2
ν (3.2)

where γs and γ2d stand for the surface energy of the solvent and the 2d material respectively,
t represents the flake thickness, and ν is the volume fraction of the 2d material. To ensure
∆Hmix is minimal, Eq. 3.2 requires that γs ≈ γ2d. This means that the surface energy of the
2d material and the solvent should be matched.

Empirical experiments show that 2d materials (including graphene, TMDs, BP, h-BN,
etc) can be effectively dispersed in a wide range of “good solvents” that have a surface
tension of ∼40 mNm−1[181, 236, 237, 275, 276]. For instance, as shown in Fig. 3.7(d),
the concentration of graphene dispersions is maximised at ∼40 mNm−1[275]. The surface
tension can be converted to solvent surface energy following the equation:

γ = γs − τSs (3.3)

where Ss = 0.1 mNm−1 [133, 278]. At room temperature (i.e. τ = 298 K), the surface
energy of “good solvents” is estimated as ∼ 70 mNm−1. This derives that the surface energy
of graphene is ∼ 70 mNm−1 [275]. Similarly, the surface energies of other 2d materials
(e.g. TMDs and BP) are also derived as ∼70 mNm−1 [178, 181, 237, 276]. However, the
investigation above is accepted only as a qualitative analysis [275, 276].

A more detailed and accurate analysis looking into this subject was established. In a
typical dispersion, the intermolecular interaction between the solute and the solvent can be
divided into three HSPs, i.e. dispersive(D), polar(P) and hydrogen-bonding(H) [275–277].
The intermolecular interaction is predicated by HSP distance (Rd) following:

R2
d = 4(δD,s −δD,2d)

2 +(δP,s −δP,2d)
2 +(δH,s −δH,2d)

2 (3.4)

where δ i,2d and δ i,s (i: D, P, H) are the HSPs of the 2d material and the solvent, respectively.
Equation 3.4 is an important criterion to determine the solubility of the 2d material in the
solvent, and a smaller Rd means a better solubility. Therefore, to successfully develop a 2d
material dispersion, the HSPs δ i (i: D, P, H) of the 2d material and the solvent should be
matched [277]. For the case of graphene, Ref. [275] investigated the solubility of graphene in
more than 40 solvents and found that the “good solvents” possessed HSPs of δ D ∼18 MP1/2,
δ P ∼9.3 MP1/2 and δ H ∼7.7 MP1/2, respectively (Fig. 3.7(e)). These parameters were
derived as the HSPs of graphene. For the case of TMDs, similarly, the HSPs were derived
as δ D ∼18 MP1/2, δ P ∼8.5 MP1/2 and δ H ∼7 MP1/2, respectively [276]. The above
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investigations provide a practical criterion for solvent selection for UALPE: any solvent to
develop a stable 2d material dispersion should possess matched HSPs to those empirically
derived for the 2d material.

The “good solvents” are typically high boiling point, toxic and expensive organic solvents,
for instance N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP; 204◦C), cyclohexanone (CHO; ∼155◦C), N-
Cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone (CHP; ∼284◦C) and dimethylformamide (DMF; ∼153◦C) [181,
235, 237, 238, 275, 276]. These solvent characteristics present significant challenges in
dispersion processing and material deposition for device fabrication [260, 279–281]. For
example, for polymer nanocomposite SA fabrication as in Ref. [95, 133, 282]), if an NMP
dispersion is used, long drying times are needed due to the high boiling point, and in
particular, careful handling is required due to the toxicity. Their fluidic properties and surface
tension are also problematic for printing, as will be discussed in Section 4.4.3.

For many applications, therefore, it would be preferable to use low boiling point, non-toxic
solvents such as water and alcohols [260, 279, 281, 283]. However, both water (72 mNm−1;
δD ∼18.1 MPa1/2, δP ∼17.1 MPa1/2, δH ∼16.9 MPa1/2 [277]) and alcohols (e.g. IPA:
23 mNm−1; δD ∼15.8 MPa1/2, δP ∼6.1 MPa1/2, δH ∼16.4 MPa1/2 [277]) fail to meet the
selection criteria above. This suggests that both water and alcohols are “poor solvents” for
2d materials, as widely reported [181, 235, 237, 238, 275, 276].

For the “poor solvents”, a strategy of using solvent mixture has emerged [39, 266, 279,
284]. For example, Zhou et al. demonstrated that water and alcohol mixture was a viable
liquid medium choice [266]. Indeed, the surface tension of alcohol/water mixture can be
well-controlled by the amount of alcohol [285] and hence, designed with a matched surface
tension to minimise ∆Gmix. On the other hand, the HSPs of the mixture can be predicted
following [266, 277, 279]:

δmixture = Σνnδi,n (3.5)

where νn is the volume fraction of each solvent, and δ i,n stands for the HSPs (i: D, P, H)
of each solvent. As such, it is possible to design a mixture with minimal HSP distance for
metastable dispersion production [39, 266, 279, 284].

3.3.2 Exfoliation using surfactants

For the “poor solvents”, an alternative to solvent mixture is to use surfactants to aid
UALPE [15, 234, 260, 261, 264, 265, 286, 287], an approach well-developed for CNTs [134,
235]. Surfactant acts by adsorbing onto the surface of 2d materials, promoting the intermolec-
ular interaction with the solvents. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3.7(f), Guardia et al. demonstrated
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UALPE production of graphene in water with the presence of a wide range of surfactants,
including ionic and non-ionic ones [264].

Previous studies show that some of the most effective ionic surfactants are facial am-
phiphiles (i.e. molecules with a quasi-flat molecular structure with hydrophobic and hy-
drophilic faces), for instance bile salts such as sodium cholate (SC) and sodium deoxycholate
(SDC) [15, 133, 134, 235, 238, 238, 261, 265]. When such ionic surfactant and 2d material
interact in water, the surfactant molecule is absorbed onto the surface of the 2d material, gen-
erating temporary effective charge. This may balance the intralayer vdW forces and hence,
promote exfoliation [235]. The induced charge around the exfoliated 2d material flakes
generates a Coulomb repulsion which further prevents reaggregation [133, 260, 286, 287].
The required concentration of an ionic surfactant to stable the dispersion can be estimated
by surfactant critical micelle concentration (CMC) [134]. The CMC of a surfactant at a
specific temperature can be estimated by measuring the surface tension of its solution against
the surfactant concentration [288], as shown in Fig. 3.7(g). Below CMC, addition of the
surfactant causes a large change in the surface tension as the surfactant molecules assemble at
the solution-air interface [288]. Above CMC, the interface is saturated where the surfactant
molecules spontaneously arrange into micelles, such that further addition of surfactant causes
minimal changes [288].

Another approach is making use of non-ionic surfactants. Typical examples include
oligomers such as Triton X, Tween and Brij series, and polymers such as sodium car-
boxymethylcellulose (Na-CMC) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [264, 289]. The polymers
can encapsulate the faces of 2d material flakes and hence, provide a physical separation
between the flakes to allow enhanced exfoliation and stabilisation [134, 235, 261, 289, 290].
Indeed, for example, Bourlinos et al. showed that the addition of PVP in water could lead
to graphene production [291]. The authors suggested that the cellulose made a colloidal
dispersion and hence, prevent the graphene flakes from aggregation. Besides, polymers are
also of interest for ink formulation, as polymers can allow tuning of the ink properties (e.g.
rheological properties), as will be discussed in Chapter 4.1.1.

However, unlike solvents, surfactants form an integral part of the deposited films. This
can compromise the properties of the 2d materials, such as the electrical conductivity and
optoelectronic properties. For certain applications, for example conductive graphene coating
that requires a high electrical conductivity and photodetectors that exploit the optoelectronic
properties, it is necessary to remove the surfactants following deposition, [46, 48, 51, 53, 56].
Removal of the surfactants is usually done through repeated washing or high temperature (e.g.
>400◦C) annealing [50, 51, 56]. For some other applications, however, the surfactants may
be exploited directly for device fabrication. For instance, polymers such as Na-CMC can
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work as the host polymer for 2d material flakes, allowing functional polymer nanocomposites
(e.g. SAs [134, 282, 292]) to be developed directly from the as-produced UALPE dispersions.

3.3.3 Centrifugation processing principles

Purification is necessary for the separation of the exfoliated flakes from those unexfoliated.
This is typically done by using centrifugation. During centrifugation, a dispersed flake is
mainly subjected to two forces: the centrifugation force (Fcen) towards the bottom of the
uplifted rotating centrifuge tube, and the friction force (F fric) opposite to the centrifugation
force [15, 236]. The Fcen is determined by the centrifugation speed and the mass of the flake,
following the equation:

Fcen = mω
2Rrad (3.6)

where m is the mass of the flake, ω is the angular velocity of the rotor and Rrad is the rotation
radius. The F fric is determined as follows:

Ff ric ∝ ηrυcen (3.7)

where η is the viscosity of the dispersion, r is the flake size (i.e. flake thickness and lateral
dimension), and υcen is the velocity of the flake. Sedimentation is driven by the imbalance
between these two forces.

As such, suitable centrifugation processing allows sedimentation of the unexfoliated
flakes, leaving the dispersion supernatant enriched with the exfoliated mono- and few-
layer flakes. It may even allow selection of the flake size. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3.8,
there are three major centrifugation processing techniques that are designed for convenient
separation on the basis of sedimentation in response to centrifugation (i.e. sedimentation

a b c

Fig. 3.8 Schematic figures of centrifugation based on (a) SBS to separate exfoliated flakes
from the unexfoliated ones, (b) DGU to sort flakes according to thickness, and (c) RZS to
sort flakes according to lateral dimension [16].
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based separation, SBS), selection of flake thickness via density gradient ultracentrifugation
(DGU), and selection of flake lateral dimension via rate zonal separation (RZS) [15, 16].

SBS is the simplest, most straightforward and most widely exploited technique [15]. It is
practised in a uniform liquid medium, for instance pure solvents (e.g. NMP) and surfactant
solutions (e.g. water/SDC). Upon centrifugation, in the case of unexfoliated large and thick
flakes, the centrifugation force surpasses the friction force and hence, sediment these flakes
due to their large mass. Applying a higher centrifugation speed brings larger centrifugation
force to the flakes, leading to the sedimentation of the flakes that would have been able
to be stabilised. It is therefore also possible to conveniently control the average flake size
through the control of the centrifugation speed [234, 238, 293, 294]. For example, Khan et
al. reported production of graphene dispersions with a range of flake sizes in conjunction
with varied centrifugation speed [294]. On the other hand, dispersion physical properties
such as viscosity play an important role on flake sedimentation. A higher viscosity leads
to a larger F fric. This can balance a larger Fcen, allowing flakes of a large size stabilised
in the dispersion upon centrifugation. For example, a water/SDC solution gives a smaller
average thickness than NMP [133]. This may be explained by the lower viscosity of water
(0.89 mPa·s at 25◦C) than NMP (1.67 mPa·s at 25◦C).

Since the UALPE dispersions usually have a concentration of <1 gL−1 [15, 16, 133, 181,
236–238], it is necessary to significantly increase the concentration for the point of view of
material deposition for device fabrication. This is also important for printing of 2d materials.
Iterative centrifugation on the basis of SBS has emerged as a practical method to obtain
highly concentrated dispersions [15, 16, 294]. This is done by iteratively centrifuging the
as-produced UALPE dispersions with (multiple) high centrifuge speeds, and subsequently
redispersing the sedimented exfoliated flakes in a smaller amount of solvent. However, a
high centrifugation speed may lead to restacking or aggregation of the exfoliated flakes.

Based on SBS, DGU was developed to select flake thickness [15, 16]. A DGU process
requires a density gradient medium, which can be designed by the selection of surfactants,
for instance SC and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) [265, 295, 296]. In a DGU
process, the flakes differing in flake thickness move along the ultracentrifuge tube with
different velocity until they reach the corresponding isopycnic point, where the Fcen matches
the F fric experienced in the surrounding density gradient medium. Within the framework
of DGU, RZS was developed to achieve selection of flake lateral dimension [15, 16, 297].
RZS exploits the fact that the flakes with larger lateral dimension sediment faster along the
centrifugation tube. In a RZS process, the centrifugation is stopped during the transient
centrifugal regime before the flakes reach their own isopycnic points, allowing a spatial
separation of the flakes differing in lateral dimension along the ultracentrifuge tube.
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3.4 Material characterisations

Following solution processing of 2d materials, it is important to characterise the exfoliated 2d
materials. Here I introduce optical absorption spectroscopy, microscopic methods and Raman
characteristics that are widely used characterisation methods for the solution-processed 2d
materials.

3.4.1 Optical absorption spectroscopy

It is important to quantify the concentration of the exfoliated 2d material flakes dispersed in
the dispersions. However, this is usually challenging. It is impossible to quantify how much
of the starting layered crystals have been exfoliated and dispersed. It is also impractical and
inaccurate to directly measure the mass of the 2d materials with a typical micro-balance due
to its low concentration (typically <1 gL−1 for UALPE dispersions [1, 15, 181, 234–238]).
Hence, indirect estimation using optical absorption spectroscopy following Beer-Lambert
law is a convenient tool [236, 237]:

A = αλCl (3.8)

where A is the absorbance, αλ is the absorption coefficient at a wavelength λ , C is concentra-
tion, and l is optical path of incident light in the dispersion. αλ relates C to A, and once αλ

is known, C can be calculated from A.
A can be measured using a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer, as schematically illustrated

in Fig. 3.9(a). UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer is designed to measure the optical absorbance
of a compound in solution or as a solid (e.g. free standing thin films). It is usually consisted
of components including light source (the lamps), a filter, monochromator, sample and
reference holders and detectors. As shown, a monochrome beam is split and passed through
a sample and a reference, respectively, allowing analysis of the absorbance of the sample at
a wavelength at a time. This allows collection of an absorbance spectrum spanning a wide
wavelength region. However, I note that in the preceding studies of UALPE production of
2d materials optical extinction (E, i.e. the sum of the absorbance and scattering [298]) is
usually used to quantify the concentration for the convenience of measurement. For example,
Fig. 3.9(b) presents the extinction spectra at 400-1400 nm of graphene dispersions in different
solvents [236]. I therefore differentiate these two terminologies in the following discussions
of this thesis.

To estimate the concentration from the spectroscopy, an accurate determination of αλ is
crucial. In a commonly adopted method, proposed by Hernandez et al. [236, 237], a large
volume of dispersion is filtered through a membrane of known mass to extract the flakes. The
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Fig. 3.9 (a) Schematic figure of UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer, source - Wikipedia; (b)
Optical extinction spectra for UALPE graphene dispersions in different solvents, and (c)
the absorbance divided by the cell length with respect to the concentration showing that the
absorption coefficient at 660 nm is 2,460 Lg−1m−1, adapted from Ref. [236]; (d) Relative ex-
tinction at 465 nm of UALPE BP dispersions in different solvents with respect of time, noted
as “std” under ambient conditions and as “GB” under glovebox, adapted from Ref. [181].

residual solvent is then removed by annealing. The mass of the extracted flakes is therefore
the mass difference of the membrane before and after filtration. The αλ is determined by
correlating the absorbance of the dispersion with the mass. This αλ is then used to estimate
the concentration. Since αλ is a study of the optical absorption of the compound, it should
be independent on the solvents where the material is dispersed. This is indeed demonstrated
in Ref. [236], where the authors Hernandez et al. showed that the αλ of graphene at 660 nm
was 2,460 Lg−1m−1 in different solvents; Fig. 3.9(c).
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Since extinction is directly related to concentration, optical absorption spectroscopy is
also a convenient tool to study the stability of a 2d material dispersion against sedimentation.
This is done by collecting the extinction of a stand-by dispersion for a period of time.
For stable dispersion, the extinction should remain unchanged. Figure 3.9(d) is the time-
dependent extinction at 465 nm of UALPE BP dispersions, showing that CHP produces the
most stable dispersion [181]. Meanwhile, it suggests that when under glove box BP is better
protected from oxidation than in ambient conditions.

3.4.2 Microscopy characterisations

Atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM is one type of scanning probe microscopy to
study the thickness and the morphology of an object [299]. It consists of a cantilever ended
with a sharp tip, usually on the order of nanometres in radius, to scan across the surface the
object. The scanning mode of AFM is either static where the tip and the surface contact, or
dynamic where the cantilever vibrates. When in operation, the tip is brought into contact with
or driven close enough to the surface, the force between the tip and the object is collected to
represent the thickness and the surface morphology of the object. AFM offers a resolution on
the order of nanometres to micrometres, making it a very effective tool to study 2d materials.

Figure 3.10(a,b) are representative AFM microimages of deposited UALPE MoS2

flakes [296]. As clearly shown, the flakes are randomly distributed on the substrate, with
varied thickness and lateral size. Scanning across individual flakes allows representation of
the thickness of the flakes; Fig. 3.10(c). For instance, the flakes labelled with blue and green
are consistent in thickness across the investigated positions, with a thickness of ∼3 nm and
∼4 nm, respectively. This demonstrates that the MoS2 flakes are successfully exfoliated, and
are uniform in terms of layer numbers. However, Fig. 3.10(c) also shows that there are some
flakes of larger thickness, up to 10 nm. Statistical analysis of large quantities of flakes allows
an estimation of flake size distribution, for instance the flake thickness analysis presented
in Fig. 3.10(d). Assuming ∼3 nm measured thickness for a monolayer flake and ∼1.9 nm
increase in thickness for each additional layer, the authors Backes et al. obtained an estima-
tion of the layer number distribution with this flake thickness distribution [296]. However,
this calculation is different from other studies, for instance in Ref. [300] where ∼1 nm is
considered as the measured thickness for a monolayer flake and ∼0.7 nm is considered as
the increase in thickness for each additional layer.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM makes use of accelerated electrons as the
illumination source to investigate the morphology and the structure of an object [299]. When
in operation, the electron beam is fired from an electron gun and subsequently accelerated by
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Fig. 3.10 (a, b) Representative AFM microimages of exfoliated UALPE MoS2 flakes de-
posited on Si/SiO2, allowing (c) measurement of thickness of individual flakes and (d)
statistical analysis of flake layer number [296]; (e) Representative SEM microimages of a
thin flake, a few-layer, and a cluster of aggregated few-layer of UALPE MoS2 flakes [237];
(f) Representative TEM microimage of UALPE graphene flakes, allowing statistical analysis
of lateral size for (g) mono-, (h) bi- and (i) few-layer graphene flakes [37].

a strong electrostatic field. The highly accelerated electron beam is focused by electrostatic
and electromagnetic lenses, and finally projected to the surface of the object. The electron
beam probes over the surface and is subsequently reflected to produce an image of the surface
morphology. The advantage of surface probing is that the resultant scanning images can not
only present information of the morphology but also of the cross-section. It offers a higher
resolution than AFM, down to 1 nm.

SEM is a useful tool to study the flake morphology and also the cross-sectional stacking
of solution-processed 2d materials. Figure 3.10(e) depicts representative SEM microimages
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of UALPE MoS2 flakes, where a very thin flake, a multilayer flake and a cluster of aggregated
multilayer flakes are imaged [237]. These microimages clearly present the flake morpholo-
gies, allowing the measurement of the lateral size of the investigated flakes. Importantly,
the evolution of flake layer numbers is clearly demonstrated. However, unlike AFM, SEM
cannot be used to directly represent the thickness of the investigated flakes.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Similar to SEM, TEM investigates an object
with accelerated electron beam [299]. However, unlike SEM, the electron beam transmits
through the object with some part of the electron beam scattered out, allowing collection
of the information of the object. Because the electron beam needs to emerge through the
object, the object thickness is required to be extremely thin, typically <100 nm. It achieves a
resolution at least ten times higher than SEM, down to 50 pm [301]. These above features
make TEM particularly suitable for the characterisation of solution-processed 2d material
flakes.

Figure 3.10(f) is a TEM microimage of single layer graphene flake produced by UALPE [37].
This image demonstrates that the basal plane of this graphene flake is free from cracks and
defects, with sharp, clearly defined flake edges. From the high resolution TEM microimage,
it is convenient to distinguish monolayer from multilayer, as clearly shown in Fig. 3.10(f)
where the flake exhibits some multilayer regions. As TEM provides the resolution to study
individual flakes, it is an effective tool to study the lateral size of the investigated individual
flakes and hence, provide statistical analysis. For example, Fig. 3.10(g-i) present lateral size
histograms of mono-, bi- and few-layer graphene flakes that were measured by Torrisi et al.
in determining the size distribution of graphene flakes for a graphene inkjet ink [37]. Further
analysis includes electron diffraction pattern, which is to study the lattice structures of the
investigated flakes.

3.4.3 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is one of the most widely used non-destructive techniques to study
the interatomic vibrations of 2d materials [15, 302, 303]. Interlayer and intralayer bonds
in 2d materials have resonant vibrational modes, and these are what Raman spectroscopy
probes. When in operation, the sample is illuminated with a monochromatic laser, the
photons in the laser beam scatter inelastically from phonons in the sample (i.e. they gain or
lose energy on interacting with the resonant modes), leading to characteristic energy shifts
in the reflected light. The reflected spectrum therefore contains additional characteristic
peaks corresponding to the vibrational modes. The position and intensity of the peaks can
then be correlated to factors such as number of layers, the density of defects, or the level
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Fig. 3.11 (a) Raman spectra for bulk graphite, vacuum filtered film with the laser spot fo-
cused on a large (∼5 µm) flakes and on a small (∼1 µm) flakes, and individual bilayer large
flakes [236]; (b) Raman ID/IG of graphene flakes after size selection through centrifugation,
and (c) correlation between the flake size estimated by Raman ID/IG and TEM measure-
ment [294]; (d) Typical Raman spectrum of an individual exfoliated MoS2 flake [237]; (e)
Integrated A1g area mapping of dropcast MoS2 flakes [296]; (f) Typical Raman spectra for
varied spots of dropcast BP flakes [181]. All the Raman spectroscopy characterisations are
exampled with UALPE flakes.

of doping or functionalisation [186, 300, 302, 304]. However, when working with solution-
processed flakes, one key thing needs to be noted. Due to the relatively small size of flakes,
the measured spectrum inevitably includes contributions from multiple flakes with different
thickness and size, and hence, gives a qualitative rather than quantitative analysis of the
flakes. The measured spectrum is therefore less well defined than with the 2d materials
produced via other means [15, 236, 275].

Graphene. For pristine graphene, there are usually two major peaks in the Raman
spectrum: G peak and 2D peak, which are located at ∼1580 cm−1 and ∼2700 cm−1,
respectively [302, 303]. Among them, G peak is a primary in-plane vibrational mode,
arising from the stretching of the C-C bond; 2D is second-order overtone of another in-plane
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vibration mode, D peak (∼1350 cm−1). D peak, however, arises from disordered lattice
structure of graphene. Therefore, D peak is usually invisible in the Raman spectrum of
pristine graphene, and the presence of D peak usually stands for the occurring of defects. As
graphene layer number increases, due to the interactions from the stacking of graphene layers,
G and 2D peaks become wider and shorter (i.e. larger full width at half maximum: FWHM),
and blue-shift (i.e. higher frequency shift). However, the G and 2D peaks of graphene over 5
layers are hardly distinguishable from those of graphite.

Figure 3.11(a) presents the Raman spectra of graphite and graphene flakes produced by
UALPE in NMP [236]. For graphite, the Raman spectrum does not show D peak, which
is expected as there should be minimal defects in graphite. For the large flakes in a cast
film, G and 2D peaks do not show big variations compared to those of graphite, suggesting
the investigated flakes are devoid of defects and are structurally similar to graphite. For the
small flakes in the cast film, G peak becomes sharper which confirms exfoliation, and D
peak emerges which indicates the occurring of defects. The defects are likely caused by the
exfoliation process. For the individual large bilayer flakes, G peak is also sharper, but D
peaks is invisible. This for one thing confirms exfoliation, and for another thing indicates that
unlike small flakes the bilayer larger flake has minimal defects. In addition, in Ref. [294],
Khan et al. showed that Raman peak intensity ratio ID/IG of UALPE graphene flakes could
be well-correlated to the flake size, as presented in Fig. 3.11(b). This suggests that Raman
spectrum is useful as a tool to confirm exfoliation.

MoS2. Figure 3.11(d) is a representative Raman spectrum of exfoliated MoS2 produced by
UALPE [237]. As shown, there are two major peaks in the spectrum, located at ∼380 cm−1

and ∼400 cm−1, respectively. These peaks correspond to in-plane (E1
2g) and out-of-plane

(A1g) vibration modes [300, 305, 306]. The vibration modes vary depending on MoS2 layer
numbers and hence, shift in the peak positions. When exfoliated, E1

2g blue-shifts (bulk to
monolayer) as a result of mode stiffening, and A1g red-shifts (bulk to monolayer) as a result
of mode softening [300, 305]. This transition can lead to a progressive decrease in the
difference between the peak positions from 25.5 cm−1 for bulk to 18.7 cm−1 for monolayer
MoS2, observed with MC flakes [300, 305]. Since the solution-processed 2d materials are
mixture of mono- and few-layer flakes, it is usually challenging to observe such big shifts
in Raman peaks. However, still a relatively small Raman shift is usually considered as an
evidence of exfoliation [168]. Figure 3.11(e) is a Raman mapping of integrated A1g area
acquired from dropcast UALPE MoS2 flakes [296]. The authors Backes et al. showed that
the bright yellow regions were well-correlated to monolayer MoS2 flakes. This might suggest
that a larger integrated A1g area indicates thinner flakes.
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Black phosphorus. Figure 3.11(f) is a study of Raman spectra of varied spots across
dropcast solution-processed BP flakes [181]. The Raman spectrum of BP usually has three
major peaks close to 400 cm−1, corresponding to one out-of-plane (A1

g) and two in-plane
(B2g, A2

g) vibrational modes [189, 190]. The additional in-plane mode compared to MoS2

arises from the anisotropy of BP that leads to directionality of the vibration [189, 307]. The
respective full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of these three Raman peaks is all within ∼2-
6.5 cm−1, ∼2-7 cm−1 and ∼2-8 cm−1 (1-6 layers MC flakes) [189, 190]. These three peaks
exhibit small blue-shifts from bulk to monolayer, observed with MC flakes [186, 189, 190].

As discussed in Section 2.4, arising from the puckered hexagonal crystal, BP exhibits
anisotropic electron-phonon interactions, making Raman spectrum polarisation-, wavelength-
and thickness-dependent [308–310]. Therefore, for exfoliated BP flakes, Raman spectrum
should depend on polarisation, i.e. the intensities of the Raman peaks are dependent on
polarisation. This has been widely observed with MC flakes [170, 190, 309, 310]. However,
as shown in Fig. 3.11(f), the collected different Raman spectra do not exhibit any prominent
polarisation-dependent properties, suggesting that polarisation had been nullified in this
study. This might be due to the fact that during Raman measurement a large quantities of BP
flakes that were distributed in a random orientation were investigated.

In addition, Raman spectroscopy has been used as a convenient tool to study the BP
oxidation in the preceding studies. Favron et al. demonstrated that the integrated intensity
ratio of A1

g to A2
g was well-correlated to the oxidation degree of MC flakes, with a value range

of 0.2-0.6 indicating minimal oxidation [190]. However, Hanlon et al. argued that a value of
>0.6 for the intensity of A1

g to A2
g was an indication for minimal oxidation [181].

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, I have discussed the key production methods of 2d materials, with the
focus on solution-based methods and the related characterisation techniques. Among these
production methods, MC is a useful laboratorial tool for fundamental studies and device
demonstrations, CVD allows controllable synthesis of large-area films but not yet meets
the demands for large-scale, low-cost applications, while UALPE has emerged as a mass
production method of pristine mono- and few-layer flakes. The UALPE dispersions are
readily adapted to a variety of deposition techniques for device fabrication, among which
graphics printing technologies (e.g. inkjet printing) provide an exciting prospect for low-cost
and large-scale device fabrication. In the following Chapter 4, I will discuss the ink systems
and the printing technologies, providing a context of formulating 2d materials into functional
for the fabrication of printable devices.



Chapter 4

Ink systems and graphics printing
technologies

In the previous chapter, I introduced the production methods of 2d materials and highlighted
solution processing (in particular, ultrasonic-assisted liquid phase exfoliation: UALPE) for
large-scale device fabrication. Adapting solution-processed 2d materials to graphics printing
technologies is a promising large-scale, cost-effective device fabrication approach [19, 20, 32,
33]. Inkjet printing, a high-resolution, mask-less, digital patterning technology, is particularly
interesting. It is time and cost saving, especially during device prototyping. Inkjet printing is
therefore the main printing technology used in my doctoral work. Though much progress
has been made in ink formulation and device fabrication of inkjet printing of 2d materials,
the fluidic properties, drying dynamics and interaction with substrates of the inks have not
been extensively investigated. Indeed, current 2d material ink formulations tend to give
unstable ink droplet jetting, poor wetting of the substrates, and formation of coffee rings.
This delivers a spatially non-uniform material deposition and hence, a poor reproducibility
in device fabrication. Large-scale device printing is therefore not possible, realising which
requires a significantly improved ink formulation.

It is therefore necessary to have a thorough understanding of the ink systems (Section 4.1)
and the graphics printing technologies (Section 4.2), in particular the inkjet printing principles
(Section 4.3) and the current progress and challenges of inkjet printing of 2d materials
(Section 4.4).
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4.1 Ink systems and formulation

Inks were used as early as in 2,500 BC when ancient Egypt and China developed painting
paste that was composed of soot (pigment) bounded together with gums (binder) in water
(solvent) [311, 312]. Printing was developed almost 3,000 years later when hand-carved
wooden letterpress was invented for letter reproduction. The ink made for this printing was
composed of coloured earth, soot or plant (pigment) and gum (binder) dissolved in water
(solvent) [311, 312]. This printing process was, however, cumbersome and the printed ink
was easily washed out. 1,300 years later, Johannes Guttenberg developed a printing press
with metallic moveable type, which is the foundation of modern printing technologies today
(e.g. inkjet, flexographic, gravure and screen printing). The conventional water-based inks
by then were not able to adhere onto the metallic type [313]. Inks based on oil (e.g. linseed
oil, walnut oil and turpentine; binder) emerged and would therefore go on to dominate
printing [311, 312]. Colourful pigments were introduced into the inks in the 18th century,
and drying agents (additive) were first used in the 19th century [311, 312]. The more recent
developments on printing technologies have promoted the development of inks, with the ink
composition and physical properties specifically designed.

4.1.1 Ink composition

As described, an ink is typically composed of pigment, binder, solvent and additives [311,
313, 314]. The ink composition is usually designed with suitable physical (e.g. rheological)
properties for a specific printing technology. Table 4.1 is a list of ink composition for
commonly used printing technologies.

The basic function of pigment is to give a colour to the ink, just like the exploitation
of soot, coloured earth and plant in the early days of ink history. More recent inks use
colouring pigments such as carbon black (black), lithol (red), phthalocyanine (green) and

Table 4.1 Typical composition and viscosity of inks for graphics printing technologies. The
data is collected from Ref. [19, 20, 62, 311, 313–320].

Printing method
Ink composition (wt.%)

Viscosity (mPa·s)
Pigment Binder Solvent Additive

Inkjet 5-10 5-20 65-95 1-5 4-30
Flexographic 12-17 40-45 25-45 1-5 1,000-2,000

Gravure 12-17 20-35 60-65 1-2 100-1,000
Screen 12-20 45-65 20-30 1-5 1,000-10,000
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indanthrene (blue). Pigments with special colouring functions may also be used. For example,
extenders (e.g. CaCO3) are pigments that make the colour of other pigments less intense,
while opacifiers (e.g. TiO2) are white pigments that make the print opaque such that the
pigments underneath cannot be seen. There are also pigments providing gloss, abrasiveness,
or even resistance to ambient conditions (e.g. light, heat, solvents, chemicals).

In the last twenty years, there has been a growing interest in incorporating functional
materials, such as conducting, semiconducting and dielectric materials, into the inks as active
pigments. A number of materials have been studied for this purpose, including metallic
nanoparticles [26], organic semiconductors [27, 28], carbon materials (e.g. carbon black,
carbon nanotubes: CNTs) [29–31], and more recently, solution-processed 2d materials [16–
18, 37, 39, 40, 42–46, 48–51, 54, 57, 58]. These materials can lend their functionalities to
the printed films, allowing functional device fabrication [16, 24, 32].

The binders used in ink systems are typically polymers such as acrylics, alkyds, cellulose
and its derivatives, and rubber resins. They form part of the dried film, aiding the adhesion
of the ink to the substrate; they also bind the pigment particles to each other. Binders may
simply dry to form a stable film, or may require some form of curing such as heating or
ultraviolet (UV) illumination to cross-link. Binders may contribute to properties such as gloss
and resistance to ambient conditions. For instance, water insoluble polymers (e.g. cellulose)
can provide resistance to moisture.

Solvent is the diluent to the other ink components (i.e. pigments, binders and additives).
The primary function of solvent is to keep the ink in a liquid form such that the ink can be
applied to printing plate or cylinder until it is transferred to the substrates. Water is one of the
most widely used primary solvents. Besides water, there is a broad range of organic solvents
to select, depending on the specific printing technology, substrate and printing purpose. For
example, processes such as flexographic and gravure printing require rapid ink drying, so the
suitable solvents typically have low boiling points, for instance, asethyl acetate (boiling point
77◦C) and isopropanol (IPA: boiling point 82.6◦C). Other processes such as screen printing
need solvents with moderately low evaporative rates, such as cyclohexanone (CHO: boiling
point 156◦C) and 2-butoxyethanol (boiling point 168.4◦C).

Additives are used to alter the properties of the inks and the printed films. For instance,
some surfactants are used improve the wetting of either the pigment or the substrate, while
defoamers are used to reduce the surface tension of water-based inks to avoid bubble forma-
tion. Alkalis can be introduced into water-based inks to develop a mildly basic pH to dissolve
polymer binders (e.g. cellulose), such that the dried printed films can resist moisture.
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4.1.2 Ink formulation processing

For typical ink systems, the mixture of binders, solvents and additives is termed as var-
nish [311, 314]. The varnish is typically a clear liquid to carry the pigment. Its physical
properties define the wetting of the pigment particles. It also directly governs the rheological
properties of the final formulated ink and hence, the ink printability [311, 314]. The ink is
therefore usually formulated in three steps: the first step is to produce a varnish; the second
step is to disperse the pigments into the varnish; the third step is let-down which is the final
adjustment process of the ink physical properties by tuning the ink compositions.

A varnish can be classified into two major types: water-based and solvent-based. A
water-based varnish uses water as the solvent to dissolve the binders and additives. It is easy
to apply as the varnish easily solidifies after water is evaporated. There is a high demand to
develop water-based varnish (or inks) as water is not toxic and environmentally friendly. On
the contrary, solvent-based varnish uses organic solvents to dissolve the binders and additives.
Solidifying of the varnish usually takes places after the solvents are fully evaporated. In some
situations, the varnish may require a long drying time or a curing process (e.g. annealing,
UV) to solidify.

To produce a varnish, the binder and additive particles are dissolved directly into the
solvent. This process may require cavitation or rotor mixing. The cavitation mixer generates
strong agitation forces by a saw tooth disc. This is suitable to produce highly viscous varnish.
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic figure for pigment dispersal, showing that different dispersing equipment
is required depending on varnish rheology and the final pigment particle size.
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Rotor mixer, oppositely, produces low viscosity varnish. Some binders and additives may
require a cooking process (e.g. at a temperature over 100◦C) to dissolve.

Once the varnish is produced, the pigment is then dispersed into it. The raw pigment
is typically in a form of lumps or aggregates. A pigment dispersal process is therefore
required to break down such lumps and aggregates into primary acicular, cubic or spherical
particles. A range of dispersal technologies can be selected depending on the initial varnish
rheology and the desired final pigment particle size, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Ball mill and
agitator are suitable for low viscosity systems (e.g. inkjet-printable inks), where the ball
mill uses grinding media (e.g. zirconium, glass and steel balls) to crush the raw pigment,
while the agitator exploits impeller blades to shear [311, 313]. High-speed cavitation mixer
uses a saw tooth disc that is rotated at high speeds to break up the raw pigment [311, 313].
This technique is suitable for medium viscosity systems (e.g. flexographic and gravure
printable inks). A modification of this technique is static-rotor mill that has a meshed screen
surrounding the saw tooth disc (e.g. Silverson shear mixer), which generates additional shear
forces. Three-roll mill is suitable for highly viscous systems (e.g. screen-printable inks). It
consists of a set of cylindrical rolls with precisely controlled gaps to shear the passed through
raw pigment [311, 313].

After the pigment is dispersed, a let-down process is implemented to adjust the ink
physical properties such that the final ink meets the specifications of the specific printing
technology. For example, it may require use of solvents or additives to tune the ink rheological
properties.

4.1.3 Ink rheology

For a specific printing technology, the rheological properties are the major consideration
of the printability of an ink. Ink rheology is a term that describes how an ink “flows” at
different stages of the printing process, more specifically it is a study of the viscosity of a
fluid over shear strain and shear time [321, 322]. Therefore, the rheology is directly related
to the performance of the ink on the printing press, i.e. its ability of transferring from roll to
roll and subsequently, onto the substrates [311, 313].

Figure 4.2(a) presents a schematic figure showing the rheological properties of a fluid,
i.e. the relationship between shear stress and shear rate. Newtonian fluid has a linear
shear stress/shear rate relationship, meaning that the fluid viscosity (defined as the ratio of
shear stress to shear rate) is constant. Newtonian fluid is an ideal fluid and in practice, no
fluid behaves entirely as Newtonian fluid [311, 322, 323]. Indeed, a fluid usually shows
some level of deviation from the Newtonian behaviour, typically behaving as pseudoplastic
fluid (shear thinning) or dilatant fluid (shear thickening) [311, 322, 323]. Pseudoplastic
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Fig. 4.2 (a) Typical shear stress with respect to shear rate; (b) Time-dependent ink viscosity
under shear; (c) Schematic parallel plate viscometer, and (d) photograph of a parallel plate
set-up.

fluid shows reduced shear stress under increased shear rate, meaning the ink requires less
force to maintain flow at higher shear rates, observed as a drop in viscosity. Typically,
pseudoplastic behaviour is desired for ink rheology as it allows the ink to flow through the
printing press (high shear rate) but prevents the ink to overspread on the substrate (shear
rate 0). On the contrary, dilatant fluid shows increased viscosity under shear, which is not
a preferred ink rheology. Dilatant fluid is usually highly concentrated suspensions in a
colloidal form [311, 322, 323].

Figure 4.2(b) schematically plots the time-dependent rheological properties of an ink, i.e.
pseudoplastic fluid. This shows that an ink shear thins over time under a constant shear rate,
and the ink viscosity can gradually recover once the shear is removed [311, 322, 323]. Such
behaviour is not only desired for ink printing but also ink formulation, as this means that the
ink pigment is more readily mixed into the varnish under longer shear.

Typical characterisation methods of ink rheology include capillary viscometer, flow cup,
falling sphere viscometer, coaxial rotational viscometer and parallel plate viscometer [311,
313, 322, 323]. Among these methods, parallel plate viscometer is widely used. As shown
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in Fig. 4.2(c,d), during measurement, an ink fluid is loaded between two parallel plates, of
which one is free to rotate. Upon shear, the shear stress of the ink fluid is measured with
respect to shear rate or time.

4.2 Graphics printing technologies

The Johannes Guttenberg metallic moveable printing press have led to various graphics
printing technologies, hallmarked by the evolution from rigid to flexible substrates, cm2

to m2, and sheet-to-sheet to roll-to-roll (R2R) [25]. The most widely used technologies
today include analogue flexographic, gravure and screen printing, and digital inkjet printing.
Besides the ink rheological properties (Table 4.1), these technologies differ in printing speed,
wet film thickness and printing resolution (i.e. printing line width), as listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Typical printing features of graphics printing technologies. The data is collected
from Ref. [19, 20, 62, 313, 316, 317, 319].

Process Printing speed (m min−1) Wet film thickness (µm) Resolution (µm)

Inkjet 10 ≪1 50
Flexographic 500 3 200

Gravure 1,000 7 100
Screen 30 10-30 100

4.2.1 Flexographic printing

Figure 4.3(a) is a schematic figure of typical flexographic printing process [311, 313, 315].
As shown, a flexographic printing system consists of an ink trough with a “doctor blade”, a
screened “anilox inking roll”, a “printing plate” with soft-relief, and an “impression roll”.
The soft-relief (i.e. printing pattern area) stands out of the printing plate as opposed to being
“flat” on the plate. During printing, the anilox roll is rolled through the ink trough and as such
the ink fills the engraved cells on the anilox roll. The excessive ink is scraped by the doctor
blade. The ink is then transferred to the relief of the printing plate until it is transferred onto
the final substrate.

The ink used in the flexographic printing process is usually of a medium viscosity (1,000-
2,000 mPa·s; Table 4.1). Due to this R2R feeding system, flexographic printing delivers a
printing speed of up to 500 m per minute and hence, low boiling point solvents are used to
allow a rapid ink drying. As flexographic printing utilises a relief process, it is incapable of
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Fig. 4.3 Schematic figures of (a) flexographic printing, (b) gravure printing and (c) screen
printing; (d) Optical micrograph of flexographic-printed graphene on ITO, scale bar
100 µm [45]; (e) Large-area scanning electron micrograph of gravure-printed graphene lines
on Kapton, scale bar 0.5 mm [46]; (f) Photograph of screen-printed graphene/polyaniline on
carbon fabric [324].

depositing a dense layer. It deposits a wet film thickness of ∼3 µm. The printing resolution
is typically 200 µm.

By incorporating conductive pigments such as silver nanoparticles into the inks, flexo-
graphic printing has been used to print electrodes and contacts [36, 325, 326]. For example,
Vena et al. demonstrated paper-based chipless radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags
using flexographic-printed silver [36]. Flexographic printing of 2d materials was first re-
ported by Baker et al. in 2014; Fig. 4.3(d) [45]. The authors developed a graphene/sodium
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carboxymethylcellulose (Na-CMC) ink which could be flexographic-printed to fabricate
counter-electrodes for photovoltaics, in replacement of expensive platinum with a low loss in
efficiency.

4.2.2 Gravure printing

Figure 4.3(b) presents a typical gravure printing process [311, 313, 315–317]. Similar to
flexographic printing, a gravure printing system consists of an ink trough with a doctor blade,
a metal gravure cylinder and a rubber-covered impression roll. Unlike flexographic printing,
the desired pattern is engraved into the metal gravure cylinder. During printing, the gravure
cylinder is rolled through the ink trough and as such the ink fills the engraved cells. The
excessive ink is scraped by the doctor blade. The ink is then transferred to the target substrate
by passing the substrate through the gravure cylinder and the impression roll.

The ink used for gravure printing usually has a medium viscosity (100-1,000 mPa·s;
Table 4.1). Also, due to the R2R feeding system, gravure printing delivers a printing speed up
to 1,000 m per minute and hence, low boiling point solvents are also required to allow rapid
ink drying. As gravure printing use deep-etched engraved cells, it is capable of delivering
denser layers, with a wet thickness of ∼7 µm. The printing resolution is typically 100 µm.

Similar to flexographic printing, gravure printing of conductive pigments (e.g. silver
nanoparticles, indium tin oxide (ITO) and semiconducting polymer PEDOT:PSS) have been
used to fabricate electrodes and contacts [319, 326–331]. The gravure-printed conductive
films can be exploited in areas such as photovoltaic applications. There are also demonstra-
tions of gravure-printed transistors [332–334]. Gravure printing of 2d materials was first
reported by Secor et al. in 2014; Fig. 4.3(e) [46]. The authors developed a graphene/ethyl
cellulose (EC) ink which supported large-area sub-100 µm pattering of graphene on rigid
and flexible substrates. The printed graphene exhibited an electrical conductivity of up to
10,000 Sm−1 after the binder, EC, was decomposed via annealing.

4.2.3 Screen printing

Figure 4.3(c) is a schematic figure of a typical flat-bed screen printing process [19, 311, 313–
315, 320]. As shown, screen printing is essentially a stencil process. During printing, the
ink is first spread over the screen mesh. A squeegee is then drawn across it, forcing the ink
through the open pores of the mesh. At the same time, the substrate is held in contact with
the screen to complete the ink transfer.

Unlike the other printing technologies, screen printing requires highly viscous (1-10 Pa·s),
non-volatile inks. This high viscosity prevents the ink from flowing through the open pores
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prior to printing. The low volatility allows for a long dwell time on the screen (i.e. the time
between spreading and printing of the ink), avoiding ink drying in the pores and clogging up
the mesh. Screen printing is capable of delivering a highly dense printing layer, with a wet
film thickness of ∼10-30 µm. Compared to R2R flexographic and gravure, the printing speed
of screen printing is much lower, typically ∼30 m per minute. The printing resolution is
typically 100 µm. On the basis of the flat-bed screen printing process, R2R screen press was
developed to increase the printing speed. It uses a rotary screen mesh roll whereby the ink is
loaded inside and forced out to deposit on the substrate in contact with the rotary screen.

A wide range of functional organic and inorganic materials have been adapted to screen
printing for device fabrication. One major application is solar cells, where screen-printed
films are exploited as the counter-electrode [319, 335–338]. Other common applications
include capacitive touchpads [339], organic transistors [340], diabetic glucose strips [341] and
financial transaction cards [342]. Screen printing of 2d materials was first demonstrated by Xu
et al. in 2013; Fig. 4.3(f) [324]. The authors exploited screen-printed graphene/polyaniline
as the electrode for supercapacitors, which exhibited an specific capacitance of up to 250
F g−1 and an energy density of up to 85.6 Wh kg−1.

4.2.4 Inkjet printing

Inkjet printing is a digital, non-impact printing technique where the ink droplets are propelled
from an ink reservoir and deposited in a rapid succession onto the substrate to generate a
designed image [23, 24, 28, 37, 62, 311, 343–346]. “Digital” means that the printing pattern
is designed electronically, and the deposition of the ink droplets is precisely controlled by
computer. Figure 4.4 present the schematic figures of the two droplet jetting mechanisms:
continuous inkjet (CIJ) and drop-on-demand inkjet (DOD).

CIJ is a process where a stream of droplets is continuously generated and propelled out
of the ink reservoir, as shown in Fig. 4.4(a). The size and frequency of the droplets are
controlled by regulating the pressure applied to the ink within the reservoir. Typically, this
is done by applying a high-frequency alternating voltage to a piezoelectric material that is
in contact with the ink. The droplets then pass through an electrostatic field, such that the
individual droplets are either charged or not charged. The droplets are then subjected to an
electrostatic field and as such, the charged droplets are selectively deflected to deposit onto
substrate while the uncharged ones are collected by the ink receiver.

DOD is a process where the ink droplets are only generated and jetted when demanded.
As shown in Fig. 4.4(b,c), the ink droplets are generated either through a piezoelectric inkjet
process or a thermal inkjet process. In a piezoelectric inkjet process, a voltage pulse is
applied to the piezoelectric material to generate a shape change of the reservoir and hence, a
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Fig. 4.4 Schematic figures of (a) continuous inkjet printing, (b) drop-on-demand inkjet
printing with piezoelectric head and (c) drop-on-demand inkjet printing with thermal head.

pressure pulse on the ink that forces it out of the ink reservoir as ink droplets. In a thermal
inkjet process, the ink is rapidly heated up to generate bubbles in the ink. The bubbles propel
the ink out of the ink reservoir as ink droplets. The jetted ink droplets then impact, spread,
merge and dry on the substrate to form a designed image.

Inkjet printing offers several advantages over analogue flexographic, gravure and screen
printing: (1) Because the jetted droplets usually have a low volume of 1-100 pL, inkjet
printing achieves a higher resolution, typically ∼50 µm [23, 62, 346]; (2) As the printing
pattern is digitally defined, there is no need to design physical mask for the inkjet printing
image. Inkjet printing is therefore much more flexible, and time and cost saving, particularly
during prototyping [24]; (3) Unlike the other printing technologies, inkjet printing is a low
loading, low viscosity ink printing process, and it does not require a large amount ink for
printing trials. These features make it particularly suitable for prototyping [24], for instance
the as-produced UALPE 2d material dispersions are readily adapted to inkjet printing for
prototyping [16, 37, 39–42, 48]. However, because the inkjet printing head needs to scan
over the substrate to deposit ink droplets, inkjet printing suffers from a low printing speed,
typically 10 m per min [320].
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Among these two inkjet printing technologies, CIJ offers a number of advantages over
its counterpart DOD: it allows a higher jetting speed and hence, a more rapid printing,
and the use of volatile inks more readily as there is less risk of nozzle clogging resulting
from ink drying. However, the complexity of CIJ (e.g. control of droplet jetting, deflecting
and recycling) has limited the application of CIJ. Therefore, DOD inkjet printing is the
main technology employed in my doctoral work. I then discuss its printing principles in
Section 4.3.

4.3 Inkjet printing principles

4.3.1 Stable droplet jetting

A key requirement of inkjet printing is the generation of a stable droplet jetting, i.e. a
single droplet generation and jetting under each electrical impulse without the formation
of satellite droplets (i.e. secondary droplets), as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). An unstable jetting
may lead to deviation from the droplet jetting trajectory or even deposition onto untargeted
areas [23, 24, 37, 62, 346, 347].

a b
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Fig. 4.5 (a) High-speed micrographs of three jetted droplets at different jetting stages, showing
elongated ligaments break up into satellite droplets [348]; High-speed micrographs of droplet
jetting sequence for (b) stable jetting when Z is 2.2, and (c) jetting with satellite droplets
when Z is 17.3 [347]
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The droplet jetting behaviour is defined by the ink fluidic properties, which are charac-
terised by the following dimensionless numbers, including Reynolds (Re), Weber (We) and
Ohnesorge (Oh) numbers [37, 62, 346]:

Re =
υρa

η
(4.1)

We =
υ2ρa

γ
(4.2)

Oh =

√
We

Re
=

η
√

γρa
(4.3)

where η , γ and ρ are the viscosity (mPa·s), surface tension (mNm−1) and density (gcm−3)
of the ink, respectively, υ is the ejection velocity (ms−1) of the droplet, and a is the diameter
(µm) of the jetting nozzle.

Fromm suggested the use of the inverse Ohnesorge number, Z = 1/Oh, to determine
whether an ink could form a stable jetting [349]. As a rule of thumb, it is commonly
accepted that Z should be <14 to avoid formation of satellite droplets [37, 62, 346, 347].
Meanwhile, Z should be >1 to avoid elongated ligaments, which may also break up into
satellite droplets [37, 62, 346, 347]. Figure 4.5(b) is a demonstration of stable droplet jetting
when Z is within 1-14, while Fig. 4.5(c) shows generation of satellite droplets when Z is over
14. The above investigation allows the generation of a Re and We map (Fig. 4.6), defining the
optimal value region of Re and We for stable droplet jetting.
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Fig. 4.6 Map of Reynolds and Weber numbers, showing the optimal region of inverse
Ohnesorge number (1-14) for stable droplet jetting, adapted from Ref. [346].
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4.3.2 Droplet impact and spreading

Following the impact of a droplet on a substrate, subsequent ink spreading and drying define
the printed image and morphology. Here I discuss the spreading process, while the drying
process is discussed in Section 4.3.3. Figure 4.7 presents the spreading behaviour of a droplet
on a substrate. Since the droplet is typically 1-100 pL with low density, the gravitational
forces can typically be neglected after the impact [346]. The dominant forces are therefore
the inertial and capillary. It was suggested that the spreading after impact can be divided into
two stages: the impact driven stage and the capillary driven stage. The impact driven stage is
the spreading process immediately after the impact, where the inertial force dominates. This
stage leads to a maximum spreading of the droplet until the capillary driven stage, where the
capillary force dominates. The capillary driven stage is further divided into two situations
depending on the interaction between the droplet and the substrate.

As a rule of thumb, wetting of the substrate requires the surface tension of the ink to
be 7-10 mNm−1 lower than the substrate surface energy [350]. For the ink that wets, the
droplet continues a capillary spreading [350, 351]. For the ink with insufficient wettability,
the droplet retracts, leading to discontinuous deposition [350, 351]. Therefore, to ensure a
continuous printing feature, the ink surface tension therefore should be sufficiently low.

Provided that the ink can wet the substrate, the impingement of a droplet onto a pre-
defined pattern needs to be controlled in a way that it does not cause neither overspreading
nor insufficient merging [352]. Figure 4.8(a) schematically illustrates a droplet impinging
onto a printed line with different droplet spacing D. When D is excessively small, the droplet
impinges on the bead of the line and expands around the bead rather than forms its own
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Fig. 4.7 Schematic figure showing the spreading of a droplet after it impacts on a substrate,
adapted from Ref. [346].
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Fig. 4.8 (a) Schematic figure for droplets impinged onto a printed line, showing the formation
of different morphologies of printed structures. The dashed lines indicate the contact lines;
(b) Photographs showing different printed morphologies [352].

contact line, leading to “stacked coins” or “bulging” [352]. When D is excessively large, the
merging of the droplet with the bead is insufficient, forming “scalloping” or even “isolated
droplets” [352]. When D is between these two extremes, the droplet merges with the bead
and forms contact lines with “uniform edges”, the optimal morphology.

Figure 4.9(a) is schematic geometry of a droplet deposited onto a substrate [352]. This
geometry is defined by the following relation:

Vdrop =
2
3

πR3
0 f (θ)

R0 =
3

√
3Vdrop

2π f (θ)

(4.4)

where V drop and Rdrop are the volume and radius of a falling droplet, R0 is the radius of a
deposited droplet, and f (θ ) is a contact angle factor to correct the cross-sectional area of
the formed half-sphere. Figure 4.9(b) is schematic geometry of a printed line with uniform
edges, which is expressed by the following relation [352]:

Vdrop

D
=

1
2

πR2
1 f (θ ′)

R1 =

√
2Vdrop

πD f (θ ′)

(4.5)
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Fig. 4.9 Schematic figures showing (a) geometry of an individual droplet, (b) geometry of a
printed line with uniform edges, and (c) impinging droplet contact lines; (d) Plot of Eq. 4.9.
Adapted from Ref. [352].

where R1 is the radius of a printed line with uniform edges, and f (θ ′) is a contact angle factor
to correct the cross-sectional area of the half-cylinder. Therefore, the relationship between
R0 and R1 is:

R1

R0
=

√
4

3 D
R0

f (θ)
f (θ ′)

=

√
4
3x

f (θ)
f (θ ′)

(4.6)

where x stands for D/R0. Figure 4.9(c) schematically depicts a droplet impinging onto the
bead of a printed line with a droplet spacing D. Therefore, the impinging distance is defined
as [352]:

Dimpinging = D−R1 (4.7)

Therefore, the relationship between D, R0 and Dimpinging is:

Dimpinging

R0
=

D
R0

− R1

R0
= x−

√
4
3x

f (θ)
f (θ ′)

(4.8)
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Soltman et al. experimentally estimated f (θ ) and f (θ ′) for a PEDOT/PSS aqueous ink,
which were 0.568 and 0.852, respectively [352]. Therefore, Eq. 4.6 and Eq. 4.8 are expressed
as:

R1

R0
=

√
0.89

x
Dimpinging

R0
= x−

√
0.89

x

(4.9)

Equation 4.9 is plotted as Fig. 4.9(d). When D <R1, the droplet impinges directly onto
the bead of the printed line rather than expands its own contact lines, leading to an ink
overspreading. In this case, x <0.89. When R1 = Dimpinging, the impingement reaches a
critical point where the droplet exactly lands on the edge of the line bead, and over which
the merging of the droplet with the bead will be insufficient. In this case, x >1.52. However,
when Dimpinging > D, the droplet starts to separate from the printed line (x is 1.72). In the end,
when D = 2R0, printing forms individual isolated droplets. Therefore, for this PEDOT/PSS
aqueous ink the droplet spacing should be 0.89-1.52 of the deposited droplet diameter to
ensure a uniform edge morphology of printed patterns. Values for uniform edges have also
been found in a similar range for other ink systems [353].

4.3.3 Coffee ring effect

Figure 4.10(a) schematically presents the typical cross-sectional profiles of printed lines. A
rectangular shape is desired as this represents a uniform deposition of material and hence,
a uniform morphology across the printed structure [20]. However, this usually happens in
the case of viscous inks, such as screen-printable inks. For inkjet-printable ink which is of
low viscosity, an ideal cross-sectional profile is most likely be represented by a semicircular
arc. A common profile, however, is the coffee-ring shape. Depending on the ink viscosity,
wetting of the substrate and the solvent vaporisation uniformity, drying an inkjet-printable
ink may form a concave central area, as exampled in Fig. 4.10(b).

Indeed, the coffee ring effect is a common phenomenon related to dispersion drying
processes [60, 61]. Deegan et al. proposed that the coffee ring effect arose from an unbal-
anced fluid flow caused during the drying process [60, 61]. As presented in Fig. 4.10(b),
the deposited droplet first forms contact lines at the droplet-substrate interface upon drying.
The higher surface area to volume ratio at the contact edges causes a more rapid solvent
evaporation than in the droplet centre. This leads to an outward solvent flow from the
droplet centre to the edges to replenish the evaporated solvents [60, 61]. This flow carries
the dispersed material to the droplet edges. With no inward flow, the material is deposited at
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Fig. 4.10 (a) Typical cross-sectional view of printed line [20]; (b) Photograph of a coffee
drop [60]; (c) Mechanism of the coffee ring effect, adapted from Ref. [20].

the edges. This not only forms a material ring, but also prevents the droplet from receding
further, leaving little to no material deposited at the centre of the dried droplet.

One promising way to overcome this is to induce a secondary inward flow to balance
the evaporation-induced outward flow. Preceding studies show that creating a solvent
composition variation across the droplet may give rise to a surface tension driven (Marangoni)
recirculating flow [24, 354–358]. For example, in an ink composed of a binary solvent
mixture, the differing solvent properties can lead to variations in the solvent proportions
across the droplet during drying, such that a surface tension gradient is generated to drive
a recirculating Marangoni flow. Figure 4.11(a) is a schematic kinetic solvent drying figure
of a binary solvent ink of 6,13-bis((triisopropylsilylethynyl) pentacene (TIPS_PEN) [354].
The ink solvents were consisted of chlorobenzene (CB; boiling point 131◦C, surface tension
33.6 mNm−1) and dodecane (boiling point 216◦C, surface tension 25.3 mNm−1). The
authors, Lim et al., proposed that upon drying the droplet centre would be concentrated
with CB and the droplet edges would be concentrated with dodecane since CB would
evaporate faster from the edges. A combination of the surface tension gradient of these two
solvents and the surface tension gradient generated by the latent heat of vapourisation drove
the formation of a recirculating Marangoni flow [355–357]. This recirculating Marangoni
flow redistributed TIPS_PEN back to the droplet centre, rendering a significantly improved
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Fig. 4.11 (a) Suppression of the coffee ring effect via Marangoni flow, adapted from
Ref. [354]; Optical micrographs of inkjet-printed TIPS_PEN droplets in (b) chlorobenzene
and (c) mixture of chlorobenzene and dodecane [354].

deposition uniformity, as shown in Fig. 4.11(b,c). In addition, a faster ink drying can also
reduce the coffee ring effect [351].

4.4 Inkjet printing of 2d materials

Since the demonstration of inkjet-printed transistors from UALPE graphene [37], there is a
great momentum of developing inkjet-printable 2d material inks and applications. Indeed,
there has been much progress made in ink formulation and device fabrication. Here I review
the current ink formulations, and the challenges presented by these inks for large-scale device
printing.

4.4.1 Current 2d material ink formulations

Current 2d material inks for inkjet printing can be generally categorised into three types:
pure solvent inks (i.e. the as-produced UALPE dispersions in pure solvents), surfactant inks
(i.e. the as-produced UALPE dispersions with surfactants), and binder inks (i.e. exfoliated 2d
materials formulated into inks with the addition of polymers). Table 4.3 lists the demonstrated
ink formulations and applications enabled by them.
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Table 4.3 Current inkjet-printable 2d material inks and their applications.

Inks Substrates Treatment Applications Ref.

Pure solvent inks
Graphene NMP Si/SiO2; Glass HMDS; O2 Transistor [37]

170◦C
Graphene water/ethanol PET – Conductor [38]
Graphene water/ethanol Si/SiO2 – SA [39]
Graphene/MoS2 NMP Coated PET 200◦C Photodetector [40]
Graphene/TMDs/h-BN NMP Si/SiO2 – Transistor [41]

Photodetector
Graphene/TMDs/h-BN NMP Coated PET – Transistor [42]

Surfactant inks
Graphene/SDBS/PANI Carbon 80◦C Electrode [47]
Graphene/TMDs/PS1 Si/SiO2 300◦C Photodetector [48]

ROM

Binder inks
Graphene/EC Si/SiO2; Glass 400◦C Transistor [50]
Graphene/EC Si/SiO2; Kapton up to 450◦C Conductor [51]
Graphene/Plasdone S-630 Paper – Conductor [52]
Graphene/EC PET; PEN; PI; HMDS Conductor [53]

Glass Pulsed light
up to 300◦C

Graphene/NC Glass; Kapton 350◦C Conductor [54]
Graphene/EC Si/SiO2 >400◦C Conductor [55]
MoS2/EC Si/SiO2 HMDS Transistor [56]

450◦C

Generally, UALPE dispersions have a viscosity of ∼2 mPa·s with flake dimension of
<1 µm, making the dispersions readily deposited with low viscosity printing and coating
technologies for device fabrication, in particular inkjet printing [16, 17, 37, 40–42]. This
led to the demonstration of inkjet-printed graphene transistors [37]. The authors Torrisi
et al. used directly the UALPE dispersion of graphene in N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)
as a pure solvent ink for inkjet printing [37]. This method was later extended to other 2d
materials, including transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs; e.g. MoS2, WS2, WSe2) and
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) [40–42]. However, as discussed in Section 3.3.1, these
stable UALPE dispersions are usually produced in high boiling point, toxic organic solvents,
such as NMP. This means that printing with the pure solvent inks requires long drying
times and excessive careful handling. In addition, these pure solvent inks typically present
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Fig. 4.12 Inkjet printing with current 2d material inks: (a) Photograph of representative NMP
inks [41]; (b) Inkjet-printed graphene pattern on paper, scale bar 5 cm [48]; (c) Inkjet-printed
droplets of graphene NMP ink on Si/SiO2 treated with O2 plasma, untreated Si/SiO2, Si/SiO2
treated with HMDS, and paper, respectively [37]; (d) Inkjet-printed lines of graphene NMP
ink on Si/SiO2 treated with O2 plasma, untreated Si/SiO2, and Si/SiO2 treated with HMDS,
respectively [37]; (e) Inkjet-printed graphene water/PS1 ink on untreated Si/SiO2 [48]; (f)
Inkjet-printed graphene/EC ink on untreated Si/SiO2 [50].

challenges for spatially uniform material deposition, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.12(c,d), where
the graphene NMP ink delivered uncontrollable depositions with heavy “coffee rings” [37].
Therefore, there is a great interest in developing inks in lower boiling point, non-toxic
solvents. One such formulation is adapting directly the UALPE dispersions in water/alcohol
to inkjet printing [38, 39]. In particular, the alcohols with a low surface tension are expected
to improve the ink wettabilities for improved morphology of the printed films [39].

Though printing with pure solvent inks is preferable as this does not introduce impurities
in the dried printed films, there have been attempts in comprising surfactants and poly-
mer binders in ink formulation for improved printed morphologies [16, 17]. For example,
Ref. [47, 48] adapted the as-produced UALPE dispersions with surfactants for inkjet printing.
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In particular, McManus et al. argued that 1-pyrenesulfonic acid sodium salt (PS1) – small
molecular surfactant – could lead to improved printed morphologies without compromising
the functionalities (e.g. electrical conductivity, optoelectronic properties) of the 2d materi-
als [48]. However, Fig. 4.12(e) indicates that the improvements are very limited compared to
pure solvent inks (Fig. 4.12(c,d)). Formulating binder inks is a more prevalent and effective
approach. This is usually done as follows: (1) extracting the exfoliated 2d materials flakes
from UALPE dispersions via filtration, sedimentation, solvent exchange, or solvent evapora-
tion; (2) formulating highly concentrated inks by redispersing the extracted flakes in solvents
with polymers. The first demonstration of such binder inks was in 2013: graphene produced
in dimethylformamide (DMF) was solvent exchanged into ethanol/terpineol and stabilised by
ethyl cellulose (EC) [50]. As clearly demonstrated in Fig. 4.12(f), the graphene/EC ink sup-
ported highly controllable ink deposition and significantly improved printed morphologies.
However, as observed, the ink dried to form a semicircular arc morphology, where the flakes
are more concentrated at the central area.

4.4.2 Applications of current 2d material inks

Table 4.3 briefly lists the applications enabled by the current 2d material inks. Here I discuss
how the printed 2d materials were exploited in the key applications.

Conductive inks. Printable electronics hold a huge potential to the fields in e.g. logic
circuits, sensors, photodetectors, flexible displays, RFID, and portable energy storage and
conversion [16, 17, 110]. This requires conductive inks to deposit electrical conductors,
electrodes and electronic circuits. Currently dominant conductive inks are carbon material
inks (which suffer from low conductivity) and metal inks such as silver inks (which require
high production cost). Conductive inks are one of the most prevalent applications for
solution-processed graphene [110].

Graphene, with good electrical conductivity and high chemical stability, suits this purpose.
Indeed, the graphene NMP ink has been exploited for this [37, 40, 42]. However, the
measured electrical conductivity of the deposited graphene was poor, for stance Torrisi et al.
showed a value limited to ∼100 Sm−1 [37]. This has been significantly improved with other
ink formulations. Secor et al. demonstrated an electrical conductivity of up to 40,000 Sm−1

with a graphene nitrocellulose (NC) ink after NC was decomposed [54]. This conductivity is
far greater than that of carbon material inks (∼1,000 Sm−1 [359]), however, over 1,000 times
smaller than that of metal inks The electrical conductivity of the graphene ink can potentially
be further increased by graphene functionalisation [16, 17, 110]. Figure 4.13 is a photograph
of representative inkjet-printed graphene circuit pattern on polyimide (PI).
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Fig. 4.13 Inkjet-printable applications of current inks: (a) Large-area inkjet-printed graphene
circuits on PI [53]; (b) Schematic inkjet-printed graphene transistors on Si/SiO2 with Cr-Au
source/drain contacts [37]; (c) All inkjet-printed transistors on polymer coated PET [42]; (d)
Schematic all inkjet-printed read-only memory circuit [48]; (e) Schematic all inkjet-printed
photodetector [48].

Electronics. Inkjet-printable electronics from UALPE 2d materials was first demonstrated
by Torrisi et al. [37]. The authors exploited inkjet-printed graphene as the channel for
transistors, as shown in Fig. 4.13(b). The fabricated transistors exhibited a carrier mobility
of up to 95 cm2V−1s−1, which is far greater typical than that of printed organic transistors
(typically <1 cm2V−1s−1). However, the graphene transistors suffered from a low ION/IOFF,
∼10. The authors then deposited poly[5,50-bis(3-dodecyl-2-thienyl)-2,20-bithiophene] (PQT-
12) on top the graphene, and increased the ION/IOFF to 4 × 105. However, the mobility was
decreased to 0.1 cm2V−1s−1. An effective way to increase the ION/IOFF while retaining the
high mobility is still elusive.

Recent advancement focuses on the fabrication of all-inkjet-printed, heterostructure de-
vices through controlled additive pattering of 2d materials differing in materials properties.
Figure 4.13(c) is one such demonstration, where inkjet-printed graphene, WSe2 and h-BN
were exploited as conductive contacts, channel and insulating separator, respectively [42].
The transistors exhibited a carrier mobility of up to 0.22 cm2V−1s−1 with ION/IOFF of
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up to ∼100. Figure 4.13(d) schematically presents an all-inkjet-printed read-only mem-
ory (ROM) based on 2d material junction [48]. As shown, in this device configuration,
graphene/WS2/graphene is interpreted as logic “0”, while graphene/graphene is interpreted
as logic “1”.

Optoelectronics. 2d materials such as semiconducting TMDs exhibit sizeable bandgap
that can be exploited in optoelectronics, such as photodetectors [6–8]. Inkjet-printed 2d
material photodetector was first demonstrated in 2014 [40]. The device was consisted of
inkjet-printed interdigitated graphene electrodes and MoS2 channel as the active photode-
tection material. Differently, the photodetector schematically presented in Fig. 4.13(e)
exploited graphene/WS2/graphene junction for photodetection [48]. This device exhibited a
photoresponsivity of >1 mAW−1.

4.4.3 Challenges for the current ink formulations

As demonstrated in Fig. 4.12, the pure solvent inks and the surfactant inks (i.e. the as-
produced UALPE dispersions) present significant challenges for spatially uniform printing.
This arises from unstable jetting of ink droplets, poor wetting of the substrates, and the coffee
ring effect.

As discussed, inkjet printing requires 1-14 for the inverse Ohnesorge number Z for a
stable droplet jetting. I list the Z value of typical UALPE solvents and the current inks, as
well the the inks produced by myself, in Table 4.4. As shown, the Z value of the NMP
inks and the water/surfactant inks is all >15. This suggests that these inks tend to generate

Table 4.4 Z value of typical UALPE solvents and current 2d material inks.

Z parameters
Z Ref.

η (mPa·s) γ (mNm−1) ρ (gcm−3) a (µm)

NMP 1.6 41 1.0 22 19 –
Water 0.9 72 1.0 22 44 –
IPA 2.0 23 0.8 22 10 –

Graphene NMP 1.9 40 1.05 50 24 [37]
NMP inks – – – – 17 [40]

Water/PS1 inks – – – – >20 [48]
Graphene water/IPA – – – – 12 [39]

NMP inks 2.0 42 1 22 15 This work
Water/SDC inks 0.8 45 1 22 39 This work
Water/IPA inks 2.0 32 0.9 22 13 This work
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Fig. 4.14 Typical micrographs for the generation of (a) satellite droplet as indicated by the
dashed circle, and (b) jetting deviation from the jetting path as indicated by the dashed
line, observed through the inkjet printer stroboscopic camera; (c,d) Typical micrographs for
printed lines on untreated Si/SiO2, showing poor wetting and coffee rings indicated by the
dashed circle, scale bar 100 µm; (e) Typical dark-field optical micrographs of spray-coated
inks on untreated PET (deposition area 3 cm × 3 cm), scale bar 200 µm; (f) Typical dark-field
optical micrographs of inkjet-printed dried droplets (∼10 pL) on untreated Si/SiO2, scale bar
50 µm. (a-f) are demonstrated with MoS2 inks.

satellite droplets during printing [37, 62, 346]. Indeed, I observe generation of such satellite
droplets with both NMP inks and water/surfactant inks; Fig. 4.14(a). This unstable jetting
can even result in jetting deviations from the jetting path, as shown in Fig. 4.14(b), leading
to an uncontrollable droplet jetting with the droplets deposited onto untargeted areas. The
typical received morphologies from inkjet printing of a straight line (with single and multiple
printing repetitions) on untreated Si/SiO2 as presented in Fig. 4.14(c,d) demonstrate that:
(1) the ink can not wet the substrate such that the deposited ink retracts back into individual
droplets, forming a discontinuous printing feature; (2) there are heavy coffee rings formed
at the edges of each of these retracted droplets. To provide closer examinations of the poor
wetting and coffee rings, I present in Fig. 4.14(e,d) the dark-field optical micrographs of
deposited films and individual droplets.

A rule of thumb for wetting of the substrate and subsequent continuous printing feature
is that the ink surface tension should be 7-10 mNm−1 lower than the substrate surface en-
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ergy [350]. Therefore, an ink should possess a surface tension of <30 mNm−1 to wet the
commonly used substrates, including Si/SiO2 and glass (∼36 mNm−1 [360]), and polyethy-
lene terephthalate (PET; ∼45 mNm−1 [361]). However, as listed in Table 4.4, the inks
typically have a surface tension of >40 mNm−1, leading to a poor wetting and hence, a
discontinuous printing feature; Fig. 4.14(e). I note that water/alcohol inks cannot wet these
substrates properly in spite of having a surface tension of ∼30 mNm−1, as clearly demon-
strated in Fig. 4.14. During the drying process of a water/alcohol ink, alcohol evaporates
rapidly and leaves water to dry on the substrates; water cannot wet these substrates.

On the other hand, the observed coffee ring effect can be attributed to the non-uniformity
in solvent evaporation rates across the droplet upon drying [60, 61]. As discussed, the solvent
evaporation rates at the droplet edges are higher than those in the centre due to a larger
surface area to volume ratio, inducing an outward flow to compensate the solvent evaporative
losses at the edges. As a result, the outward flow carries the dispersed 2d material flakes
to concentrate and deposit at the edges. These flakes pin the droplet and prevent it from
receding until it reaches a critical point where the droplet suddenly recedes and leaves a
material ring of flakes. This repeats during the drying process and forms a series of coffee
rings; Fig. 4.14(f).

There have been investigations on substrate surface treatment to address the above chal-
lenges. For example, Torrisi et al. showed that coating Si/SiO2 with bis(trimethylsilyl)amine
(HMDS) could help achieve a more uniform distribution of graphene flakes compared to
untreated Si/SiO2; Fig. 4.3(c) [37]. The authors also demonstrated that etching the Si/SiO2

with O2-plasma led to a worse flake distribution due to ink overspreading as a result of
increased surface energy. Using substrates with porous coating is an alternative effective
approach. For instance, in Ref. [40, 42], the authors used a PET substrate coated with
aluminum oxide and poly(vinyl alcohol). This coating creates a porous surface, whereby the
2d material flakes are blocked and evenly deposited on the surface upon printing.

For the binder inks, though spatially uniform printing is ensured, it may be necessary
to remove the polymers after printing since unlike solvents the polymers form an integral
part of the printed films. For the applications in, for example, conductors, transistors and
photodetectors, the polymers compromise the functionalities of the 2d materials and hence,
the device performance. Removal of the polymers is usually done using high temperature
annealing or intense pulsed light, as presented in Table 4.12. These post-printing treatment
can significantly limit the development of printable flexible applications using polymeric
substrates.

Therefore, in summary, the current ink formulations and treatment strategies raised above
cannot guarantee a spatially uniform inkjet printing of 2d materials. Such an unideal inkjet
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printing is impractical to deliver reproducible device fabrication and stable device operation,
preventing large-scale printable device fabrication, realising which requires significantly
improved ink formulations.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, I have introduced the ink systems, the formulation processing and the graphics
printing technologies. The focus is on inkjet printing, covering its working mechanisms and
printing principles, i.e. droplet jetting, spreading and drying. In particular, I have discussed
the progress of inkjet printing of 2d materials produced by UALPE. The current inks present
significant challenges for spatially uniform material deposition and hence, cannot guarantee
a reproducible device fabrication. This highlights the necessity of a significantly improved
ink formulation. On this basis, I investigate ink formulations of graphene (Chapter 5), TMDs
(Chapter 6) and BP (Chapter 7), aiming to overcome the above challenges.



Chapter 5

Formulation of inkjet-printable
graphene ink and its applications

There is an ever-growing demand on developing graphene based inkjet-printable applications.
Indeed, there are already successful laboratory-scale demonstrations in conductors and
electrodes [38, 47, 50, 51], transistors [37, 42], photodetectors [40, 48], supercapacitors [50],
and saturable absorbers (SAs) [39]. However, as discussed in Section 4.4.3, ink formulations
in these demonstrations are incapable of delivering spatially uniform deposition of graphene
on untreated substrates. This arises from suboptimal fluidic properties, poor wetting of the
substrates or the formation of coffee rings. Such limitations prevent reproducible, scaled-up
device fabrication. A significantly improved ink formulation is key and required to large-scale
device printing.

In this chapter, I present the development of a conductive ink formulation of graphene that
overcomes the above challenges for a large-scale spatially uniform deposition of graphene.
To begin with, I investigate production of graphene via ultrasonic-assisted liquid phase
exfoliation (UALPE). This leads to a single-step graphene ink formulation in isopropanol
(IPA) with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) that supports spatially uniform and high controllable
printing of conductive graphene films. These printing features allow me to exploit the inkjet-
printed graphene in applications, including the development of CMOS integrated humidity
sensor (in collaboration with Dr Sumita Santra at the Indian Institute of Technology and
Prof Florin Udrea at the University of Cambridge), and dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs;
in collaboration with Dr David Dodoo-Arhin at the University of Ghana and Prof Gehan
Amaratunga at the University of Cambridge).
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5.1 UALPE production of graphene

5.1.1 Exfoliation in pure solvents

Pure solvents are usually preferred for UALPE as the resultant dispersions do not comprise
impurities (e.g. ionic or non-ionic surfactants). As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the choice
of solvent is key to graphene production, and the surface tension and Hansen solubility
parameters (HSPs) of the solvents are the major considerations in solvent selection [236,
237, 281]. The “good” solvents should have a surface tension of ∼40 mNm−1 and HSPs of
δ D ∼18 MPa1/2, δ P ∼9.3 MPa1/2 and δ H ∼7.7 MPa1/2, respectively [236, 275]. Under this
condition, the good solvents are typically high boiling point, organic solvents, for instance
N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone ( NMP; 204◦C). Therefore, I investigate NMP as the starting point
of my work.

To do this, I mix graphite flakes (Sigma Aldrich, 100 mesh) with NMP at a concentration
of 10 gL−1. The mixture then undergoes bath sonication for 12 hours in a 20 kHz bath
sonicator at 15◦C. Purification is then used to sediment the unexfoliated flakes. This is
done by centrifugation at a speed of 4 krpm (i.e. 1500g) for 1 hour. The supernatant (top
∼70 vol.%) is collected as the graphene dispersion. The dispersion remains visually stable
for months.

Figure 5.1(a) presents a photograph of a cuvette containing 5 times diluted graphene NMP
dispersion. The extinction spectrum of this diluted dispersion measured using UV-Vis-NIR
spectrometer (Fig. 5.1(b)) is featureless within the investigated wavelength region, as expected
due to the linear dispersion of Dirac electrons of graphene [95, 133, 236]. By exploiting
the Beer-Lambert law (E = αλCl; Section 3.4.1), using α660 ∼2460 Lg−1m−1 [236], the
concentration of the as-produced graphene NMP dispersion is estimated as 0.068 gL−1

(starting graphite concentration 10 gL−1). This means that the production yield is only
0.68%. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the UALPE process for increased production
yield.

However, the high boiling point and toxicity of NMP are problematic for the deposition
of graphene flakes as this means long drying times and excessive careful handling [260].
Though inkjet printing with the graphene NMP dispersion is possible [16, 37, 40–42, 48], it
is not ideal for long-term stable inkjet printing processes, especially when spatially uniform
deposition is required. It is therefore desirable to develop graphene dispersions in lower
boiling point, non-toxic solvents.

Cyclohexanone (CHO) is a promising solvent, approaching the above selection criteria
with HSPs of δ D ∼17.8 MPa1/2 and δ P ∼6.3 MPa1/2, and δ H ∼5.1 MPa1/2 [277]. Indeed, I
show here that graphene is successfully exfoliated and dispersed in CHO with an estimated
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Fig. 5.1 (a) Photograph of the cuvettes containing diluted graphene dispersions in NMP, CHO
and IPA, respectively. (b) Optical extinction spectra of diluted graphene dispersions. The
dispersions are diluted to 20 vol.% to avoid detector saturation.

concentration of 0.098 gL−1; Fig. 5.1(a,b). CHO is more advantageous than NMP for inkjet
printing due to its lower boiling point (155.7◦C) and lower surface tension (34.4 mNm−1

[362]). Indeed, Secor et al. reported an ink formulation of graphene in CHO with cellulose
as the stabiliser (through multiple formulation steps; Section 4.4.1) [51, 53]. However, I find
the graphene CHO dispersion is very sensitive to external perturbations such that the flakes
sediment within 2-3 days.

I then explore other solvents with much lower boiling points and surface tensions such as
alcohols. Alcohols are investigated as they are widely used as a primary solvent in graphics
and functional inks [311]. Among the different alcohols investigated, I find IPA (boiling
point 82.6◦C) is able to successfully exfoliate and disperse graphene with an estimated
concentration of 0.099 gL−1 (Fig. 5.1(a,b)), though its surface tension (23 mNm−1) and HSPs
(δ D ∼15.8 MPa1/2, δ P ∼6.1 MPa1/2, δ H ∼16.4 MPa1/2 [277]) fail to meet the selection
criteria. Due to the low boiling point and surface tension, the graphene IPA dispersion is
expected to present optimal wettabilities and rapid ink drying for a high spatial printing
uniformity [50]. However, the dispersion degrades rapidly, with a typical lifetime of up to
1 day. I propose this is due to the mismatched surface tension and HSPs. The lifetime is
significantly shorter when the dispersion is loaded into cartridges for inkjet printing. However,
I note that this stability is viable for coating techniques such as spray coating, allowing large-
area spatially uniform material deposition. Stability of this dispersion therefore needs a
significant improvement for inkjet printing.

5.1.2 Exfoliation with surfactants

Compared to organic solvents such as NMP, non-toxic solvents with low boiling point such as
water and alcohols offer material processing and deposition advantages for device fabrication.
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However, similar to alcohols, the properties of water (72 mNm−1; δ D ∼18.1 MPa1/2, δ P

∼17.1 MPa1/2, δ H ∼16.9 MPa1/2) are greatly deviated from the optimal surface tension and
HSPs for UALPE. In this case, I investigate the use of surfactants to assist UALPE.

UALPE in water/sodium deoxycholate. Sodium cholate (SC) and sodium deoxycholate
(SDC) are bile salts, one type of ionic surfactants [133, 134]. SC and SDC have very similar
structures, consisting of a rigid cyclopentenophenanthrene nucleus with hydrophilic hydroxyl
groups (-OH) on one face (commonly termed α), hydrophobic methyl groups (-CH3) on the
other (β ) face, and an aliphatic chain terminating in a hydrophilic group [133]; Fig. 5.2(a-c).
In particular, SDC has two -OH groups on its α face, while SC has three. This suggests
that SDC has a higher hydrophobic index than SC, indicating a stronger adsorption onto the
hydrophobic graphene surface [133].

I estimate the required concentration of surfactants for stable dispersion based on their
critical micelle concentration (CMC); Section 3.3.2. Figure 5.2(d) presents the surface
tension of aqueous dispersions of SC and SDC with respect to concentration measured via the
pendant droplet method. This shows a critical point at a concentration of 6.9 mM (∼3 gL−1)
for SC and 4.7 mM (∼2 gL−1) for SDC. Therefore, 3 gL−1 and 2 gL−1 are considered as the
CMC for SC and SDC, receptively. Based on the considerations on hydrophobic index and
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Fig. 5.2 Chemical structures of (a) SC and SDC in (b) 2d and (c) 3d. The hydrophilic (red)
and hydrophobic (blue) groups are highlighted; (d) Calculation of the CMC of SC and SDC
in water at room temperature; (e) Optical extinction spectra of diluted graphene dispersion.
The dispersion is diluted to 20 vol.% to avoid detector saturation.
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CMC, I select SDC as the surfactant for graphene production. To do this, I mix 100 mg of
graphite with 10 mL, 7 gL−1 aqueous solution of SDC for UALPE. Figure 5.2(e) presents the
acquired extinction of the dispersion (5 times diluted). Therefore, the estimated concentration
of the as-produced dispersion is ∼0.014 gL−1.

The graphene water/SDC dispersion remains stable for months, sufficient for inkjet
printing. However, this dispersion does not allow spatially uniform deposition (Section 4.4.3).
In addition, the presence of SDC can significantly compromise the functionalities (e.g.
electrical conductivity) of graphene. It is also difficult to be removed from the graphene
surface by neither washing nor high temperature annealing. Thus, the water/SDC dispersion
is usually limited to the applications where the surfactants does not significantly affect the
device performance. One such example is graphene flake enriched polymer nanocomposite
SAs for ultrafast lasers [95, 133, 363].

UALPE in isopropanol/polyvinylpyrrolidone. Though the graphene IPA dispersion is
readily to achieve spatially uniform deposition, its instability due to sedimentation needs to be
addressed before it can proceed with inkjet printing. Making use of non-ionic surfactants such
as polymers is a promising strategy [50, 51, 134, 264]. Here, I investigate polyvinylpyrroli-
done (PVP) based on the following facts: (1) the N-substituted pyrrolidone ring in PVP is
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Fig. 5.3 Chemical structures of (a) PVP and (b) NMP; (c) Optical extinction spectrum of
graphene dispersion. The dispersion for measurement is diluted to 10 vol.% to avoid detector
saturation; (d) Graphene concentration in the dispersions and weight percentage in dried
depositions with respect to PVP concentration.
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similar to that in NMP (Fig. 5.3(a,b)); (2) PVP adsorbs readily on to the graphite surface, or
carbon materials in general, such that it may provide a steric (i.e. physical) repulsion between
the exfoliated flakes against sedimentation [291, 364]. Indeed, PVP has been successfully
used to disperse CNTs [134] and more recently graphene [264]; (3) PVP can be effectively
removed by annealing treatment [364].

To do this, I mix 100 mg of graphite with 10 mL, 0.15 gL−1 IPA solution of PVP.
After bath sonication and centrifugation, this produces a stable dispersion, of which the
optical extinction spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.3(c). This gives the concentration of the
graphene IPA/PVP dispersion as ∼0.4 gL−1, 3 times higher than that obtained using pure IPA
(0.099 gL−1) and any other liquids investigated above; Table 5.1. The graphene IPA/PVP
dispersion remains stable for months without any visible sedimentations, a lifetime viable
for long-term, large-scale printing processes.

Table 5.1 Concentration of the dispersed graphene in different liquids.

Liquids

NMP CHO IPA Water/SDC IPA/PVP

Concentration (gL−1) 0.068 0.098 0.099 0.014 0.4

I then study the effect of the PVP concentration on UALPE production efficiency of
graphene; Fig. 5.3(d). As shown, the concentration of graphene increases with the PVP
concentration. For inkjet printing, an ink with higher concentration of graphene is more
appealing as this means less printing repetition numbers are required to deposit sufficient
amount of graphene for the desired application. In this case, a concentration of ∼0.5 gL−1 of
graphene appears more appealing. Meanwhile, Fig. 5.3(d) presents the calculated weight
percentage of graphene in the dried graphene-PVP deposition, showing that this weight
percentage reaches the maximum value when PVP is 0.15 gL−1. Since PVP forms an integral
part of the graphene-PVP deposition, the weight percentage of graphene is a major factor
in deciding its electrical conductivity and hence, a crucial consideration in the exploitation
of this graphene IPA/PVP dispersion in applications. Therefore, I investigate the graphene
IPA/PVP (PVP 0.15 gL−1) dispersion further.

I characterise the thickness and lateral dimension of the exfoliated graphene flakes in the
graphene IPA/PVP dispersion using AFM. The sample for AFM is prepared by dip-coating a
Si/SiO2 substrate into a dispersion diluted to 2 vol.% by pure IPA. Since the residual PVP
prevents accurate characterisation of the flakes, the sample is annealed at 400◦C for 30 min.
This temperature is chosen because PVP starts to decompose at this temperature [365] while
the exfoliated graphene flakes remain stable [50, 51]. The annealed sample is imaged with a
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Fig. 5.4 AFM characterization of the exfoliated graphene flakes: (a, b) micrographs of typical
flakes, scale bar 200 nm; (c, d) height variations across the dashed lines shown in (a, b),
respectively; (e) thickness distribution of the graphene flakes.

Bruker Dimension Icon AFM in ScanAsystTM mode, using a silicon cantilever with Si3N4

tip. AFM micrographs of typical flakes are shown in Fig. 5.4(a,b). The height variations
across the investigated flakes are shown in Fig. 5.4(c,d). The thickness distribution of the
flakes is presented in Fig. 5.4(e), showing that 63% of the flakes have a thickness <5 nm.
This corresponds to <13 layers, assuming ∼0.7 nm measured thickness for the bottom layer
and ∼ 0.35 nm increase in thickness for each additional layer [366]. The average flake lateral
dimension is ∼ 204 nm.

To experimentally confirm that the PVP decomposition process does not induce oxidation
of the exfoliated graphene flakes, I characterise dropcast samples of graphene/PVP and
PVP with Raman spectroscopy before and after annealing; Fig. 5.5. Before annealing,
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Fig. 5.5 Raman spectra of the exfoliated graphene and PVP before and after annealing
(400◦C, 30 min).

there are three prominent typical peaks in the Raman shift spectrum of graphene/PVP, i.e.
2D peak at ∼2700 cm−1, G peak at ∼1600 cm−1 and D peak at ∼1100 cm−1. This is
expected, as discussed in Section 3.4.3. Since D peak is commonly associated to structural
defects [302], this exhibited low intensity of the D peak compared to typical UALPE graphene
(e.g. Ref. [37, 133]) is likely to due to larger average flake thickness. After annealing, there is
not any visible shift observed of these three peak positions. This indicates that the graphene
flakes do not oxidise by the PVP decomposition process. However, after annealing, the
intensity of D peak is lower. On the other hand, the Raman shift spectrum of annealed
PVP exhibits a featured G peak [367], suggesting that the decomposition process leads to
carbonisation of PVP. Therefore, I suggest that the lower intensity of the D peak is due to the
interaction between the graphene flakes and the carbonised PVP.

5.2 Large-scale spatially uniform inkjet printing

5.2.1 Graphene ink properties and printing parameters

After determining that the stability and concentration of the graphene IPA/PVP dispersion
are potentially suitable for inkjet printing, I next investigate whether the fluidic properties
of the graphene IPA/PVP dispersion are optimal for inkjet printing. I employ pendant drop
measurement and parallel plate rheometer to measure its surface tension (γ) and the viscosity
(η), respectively. The density (ρ) is estimated by weighing a dispersion with known volume.
A Fujifilm Dimatix Materials Printer DMP-2831 is used to conduct inkjet printing. The ink
cartridge is Dimatix DMC-11610, with a jetting nozzle diameter (a) of 22 µm. The volume
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Fig. 5.6 (a) Photographs showing droplet jetting sequence; (b) Optical dark-field micrograph
of a dried droplet, substrate temperature 60◦C, scale bar 50 µm; (c) Optical bright-field
micrographs of printed lines with different droplet spacing, substrate temperature 60◦C,
scale bar 100 µm; (d) Optical bright-field micrographs of printed lines at different substrate
temperature, droplet spacing 35◦C, scale bar 100 µm; (e) Optical dark-field micrograph of
printed line, showing an even flake distribution, droplet spacing of 35◦C, substrate tempera-
ture 60◦C, scale bar 50 µm. The dashed lines outline the edges of the printed lines/droplets.
The substrate is untreated Si/SiO2 in all cases.

of individual droplets generated by this cartridge is ∼10 pL. This gives an estimation of
the inverse Ohnesorge number Z of the dispersion as 10 (Z =

√
γρa/η: η ∼2.3 mPa·s, γ

∼28 mNm−1, ρ ∼0.8 gcm−3, and a ∼22 µm), well within the optimal Z value range (i.e.
1-14), suggesting a stable jetting without formulation of satellite droplets or long filaments.
Indeed, this is observed from the printer stroboscopic camera; Fig. 5.6(a).

Figure 5.6(b) presents a typical dried droplet on untreated Si/SiO2, showing no prominent
coffee rings that are typically observed for the case of NMP, water/SDC and water/IPA
UALPE dispersions (Section 4.4.3). This is probably due to that the presence of PVP that
leads to a colloidal dispersion. Therefore, the dispersed graphene flakes are not that readily
transferred to the droplet edges by the evaporation induced outward convection flow upon
drying, especially during the final drying stage when the viscosity is increased. Meanwhile,
a surface tension of 28 mNm−1 ensures wetting of a wide range of substrates, including
glass, Si/SiO2 and PET, without requiring additional surface treatment, as demonstrated in
Fig. 5.6(b). Therefore, I conclude that the graphene IPA/PVP dispersion can be used directly
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as an ink for inkjet printing with optimal fluidic properties and the capabilities of wetting
of substrates and suppressing the coffee ring effect. The graphene IPA/PVP dispersion is
therefore termed as the “graphene ink” for the remainder of this chapter.

Before inkjet printing, however, it is necessary to seek the optimal printing parameters
for this ink as these define the morphologies of the printed structures (Section 4.3.2). The
inkjet printer (Fujifilm Dimatix Materials Printer DMP-2831) allows convenient control
over printing parameters such as droplet spacing and substrate temperature. Figure 5.6(c)
presents the bright-field optical micrographs of printed lines of one single printing repetition
with a droplet spacing of 15-85 µm at 60◦C. The variation of droplet spacing produces
vastly different morphologies from “isolated droplets” to “stacked coins”. In particular,
a droplet spacing of 35-55 µm leads to lines with uniform edges. Figure 5.6(d) presents
bright-field optical micrographs of printed lines with a droplet spacing of 35 µm at 30-60◦C.
This droplet spacing ensures uniform edges under all the investigated temperatures. The
maximum printing resolution obtained is ∼70 µm. A uniform edge avoids overspreading of
the ink and ensures appropriate merging of neighbouring droplets. Therefore, the printing
parameters that produce uniform edges are considered as the optimal conditions (35 µm
and 30-60 ◦C for this graphene ink). Under this printing guidance, a line is printed (35 µm,
60 ◦C), showing an even distribution of the graphene flakes along the entire length without
the formation of coffee rings; Fig. 5.6(e).

5.2.2 Printing characteristics

I then assess the characteristics of the patterns printed at 35 µm and 60 ◦C. Figure 5.7(a)
presents a sequence of squares (dimension 6 mm × 6 mm) on untreated glass with 1-30
printing repetitions. As shown, all the presented squares are defined with sharp edges and
are spatially uniform. The acquired optical extinction at 550 nm is linearly correlated with
the printing repetition, estimating that one printing repetition contributes an extinction of
0.00646 ± 0.000297; Fig. 5.7(b). This demonstrates the capability of the ink to precisely
control the deposition densities of printed films, with a 3.5% deviation.

Figure 5.7(c) presents a square (dimension 2 mm × 2 mm) array on untreated glass,
showing that all the individual squares are spatially uniform and do not exhibit any noticeable
difference. To provide a closer assessment of this spatial uniformity and consistency, I extract
the colour intensity of the printed square array in Fig. 5.7(d) and plot in Fig. 5.7(e). Here, the
intensity of the background (the maximum intensity) is normalised to 0 (1). The extracted
spatial colour intensity also shows high spatial uniformity within the individual squares, and
no variation between the individual squares. Indeed, the colour intensity of the first square
is 0.953 ± 0.014 (i.e. a deviation of 1.5%), and the average intensity of this square array
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Fig. 5.7 (a) Photograph of a sequence of 6 mm × 6 mm squares with 1-30 printing repetitions
on untreated glass, and (b) its optical extinction at 550 nm with respect the printing repetition
number; (c) Photograph of a 2 mm × 2 mm square array on untreated glass; (d) Photograph for
a sequence of 6 mm × 6 mm squares on untreated glass, and (e) its extracted colour intensity,
where the intensity of background is normalised to 0 whereas the maximum intensity of
printed graphene is 1; (f) Optical micrograph of the printed graphene on untreated glass,
scale bar 200 µm; (g) Photograph for a 2 mm × 2 mm square array printed on LDPE; (h)
Printed University of Cambridge crest on ultrathin PET (thickness 1.5 µm, laminated onto
photopaper), scale bar 1 cm.

is 0.949 ± 0.026 (i.e. a print-to-print deviation of 3%). Figure 5.7(f) is a dark-field optical
micrograph of the printed graphene, further confirming the spatially uniform distribution of
the graphene flakes.

The spatially uniform inkjet printing of graphene on rigid substrates can be readily
transferred to other substrates. For instance, I present in Fig. 5.7(g) a square array printed
onto low-density polyethylene (LDPE) substrate, showing that the squares are defined with
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sharp edges and are spatially uniform. Figure 5.7(h) is a photograph of printed Cambridge
University crest on ultrathin PET (thickness 1.5 µm), demonstrating a high resolution and
highly controllable printing. These above investigations confirm that the graphene ink is
capable of delivering large-scale, high resolution patterning not only on rigid substrates but
also on flexible and comfortable substrates.

I note that the substrates, including Si/SiO2 (SiO2 thickness 100 nm), glass and PET
(thickness 100 µm) are cleaned with acetone/IPA/DI water before printing. The LDPE
(thickness 10 µm) is used directly as purchased without any cleaning. No surface treatment
is applied on these substrates before printing.

5.2.3 Electrical properties of inkjet-printed graphene

Within the inkjet-printed graphene-PVP film, the graphene flakes are randomly distributed.
The electrical behaviour of randomly arranged conductive objects in an insulating matrix can
be described by percolation theory [40]. As shown in Fig. 5.8(a), before continuous pathways
of the conductive objects are formed, the conductivity of the matrix is zero; as the conductive
pathways start to build up, electrical conductivity becomes non-zero and increases with the
increasing number of the conductive pathways. The conductivity follows the relation:

σe ∝ (X −X0)
i (5.1)

where σe is the electrical conductivity, X0 is the critical density of the conductive objects
above which the density of the objects X results in conductivity, and i is the percolation
coefficient.
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Fig. 5.8 (a) Schematic figure illustrating percolation behaviour in 2d; (b) 3d schematic
percolation model of conductive object network [368].
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In a 3d bulk model with conductive objects distributed in an insulating matrix (e.g. the
inkjet-printed graphene-PVP film), the equation can be rewritten in terms of volume fractions:

σe ∝ (ν −ν0)
i (5.2)

where ν and ν0 are the volume fraction and the critical volume fraction of the conductive
objects, respectively [368]. Since this relation does not take into account of the particle size,
shape, orientation or their distribution uniformity inside a matrix, i and ν0 are empirically
derived for a given system [368]. Modelling the graphene flakes as thin, circular discs, and
considering their random distribution within the graphene-PVP film, ν0 can be derived as:

ν0 =
27πd2t

4(d +d∗)3 (5.3)

where d and t are the diameter and thickness of the flakes, respectively, and d∗ is the
interflake distance [368]. If d∗ is shorter than the electron hopping distance through the
non-conductive matrix, electron hopping takes place, facilitating the formation of conductive
pathways. The limit for single-step electron hopping is generally <10 nm in insulating
polymers [369]. Multi-step electron hopping may also happen for >10 nm. A critical value
of ∼1 µm has been reported for some polymers with embedded conductive objects [369, 370].
With ∼4.5 nm average flake thickness and ∼204 nm average lateral dimension estimated
from AFM measurements, and considering d∗ ∼10 nm-1 µm, ν0 is estimated as ∼0.486-
0.003. This therefore requires ν >0.486 to ensure that the graphene-PVP film is conductive.
Bulk density of graphite is ∼2.3 gcm−3. However, exfoliated graphene flakes can have a
significantly lower density, for instance commercial graphene samples are typically quoted
to have a density in the range of 0.03-0.4 gcm−3 [371]. Assuming 0.4 gcm−3 for the UAPLE
graphene, a concentration of >0.047 gL−1 is required. Therefore, according to this fitting,
the inkjet-printed graphene-PVP (ink concentration 0.4 gL−1) is predicted to be conductive.

To experimentally assess the electrical properties of the inkjet-printed graphene-PVP
film, the sheet resistance (Rs) of the squares shown in Fig. 5.7(a) is characterised using
a standard 4-probe sheet resistance measurement system before annealing. As shown in
Fig. 5.9(a), the Rs of the squares with 1-10 printing repetitions is over the maximum measure
range of the equipment (100 MΩ/□). The Rs of squares with ≥15 printing repetitions is
typically >1 MΩ/□). This poor electrical performance is primarily due to the presence of
PVP. The Rs measured after the decomposition of PVP is decreased significantly, with a
value down to ∼4.6 kΩ/□. Note that the carbonised PVP may contribute to the electrical
conductivity of the annealed graphene film. The Rs can be further decreased by increasing
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the printing repetitions. Figure 5.9(b) is the spatial Rs of the square array in Fig. 5.7(d)
after annealing. The acquired Rs of this array is 2.99 ± 0.16 kΩ/□, demonstrating a highly
consistent print-to-print electrical performance, with a deviation of ∼5%.

5.3 CMOS integrated graphene humidity sensors

Humidity sensors are widely employed in environmental monitoring, automotive, industrial
process, healthcare, agriculture and increasingly, in smart buildings. A range of transduction
techniques have been developed for humidity sensors, for instance surface acoustic wave [372–
374], resistive [375, 376], capacitive [377], optical fibre [378], field effect transistor [379,
380] and quartz crystal microbalance [381]. The capacitive technique is most widely used
due to its linear response to humidity over a wide range [382]. It exploits a thin dielectric
layer, typically polymers, to adsorb/desorb water molecules and hence detect changes in the
capacitance (i.e. electrical permittivity) [382]. However, polymer based capacitive humidity
sensors suffer from hysteresis as the cluster of water molecules are adsorbed inside bulk
polymers. This may cause deformation and instability of the sensing polymers, reducing
the lifetime of the sensor [382]. Meanwhile, the currently dominant sensors rely on semi-
automated manufacturing, which increases the overall production cost [383]. In comparison,
resistive humidity sensors present advantages as the detection is easier to read out with basic
circuitry. However, sensors available in the market are typically bulky or usually have high
power consumption [384]. CMOS is a mature, reliable technology and most importantly,
it makes integration of sensors with electronics possible for the development of economic,
compact and low-power sensors. Therefore, CMOS is an emerging underlying platform for a
single chip solution, significantly reducing the production cost [385, 386].
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Fig. 5.9 (a) Sheet resistance of the printed graphene squares shown in Fig. 5.7(a); (b) Sheet
resistance of the printed graphene square array shown in Fig. 5.7(d) after annealing.
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However, to take the advantage of CMOS miniaturisation and single chip solution, the
small active sensing area needs to exploit highly sensitive materials. Various functional
materials, such as polymers [372, 387], metal oxides [379], carbon nanotubes [388, 389]
and graphene oxide based nanocomposites [376, 390], have shown promising results for
this. Among these, nanomaterials are of particular interest because of their high surface
area to volume ratio, high sensitivity and fast response time. Nanomaterials are therefore
ideal candidates for a low-cost CMOS sensing platform. With a high specific surface area
and sensitivity to environmental perturbations, graphene holds good potential for various
sensing applications including humidity. The lateral size of the graphene flakes produced
from UALPE is typically several hundred nanometres, offering high surface area and high
concentration of active edges, making them ideal active materials for sensors. Indeed, thus-far
there are many demonstrations of graphene based humidity sensors [372, 377, 390–392].
However, mostly of these are based on a non-CMOS platform.

Here, I present exploitation of the inkjet-printed graphene in CMOS integrated humidity
sensor fabrication. This work was in collaboration with Dr Sumita Santra at the Indian
Institute of Technology and Prof Florin Udrea at the University of Cambridge. The CMOS
device was developed by Prof Florin Udrea, and was used as received. My key contributions
in this work were fabricating the humidity sensor by integrating the inkjet-printed graphene
into the CMOS device, analysing the measurement data, developing the sensing mechanism,
and writing the manuscript which was published in Scientific Reports: Ref. [393].

5.3.1 CMOS device design

Figure 5.10(a,b) present the schematic figure and optical micrograph of the CMOS device
used in my work. The silicon die is 1 mm × 1 mm. It is designed using a 1.0 µm Silicon on
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Insulator (SOI) CMOS process technology and fabricated in a commercial foundry, followed
by deep reactive ion etching to release the thin membrane. The processing employs SOI
wafers with 1 µm buried oxide, 0.25 µm SOI layer and 3 metallisation layers. The key
component of the device is the microhotplate (µHP) structure. The µHP consists of an
embedded, 0.3 µm thick, resistive tungsten microheater (metal layer 1), 0.3 µm thick heat
spreader plate (metal layer 2), and a top gold layer for interdigitated electrodes (IDEs). The
diameter of the circular heater and membrane structures is 250 and 600 µm, respectively. The
tungsten heater controls the operating temperature of the membrane and sensing layer on top.
The IDEs underneath the sensing layer are used to measure the change in resistance due to
humidity exposure. Use of tungsten in the heater allows the device to operate at a very high
temperature (up to 750◦C). Gold is used as the electrode material because of its chemical
inertness compared to commonly used aluminium in the SOI process. The silicon underneath
the µHP is etched away, with the dioxide layer as the etch stopper, at a wafer level by using
deep reactive ion etching technique. This forms a SiO2/Si3N4 (4 µm / 0.5 µm) membrane
structure onto which µHP and IDEs are suspended. The membrane structure reduces DC
power consumption of the sensing device to <5 mW when used for humidity sensing in this
work. The heating temperature is uniformly confined over the µHP region, due to the buried
heat spreader [394]. The temperature decreases rapidly away from the heater region and is at
close to room temperature at the membrane rim, allowing reliable temperature independent
on-chip circuit performance [395].

5.3.2 Sensor fabrication with active graphene-PVP sensing layer

The next step is the exploitation of the inkjet-printed graphene-PVP in developing the active
sensing layer on the 250 µm diameter µHP. Si3N4 has a surface energy of ∼40 mNm−1 [360].
This means that the graphene ink can wet the µHP membrane without the need for additional
surface treatment.

I inkjet print directly the graphene ink (graphene 0.40 gL−1, PVP 0.15 gL−1; Sec-
tion 5.1.2) onto the µHP of the CMOS device; Fig. 5.11(a). Room temperature evaporation
of IPA forms a graphene-PVP sensing layer on µHP. Figure 5.11(b) is a dark-field optical
micrograph of the CMOS device with graphene-PVP deposited. The bright spots indicate
the graphene flakes in the PVP matrix, demonstrating an even deposition of graphene. The
morphology of the deposited graphene-PVP is further characterised using SEM, showing an
evenly interspersed graphene-PVP on µHP; Fig. 5.11(c). By annealing the device at 400◦C,
PVP is decomposed, revealing the even distribution of the graphene flakes; Fig. 5.11(d). Note
that the SEM micrograph may show traces of carbonised PVP.
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ba

dc

Fig. 5.11 Dark-field optical micrograph of the µHP (a) without and (b) with graphene-PVP
deposited, scale bar 100 µm. The targeted printing area is marked by dashed line; (c) SEM
micrograph of µHP with graphene-PVP deposited, scale bar 3 µm. The IDEs are marked by
dashed lines; (d) SEM micrograph of graphene-PVP after annealing, scale bar 1 µm.

5.3.3 Humidity sensing

The resistance of the graphene-PVP sensing layer between the IDEs at room temperature,
40◦C and 70◦C is presented Fig. 5.12(a). The linear relationship confirms a good Ohmic
contact between the graphene-PVP sensing layer and the IDEs. A control experiment is
conducted by inkjet printing a IPA/PVP solution, which shows negligible electrical conduc-
tivity as PVP is an insulting polymer. This control sample is then not conducted with further
humidity sensing testing.

The sensors are next characterised using different relative humidity (RH) levels inside
a stainless-steel chamber. Initially the sensors are kept in dry air before they are exposed
to 10-80% RH. The set-up allows a maximum of 80% RH above which condensation of
water vapour inside the test chamber starts to appear, making the measurement unreliable. In
typical experiments, the sensors are exposed to humid air for 20 minutes followed by dry air
purging for 30 minutes. The humidity response is defined as:

Response =
∆R
Rair

×100% =
Rhumid −Rair

Rair
×100% (5.4)

where Rhumid and Rair are the measured resistances when exposed to humid conditions
and dry air, respectively. A typical device response at room temperature is plotted in
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Fig. 5.12 (a) Current versus voltage at room temperature, 40◦C and 70◦C; (b)Humidity
sensing response at room temperature with eight different RH levels; (c) Sensing response at
room temperature, 40◦C and 70◦C; (d) Humidity sensing varies with the amount of deposited
graphene; (e) Response time and (f) recovery time at different RH levels at room temperature.

Fig. 5.12(a), showing an increased Response with an increased RH. The sensitivity (defined
as Response/RH) achieved from the sensor varies from (0.3%)/(%RH) to (0.21%)/(%RH)
as RH increases from 10% to 80%. Note a change in the baseline of response is observed
in the lower humidity levels (10-30%). This could be due to trapped water molecules
within the sensing layer during the recovery from pre-exposures [396]. The sensor is next
characterised at three temperatures (room temperature, 40◦C and 70◦C) to investigate the
effect of temperature on the response; Fig. 5.12(c). The temperature is controlled by the
µHP. This shows a reduced response with increasing temperature. Note that the baseline
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drift shown in Fig. 5.12(b) reduces with the temperature rise as the trapped water molecules
desorb from the sensing layer faster.

To investigate the effect of percolating volume fraction (ν), a series of inks with 0.40,
0.32, 0.24, 0.16 and 0.08 gL−1 graphene concentration are prepared while keeping the PVP
concentration constant. This gives ν of 0.889, 0.865, 0.828, 0.762 and 0.615, respectively, all
of which are above the critical volume fraction ν0 (0.486). Sensors with these inks deposited
are then exposed to 40-60% RH, showing an increased response with the increase in graphene
concentration under all the RH conditions; Fig. 5.12(d). This suggests that more percolating
pathways lead to a larger change in resistance, hence a higher response. The larger change is
likely due to the fact that more percentage of the percolating pathways are broken due to the
polymer swelling effect when the water molecules are absorbed. However, this is yet to be
conclusive, requiring further experimental work to understand the electrical conduction and
percolation of the graphene-PVP sensing layer.

The sensor with 0.40 gL−1 graphene ink exhibits the highest response and is therefore
used to investigate typical response and recovery times (defined as the time needed to reach
63% of the maximum response and to recover to the baseline, respectively); Fig. 5.12(e,f).
The measured response and recovery times are reasonably fast, varying from ∼6-16 s and
∼60-300 s, respectively. The slower recovery time at higher RH could be attributed to the
presence of higher partial pressure of water vapour close to the surface of the sensing layer
when the sensor recovers through the desorption of water molecules. Note that long humidity
on and off times are used to ensure that the device response reaches its saturated limit without
any noticeable drift.

Reproducibility of a sensor at different sensing cycles and of sensing over a long period
are next investigated. A response reproducibility for over 5 cycles is demonstrated, as shown
in Fig. 5.13(a). The long-term operation stability of the sensor is investigated over a 4-week
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long-term stability, and (c) deviation between varied sensors. Characterisations are performed
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period. As shown in Fig. 5.13(b), no significant deviation (∼4%) of response at 30, 40,
50 and 60% RH during this period can be observed. A characterisation of the response
of different sensors with the same design and printing is also performed to investigate the
performance deviation between varied sensors, showing a maximum deviation of ∼13%;
Fig. 5.13(c). Figure 5.13(c) also shows a linear response of the sensors.

5.3.4 Sensing mechanism

Based on the experimental results, the following sensing mechanism is proposed. The
adsorbed water molecules on graphene surface may disassociate to H+ and OH− ions at the
edges of graphene, similar to what has been observed with graphene oxide samples [377].
These H+ ions may tunnel from one water molecule to another through hydrogen bonding,
reducing the overall electrical resistance of the sensing layer [377]. On the other hand,
the adsorbed water molecules on graphene surface act as electron donors [376]. As the
electron density increases, the normally p-type graphene becomes more resistive. This p-type
semiconducting nature of carbon nanomaterials is in agreement with reported results [122,
397]. Meanwhile, PVP is a hygroscopic, electrically insulating polymer, absorbing up to
25% water molecules at 75% RH, swelling the polymer [398]. That moisture absorption
and subsequent polymer swelling can increase the distance between the graphene flakes,
leading to a reduction of electrically percolating pathways through single-step electron
hopping in PVP. However, the change in polymer volume and corresponding increase in
distance between the adjacent graphene flakes may also depend on other factors such as
chemical composition and graft density of the polymer nanocomposite [399]. Among the
two opposing effects on resistance, the effect of the p-type semiconductor nature of graphene
and the swelling and consequent reduction of percolating pathways seems to be dominant.
This results in an increased electrical resistance of the graphene-PVP sensing layer, enabling
humidity sensing.

5.4 Graphene based dye-sensitised solar cells

The edge plane sites of solution-processed graphene flakes exhibit fast electron-transfer
kinetics and hence may offer high electrocatalytic performance [400–403]. Coupled with
this, electrical conductivity and chemical stability potentially make the solution-processed
graphene an attractive counter-electrode (CE) material [404, 405]. In this section, I investigate
the suitability of the inkjet-printed graphene as CE for dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs).
This work was in collaboration with Dr David Dodoo-Arhin at the University of Ghana and
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Prof Gehan Amaratunga at the University of Cambridge. My key contributions in this work
were designing the inkjet-printed graphene CE, analysing the measurement data, and writing
the manuscript which was published in Carbon: Ref. [406].

DSSCs offer advantages such as cost-effective fabrication and high conversion efficiencies
(up to >12%) [408–411]. Figure 5.14(a) is a typical schematic figure for DSSCs, which
consists of a CE (e.g. platinum), a photoanode consisting of mesoporous networks of
nanocrystalline semiconductor oxide (e.g. titanium dioxide: TiO2) that is deposited onto
a transparent conductive contact (e.g. indium tin oxide: ITO, or fluorine-doped tin oxide:
FTO), and electrolyte [408, 411–413]. The porous networks of TiO2 provide large surface
area for the adsorption of sensitising dye molecules (e.g. ruthenium(II) bipyridyl dye, organic
dyes), allowing light harvesting [408, 411–413].
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Fig. 5.14 (a) Schematic figure for typical DSSC structure; (b) Energy levels of DSSCs, the
work function of platinum is -6.4 eV. Adapted from Ref. [407].
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As shown in Fig. 5.14(b), the absorption of photons by the dye molecules creates an
excited molecular electronic state. The dye then rapidly returns to its original state via
electron transfer from iodide ions in the I−3 /I− redox electrolyte. The I−3 ions formed by
oxidation of I− diffuse a short distance (<50 µm) through the electrolyte to the platinum CE
coated cathode, where the regenerative cycle is completed by electron transfer to reduce I−3 to
I− [414]. The dye used as the sensitiser and the CE material are the two most important factors
that influence the performance of a DSSC. In this work, these two factors are investigated.

5.4.1 Natural dyes

The key considerations for a dye are the absorption across the solar spectrum and the ad-
sorption/adhesion of the dye molecules to the surface of the semiconductor oxides (e.g.
TiO2) [415]. The most widely used sensitisers are those based on heavy transition metal
co-ordination compounds (e.g. ruthenium (Ru)-polypyridyl complexes) due to their efficient
metal-to-ligand charge transfer, intense charge-transfer absorption across the visible spectral
range, and long excited lifetime [410]. However, Ru-polypyridyl based complexes are expen-
sive (∼$1200 per gram), and contain the heavy rare earth metal, Ru, that is environmentally
undesirable [416]. Therefore, environmentally-friendly, economic and readily available dyes
attract a lot of interest [408, 412, 413, 417, 418]. With the advantages such as the wide
availability, simple extraction process, usability without further purification, environmental
sustainability and low-cost, natural dyes that are extracted from plants are a promising plat-
form this purpose [408, 412, 413, 417, 418]. In particular, anthocyanin molecules extracted
from some plant tissues can adsorb onto the surface of porous semiconductor oxides, leading
to photoelectron transfer from the anthocyanin molecules to the conduction band of the
semiconductor oxides [408].

Here, P. glaucum, H. sabdariffa and C. pulcherrima are investigated. These flowers are
native to Ghana, and have HOMO (i.e. highest occupied molecular orbital) of ∼-4.7 eV and
LUMO (i.e. lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) of ∼-4.1 eV [406]. Clean, fresh specimens
of H. sabdariffa, C. pulcherrima and P. glaucum are dried under 60◦C and crushed into
fractionlets. To extract the natural dyes (i.e. anthocyanins) from the plants into the solution,
5 g of each of these samples are put in 60 mL of ethanol (96 vol.%) at room temperature
without exposure to light. The dye solutions are then filtered to remove the solid residues,
giving a concentration of ∼0.4 gL−1. The extracted anthocyanins have a broad absorption
band in the visible spectral range [408, 412]. For comparison, an inorganic ruthenizer 535-
bisTBA (N719) dye, which is a widely used solar light absorber and charge-transfer sensitiser,
is also investigated.
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5.4.2 Inkjet-printed graphene counter-electrode based solar cells

The key requirements for the CE are catalytic activity and electrical conductivity. It should
also exhibit a low overpotential (i.e. the difference between thermodynamic potential and
electrical potential) for rapid reduction of the redox couple to carry the generated photocurrent
across the width of the solar cell. Platinum is the most widely used material for counter
electrode in DSSCs [419]. However, while the required platinum loading for optimum
performance of the solar cell is small (∼3.2 gm−2) [420, 421], the dissolution of the platinum
film in the corrosive I−3 /I− electrolyte and the high-temperature heat treatment (∼300-
400◦C) [419] required for good platinum adhesion with the substrate limit its use on flexible
substrates and in low-cost applications. This drives an interest for chemically stable and
cost-effective CE materials for DSSCs such as carbon nanomaterials [401–403].

As briefly discussed, solution-processed (e.g. UALPE) graphene is a promising CE
material with fast electron-transfer kinetics and high electrocatalytic performance [400–403],
as well as a work function of ∼-5 eV [422]. In addition, I have presented in Fig. 5.7(b) that
the inkjet-printed graphene is highly consistent in print-to-print electrical conductivities. This
offers the potential for scalable and reproducible CE fabrication.

The DSSC fabrication process employed here is well documented in Ref. [406]. The pho-
toanode and CE are prepared separately on FTO conductive glass substrates (∼2 cm × 2 cm,
8 Ω/□, Solaronix). For the case of photoanode, the FTO substrate is immersed in a 40 mM
aqueous solution of TiCl4 (Sigma Aldrich) at ∼70◦C for 30 mins for good adhesion of TiO2,
and is then washed and dried for use. A ∼9 µm thick TiO2 film is deposited by doctor
blading, giving an active area of ∼0.36 cm2. Next, the sample is gradually preheated over a
period of ∼60 mins, and then sintered at 500◦C for 30 mins in air. After cooling to ∼80◦C,
the sample is immersed in the dye-ethanol solutions for 12-24 h at 50◦C before the excess
dyes are washed away with anhydrous ethanol.

For the case of CE, a hole is drilled on the FTO substrate to allow the electrolyte to
be injected after device assembly. To prepare graphene CE, I inkjet-print the graphene ink
(graphene 0.40 gL−1, PVP 0.15 gL−1) onto the pre-drilled FTO substrate, giving an active
area of 2.0 cm × 1.5 cm. The sample is then annealed at 400◦C for 30 mins to decompose
the PVP, giving a Rs of ∼3 kΩ/□. Figure 5.15(a) presents a SEM micrograph of the after
annealing graphene CE, showing a uniform, continuous deposition of graphene flakes. Note
that the SEM micrograph may show traces of carbonised PVP. For comparison, a platinum
CE is prepared via dropcasting ∼60 µL of 10 mM chloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6) in IPA
followed by 450◦C sintering for 30 mins. Note the graphene CE gives a ∼97% reduction in
production cost (graphene £14 per m2, platinum £520 per m2 [406]).
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Fig. 5.15 (a) SEM micrograph of inkjet-printable graphene electrodes after annealing, scale
bar 1 µm; I-V characteristic curves for (b) graphene based cells and (c) platinum based
cells sensitised with P. glaucum, H. sabdariffa, C. pulcherrima and Ruthenizer N719. (d)
Comparison of the efficiencies for platinum and graphene based cells.

The photoanode and CE are then assembled into a sandwich-type cell, separated by a
60 µm Surlyn thermoplastic film (Solaronix). An I−3 /I− redox electrolyte solution (Iodolyte
Z-50, Solaronix) is injected into the cell via the pre-drilled hole. The hole is then sealed
using a Surlyn film to complete the device assembly.

The assembled DSSCs are characterised using an Oriel solar simulator as the white-light
source (100 mWm−2). The measured parameters of the graphene and platinum CE based
DSSCs are presented in Fig. 5.15 and Table. 5.2. Note the results here are the average of
three devices, with <5% deviation. The short-circuit current density (Jsc) is estimated by
dividing the measured photocurrent by the actual active area (∼0.36 cm2) of the DSSCs. The
fill factor (FF) and the overall light-to-electrical energy efficiency (ηeff) are calculated as
follows [408]:

FF(%) =
Jmax ×V max

Jsc ×V oc
×100 (5.5)
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ηeff =
Jmax ×V max

Pin
×100 =

FF × Jsc ×V oc

Pin
×100 (5.6)

where V oc is the open circuit voltage, Pin is the incident light power, Jmax and V max are the
current density and voltage at the point of maximum power output, respectively. The devices
show a change <10% in ηeff over a measurement period of 1-24 h, indicating a good device
operation stability.

As shown, DSSCs fabricated with graphene CE and the natural dyes reach a ηeff of
up to 0.9, >80% of that based on platinum and natural dye cells. Meanwhile, the ηeff of
graphene and N719 based DSSC reaches 3%, ∼70% of that of platinum and N719 based
DSSC. Meanwhile, the Voc of DSSCs fabricated with graphene CE (up to 580 mV) is smaller
than that with platinum (up to 700 mV). This lower Voc may indicate a decrease in the I−3 /I−

redox energy level, thereby a lower ηeff. To conclude, the combination of the significant
fabrication cost reduction (97.3%) and the comparable device performance demonstrates the
potential of printable DSSCs with graphene CE.

Table 5.2 Parameters of DSSCs fabricated with graphene and platinum (Pt) counter electrodes.

Dyes
V oc Jsc FF ηeff

(mV) % of Pt (mAcm−2) % of Pt (%) % of Pt (%) % of Pt

Graphene CE based DSSCs
P. glaucum 520 92.9 1.38 87.3 69.5 94.5 0.5 83.3
H. sabdari f f a 500 92.6 1.16 52.3 62.6 82.8 0.4 44.4
C. pulcherrima 580 82.9 2.15 96.9 70.9 103.9 0.9 81.8
N719 640 98.5 7.44 76.5 62.0 88.8 3.0 68.2

Platinum CE based DSSCs
P. glaucum 560 - 1.58 - 73.6 - 0.6 -
H. sabdari f f a 540 - 2.22 - 75.6 - 0.9 -
C. pulcherrima 700 - 2.28 - 68.2 - 1.1 -
N719 650 - 9.73 - 69.8 - 4.4 -

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, I have presented the formulation of a graphene ink for inkjet printing and the
application of the inkjet-printed graphene in CMOS integrated humidity sensor and solar cells.
To begin with, I investigate graphene production via UALPE. This leads to the development
of an one-step formulation of a graphene IPA/PVP ink that ensures stable jetting, wetting of
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untreated substrates, and diminished coffee ring effect. The graphene ink therefore supports
large-scale, controllable inkjet printing with a high spatial uniformity (<1.5% deviation)
and a high print-to-print consistency (<3% deviation). By selectively decomposing the PVP
through 400◦C annealing (which does not induce oxidation of graphene), the inkjet-printed
graphene exhibits a print-to-print consistent electrical conductivity (<5% deviation).

The above characteristics allow me to explore the inkjet-printed graphene in device
fabrication. The first application I demonstrate is investigation of integrating the inkjet-
printed graphene/PVP into a CMOS platform to fabricate humidity sensors. Upon humidity
exposure, reduction in percolating networks in the sensing layer leads to an increased
resistivity for humidity sensing. The response of the humidity sensors is reproducible, with a
maximum of ∼13% deviation among sensors at different RH levels with stable performance
(<4%) over a period of few weeks. The second application is making use of the inkjet-printed
graphene as the CE for DSSCs. By using the graphene electrode, the DSSC devices achieve
a significant fabrication cost reduction (∼2.7% of equivalent device based on platinum CE)
and a comparable device performance. Both these applications demonstrate the versatility of
the inkjet-printable graphene ink.



Chapter 6

TMD ink formulation for large-scale
printing of photonics and optoelectronics

Beyond graphene, other 2d materials such as transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs),
in particular the semiconducting members exhibit interesting optoelectronic properties for
applications. For instance, as discussed in Section 2.3, the nonlinear optical properties and
ultrafast carrier dynamics of TMDs have been extensively exploited in saturable absorbers
(SAs) for ultrafast lasers [159, 168, 169]. A well developed method for SA fabrication is
through developing TMD flake enriched polymer nanocomposites from ultrasonic-assisted
liquid phase exfoliation (UALPE) dispersions. Indeed, through collaborations with Prof
Meng Zhang at the Beihang University and Dr Rob Woodward, Dr Edmund Kelleher and Prof
Roy Taylor at the Imperial College London, I have demonstrated polymer nanocomposite
SAs of TMDs as described in Ref. [423–427]. However, it can be challenging to control the
flake distribution and hence, the optical densities of the nanocomposites. The fabrication
process is also time consuming due to slow solvent evaporation. This is especially long
when high boiling point solvents are used. In this case, inkjet printing of TMDs onto optical
components, such as quartz, polymers and optical fibres, can potentially lead to efficient,
controlled SA fabrication that enables more flexible laser cavity designs for SA integration.
Besides, the sizeable bandgap of TMDs spanning the visible to near-infrared (NIR) spectrum
can lead to high performance optoelectronics [6–8]. One such widely reported application
is photodetectors [158, 160–162]. Adapting TMDs to inkjet printing can potentially allow
large-scale, low-cost photodetector fabrication, avoiding the expensive vacuum deposition
and fabrication technologies.
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As with graphene, the current ink formulations of TMDs present significant challenges
for spatially uniform pattering on untreated substrates. As a result, it is impractical to deliver
reproducible and hence, scaled-up device fabrication. In this chapter, using the experimental
experience from the graphene ink, I present the design of a binder-free ink formulation
of TMDs that overcomes these challenges. To begin with, I investigate production of
mono- and few-layer TMD (MoS2, WS2 and MoSe2) flakes via UALPE. I then extract
the TMD flakes through vacuum filtration and redisperse them into a binary alcohol ink
carrier for ink formulation. This binary alcohol carrier is carefully designed such that it
renders optimal fluidic properties and wetting of untreated substrates, and diminishes the
coffee ring effect by an induced Marangoni flow. The inks support large-scale printing
with excellent controllability over deposition densities and high print-to-print consistency,
as well as additive printing of heterostructures. On this basis, I exploit the inkjet-printed
TMDs in large-scale printing of SAs (in collaboration with Prof Meng Zhang at the Beihang
University) and photodetectors.

6.1 UALPE production of TMDs

6.1.1 Dispersion production

Similar to graphene, UALPE production of mono- and few-layer TMD flakes has require-
ments on the solvent properties for the exfoliation and stabilisation of the flakes [237, 276]:
the “good” solvents should have a surface tension of ∼40 mNm−1 and HSPs of δ D ∼18
MPa1/2, δ P ∼8.5 MPa1/2 and δ H ∼7 MPa1/2, respectively [237, 276]. This means that the
organic solvents, N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and cyclohexanone (CHO), previously
investigated on graphene are potentially suitable for TMDs. The other solvents (e.g. alcohols
and water) that do not meet the criteria can exploit ionic and non-ionic surfactants to assist
UALPE [286]. Therefore, I investigate UALPE production of TMDs in NMP, CHO, IPA,
water/SDC (SDC: 7 gL−1) and IPA/PVP (PVP: 0.15 gL−1). For these experiments, 100 mg
of bulk TMDs (MoS2, WS2 and MoSe2; Sigma Aldrich) are mixed into 10 mL liquids.
The mixtures are sonicated in a 20 kHz bath sonicator for 12 hours at 15◦C. The resultant
dispersions are then centrifuged at 4 krpm (1500 g) for 1 hour. The upper 70% of the resultant
dispersions are collected.

Figure 6.1(a) is a photograph of cuvettes containing typical TMD water/SDC dispersions
(10 times diluted). Figure 6.1(b) shows the extinction spectra of these diluted dispersions
measured using UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer. As shown, the spectra are mostly featureless
except for a few extinction peaks as labelled. For MoS2, there are four major peaks: the
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Fig. 6.1 (a) Photographs of the diluted water/SDC dispersions; (b) Optical extinction spectra
of the TMD NMP (dashed lines) and water/SDC (solid lines) dispersions, the dispersions are
diluted to 10 vol.% to avoid saturation.

peak A (∼665 nm) and peak B (∼605 nm) are from excitonic transitions, while the peak
C (∼440 nm) and peak D (∼400 nm) are due to the transition between the higher density
of state regions of the band structure [428, 429]. For WS2, there are two major peaks, i.e.
peak A (∼630 nm) and peak B (∼520 nm), due to the excitonic transitions [428, 429]. For
MoSe2, the peak A and peak B are located at ∼800 nm and ∼710 nm, respectively, also
corresponding to the excitonic transitions [428, 429].

Following the Beer-Lambert law (E =αλ cl; Section 3.4.1), using α672,MoS2 ∼1268 Lg−1m−1,
α630,WS2 ∼1324 Lg−1m−1 and α710,MoSe2 ∼615 Lg−1m−1 (Section 6.1.2), I estimate the
concentration of these water/SDC dispersions and the as-produced dispersions in other
liquids, as listed in Table 6.1.

As shown, the concentration of the NMP dispersions is typically over 10 times larger
than that of the CHO or IPA dispersions, indicating that NMP is the most suitable pure
solvent for TMDs. In comparison, water/SDC achieves a concentration >2 times larger

Table 6.1 Concentration of the TMD dispersions

Concentration (gL−1)

NMP CHO IPA Water/SDC IPA/PVP

MoS2 0.1 0.063 0.013 0.23 0.053
WS2 0.08 0.066 0.007 0.22 0.032

MoSe2 0.27 0.029 0.037 0.78 0.069
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than that of the NMP dispersions, while PVP also significantly improves the concentration
of the IPA dispersions. In terms the stability against sedimentation, NMP, water/SDC and
IPA/PVP dispersions keep stable for months without visible aggregation, whereas CHO and
IPA dispersions typically sediment within several days. The above concentration and the
stability, therefore, suggest the feasibility of the NMP, water/SDC and IPA/PVP dispersions
for ink formulation.

6.1.2 Determination of optical absorption coefficient

As discussed in Section 3.4.1, optical absorption spectroscopy is widely used as a convenient
tool to indirectly estimate the dispersion concentration following the Beer-Lambert law
(E = αλ cl). To do this, an accurate optical absorption coefficient (αλ ) is crucial. It is
commonly determined by correlating the extinction and the estimated concentration of a
dispersion [236, 237]. This concentration is acquired by extracting the flakes from a large
volume of dispersion through vacuum filtration, and subsequently correlating the mass of the
dried flakes with the dispersion volume [236, 237].

However, this method introduces significant errors. Indeed, values of αλ spread over
a wide range have been reported by a same group. Taking MoS2 as an example, the
reported values range from 1020 Lg−1m−1 [430] to 3400 Lg−1m−1 [237]. The estimated
concentration based on these αλ values therefore is significantly different. The variation
may be attributed to the filter membranes of different pore sizes used in these experiments,
allowing flakes of different size to pass through the membranes. The flakes may also
be insufficiently removed of the residual solvents existing between the flakes and in the
membranes. As a result, a significant variation in the estimated mass of the flakes is
introduced, leading to the wide spread αλ .

Here I present an alternative method to improve the accuracy of αλ . In this method,
instead of using filtration, the mass of the dispersed flakes in CHO is measured using a
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) system. TGA is widely used to analyse the changes in
the physical and chemical properties of a substance according to the change of mass as a
function of increasing temperature. The measurement here is very straightforward. I only
take the advantage of the very precise balance of TGA (0.01 µg measurement resolution) and
at the same time, ensure all the dispersed flakes, regardless of their size, are measured as the
residual mass.

The high decomposition points of these TMDs (e.g. MoS2 1185◦C) allow the use of
high temperature to decompose the impurities in the TGA systems and that contained in the
TMDs and CHO. For the experiment, 100 µL of MoS2 CHO dispersion is loaded onto the
pan of TGA and measured at 800◦C. Figure 6.2(a) shows that the residual mass of this MoS2
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Fig. 6.2 (a) TGA plot of five MoS2 CHO dispersions with associated temperature profile, inset:
stabilized MoS2 mass at 800◦C; (b) Optical extinction spectra for MoS2 CHO dispersions
with different determined concentrations, and associated calculated (c) α at 605, 665, 672
and 800 nm.

CHO dispersion is stabilised at 7.14 µg. Repeating the measurement for five times gives an
average residual mass of 6.36 ± 0.08 µg. Therefore, the concentration of the dispersion is
0.064 gL−1.

Next, I serially dilute the MoS2 CHO dispersion and measure the optical absorption
spectra; Fig. 6.2(b). This gives αλ of MoS2 at different wavelengths; Fig. 6.2(c). The
wavelengths of 665 nm and 605 nm that correspond to the excitonic absorption peaks are
selected to calculate αλ . In addition, 672 nm is used for comparison with the reported
values of αλ in literature. Indeed, the measured value, α672 ∼1268 Lg−1m−1, is significantly
lower than the reported values (up to 3400 Lg−1m−1 [237]). 800 nm is also selected as in
a featureless region of the spectrum. Following this strategy, αλ of WS2 and MoSe2 are
determined and presented in Table 6.2. I note that it is considered that the values should
remain largely unaffected by the choice of solvents [236, 237].

Table 6.2 Optical absorption coefficient values for TMDs

Optical absorption coefficient (Lg−1m−1)

MoS2 α605 ∼1583 α665 ∼1284 α672 ∼1268 α800 ∼324
WS2 α450 ∼3738 α520 ∼2074 α630 ∼1324 α700 ∼357

MoSe2 α410 ∼3189 α600 ∼973 α710 ∼615 α804 ∼411

6.1.3 Characterisations of the exfoliated TMD flakes

In this section, I present the AFM and Raman spectroscopy characterisations of the exfoliated
TMD flakes in water/SDC dispersions. I mainly exploit the TMD water/SDC dispersions for
ink formulation due to their non-toxicity, high concentration and high stability.
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AFM characterisation. To prepare the AFM samples, diluted dispersions (5 vol.%) are
dropcast onto Si/SiO2. The samples are then rinsed with water to remove residual SDC
to give clean and isolated flakes. Next, the samples are annealed at 120 ◦C to remove any
residual solvent.

Figure 6.3(a) presents AFM scans of typical exfoliated thin TMD flakes. The flakes all
have a thickness of ∼3-4 nm and a lateral dimension of ∼90 nm; Fig. 6.3(b). Figure 6.3(c)
shows the thickness distribution of the TMD flakes. The acquired average thickness is 4.8 nm
for MoS2, 5.5 nm for WS2, and 2.6 nm for MoSe2, respectively, demonstrating that the TMDs
are successfully exfoliated into thin flakes. For MoS2, assuming ∼1 nm measured thickness
for a monolayer flake and ∼0.7 nm increase in thickness for each additional layer, the
estimated average layer number is ∼6 [300]. On the other hand, assuming ∼1 nm measured
thickness for a monolayer flake and ∼0.6 nm increase in thickness for each additional layer,
the estimated average layer number of WS2 is ∼8 [431]. And finally for MoSe2, assuming
∼1 nm measured thickness for a monolayer flake and ∼0.7 nm increase in thickness for
each additional layer, the estimated average layer number is ∼3 [145, 149]. Meanwhile, the
average lateral dimensions for the exfoliated flakes are similar; MoS2: 50 nm, WS2: 46 nm,
and MoSe2: 61 nm.
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Fig. 6.3 (a) AFM micrographs of typical TMD flakes in water/SDC, and (b) associated thick-
ness profiles, scale bar 50 nm; Distribution of flake (c) thickness and (d) lateral dimension.

Raman spectroscopy. The exfoliated flakes in water/SDC are also characterised by
Raman spectroscopy. The dispersions are dropcast onto Si/SiO2 and dried at 80◦C, and
subsequently rinsed with water. Raman spectroscopy uses an excitation wavelength of
514 nm with <0.1 mW power and 10 s duration for each measurement. The measurements
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Fig. 6.4 Raman shift spectra for (a) MoS2, (b) WS2 and (c) MoSe2: bulk crystals and
exfoliated flakes; Raman peak position statistics for (d) MoS2, (e) WS2 and (f) MoSe2.
Raman excitation wavelength 514 nm.

are also compared with the corresponding bulk crystals (characterised as received from the
supplier).

MoS2 There are two major peaks in the MoS2 Raman spectrum, located close to 400 cm−1 [300,
305, 306]. These peaks correspond to in-plane (E1

2g) and out-of-plane (A1g) vibration
modes [300, 305, 306]. The vibration modes vary depending on MoS2 layer numbers, hence
shift in the positions of these two peaks, where E1

2g red-shifts (mono- to bulk) as a result of
mode softening, and A1g blue-shifts (mono- to bulk) as a result of mode stiffening [300, 305].
The transition leads to a progressive increase in the difference between the peak positions
(∆w) from 18.7 cm−1 for mono-layers to 25.5 cm−1 for bulk MoS2.

Figure 6.4(a) presents the typical Raman spectra of the exfoliated MoS2 flakes and the
bulk. The exfoliated spectrum shows a negligible shift in E1

2g and a blue-shift (<1.5 cm−1)
in A1g. Figure 6.4(d) presents the Raman peak position statistics of 35 measurement points,
showing that E1

2g red-shifts and A1g blue-shifts while ∆w decreases from 25.5 cm−1 to
25 cm−1. This suggests a successful exfoliation, confirming my AFM characterisation
(Fig. 6.3).
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WS2 There are two major peaks in the Raman spectrum for WS2 at ∼350 cm−1 and
∼420 cm−1, corresponding to in-plane (E1

2g) and out-of-plane (A1g) vibration modes, re-
spectively [432]. Similar to what is observed in MoS2, the shift in peak positions depend
on layer numbers, where E1

2g red-shifts and A1g blue-shifts from mono-layer to bulk [432].
Figure 6.4(b) presents the typical Raman spectra of the exfoliated and bulk WS2. The spectra
here exhibit a red-shift (2.8 cm−1) in E1

2g and a blue-shift (2.8 cm−1) in A1g. Figure 6.4(e)
shows Raman peak position statistics of 35 measurement points, consistent with the above
observation.

MoSe2 There is one major peak in MoSe2 Raman spectrum at ∼240 cm−1, corresponding
to out-of-plane (A1g) vibration modes [255]. The peak position of A1g blue-shifts from
mono-layer to bulk [255]. Figure 6.4(c) presents the typical Raman spectra of the exfoliated
and bulk MoSe2, exhibiting a blue-shift of 1.4 cm−1. The Raman peak position statistics of
35 measurement points (Figure 6.4(f)) also demonstrates a shift in peak position, confirming
my AFM observation of exfoliation.

6.2 Large-scale spatially uniform inkjet printing of TMDs

6.2.1 Inkjet printing with IPA/PVP inks

Based on my previous work on inkjet printing of graphene, I investigate the suitability of
the TMD IPA/PVP dispersions for inkjet printing. The surface tension (γ), viscosity (η) and
density (ρ), giving an inverse Ohnesorge number Z of ∼11.7 (Z =

√
γρa/η : η ∼1.9 mPa·s,

γ ∼28 mNm−1, ρ ∼0.8 gcm−3, and a ∼22 µm). This is within the optimal Z value range
(i.e. 1-14), indicating that the TMD IPA/PVP dispersions possess suitable fluidic properties
for inkjet printing. The dispersions are therefore termed as “TMD IPA/PVP inks” for the
following work.

Figure 6.5(a) presents dark-field optical micrographs of printed lines defined under 35 µm
and 60 ◦C on untreated Si/SiO2, showing no coffee rings. I suggest the mechanism is similar
to what I propose for the graphene IPA/PVP ink (Section 5.2.1): The presence of PVP leads
to a colloidal dispersion such that the dispersed TMD flakes are not that readily transferred to
the droplet edges by the evaporation induced outward convection flow upon drying, especially
during the final stage of drying when the viscosity is increased. Therefore, the TMD IPA/PVP
dispersions are suitable for inkjet printing with the optimal fluidic properties and uniform
flake distribution.
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Fig. 6.5 (a) Optical dark-field micrographs of printed MoS2, WS2 and MoSe2 lines on
untreated Si/SiO2, showing an even flake distribution, droplet spacing of 35 µm, substrate
temperature 60◦C, scale bar 50 µm; (b) Photograph of 10 mm × 10 mm MoS2 squares with 5,
10 and 15 printing repetitions on untreated glass, and (c) corresponding optical micrograph
of the printed MoS2 on untreated glass, scale bar 200 µm; (d) Photograph of a 2 mm × 2 mm
MoS2 square array with 30 printing repetitions on untreated glass.

The printing is then scaled up for glass substrate; Fig. 6.5(b-d). As shown, the printed
MoS2 squares in Fig. 6.5(b) are all well-defined with clear edges and a high spatial uniformity,
while the contrast increases along with the printing repetition. Figure 6.5(c) is a corresponding
dark-field optical microscopy image, further demonstrating that the MoS2 flakes are uniformly
distributed on glass. Meanwhile, all the individual squares in the array (Fig. 6.5(d)) are
visually spatially uniform and identical to the others without noticeable differences.

However, the concentration of the TMD flakes in the IPA/PVP inks is <0.1 gL−1,
meaning that many printing repetitions may be required to deposit sufficient TMD flakes. To
retain the optoelectronic properties of TMDs, PVP also needs to be removed after printing
through >400◦C annealing. This limits the choice of substrates for the TMD IPA/PVP inks.
Therefore, the TMD IPA/PVP inks are not ideal for the development of devices, in particular
flexible applications using polymeric substrates.
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6.2.2 Inkjet printing with IPA/2-butanol inks

As discussed in Section 4.4.3, the NMP, water/SDC and water/IPA UALPE dispersions all
present significant challenges for spatially uniform inkjet printing on untreated substrates. A
significant improvement on ink formulation is therefore required. Prior to my work, the state
of art 2d material ink formations incorporated polymer binders (e.g. cellulose) to produce
highly-concentrated inks for improved printing morphologies [51, 56]. However, similar to
the case of the TMD IPA/PVP inks, I intend to avoid this strategy as the polymers would
require high temperature decomposition for the majority of optoelectronic applications.

In this section, I design a binder-free highly-concentrated ink formulation of TMDs
for inkjet printing that allows spatially uniform printing onto substrates without pre- or
post-printing treatments.

Ink formulation. Given the considerations on the toxicity of NMP and the high con-
centration of water/SDC dispersions, I investigate ink formulation using the water/SDC
dispersions. For the convenience of formulation, the TMD flakes are extracted from the
UALPE dispersions through vacuum filtration. The flakes are then repeatedly washed with
water to remove the residual surfactants and dried in oven at 80◦C.

To allow stable droplet jetting for large-scale inkjet printing, the ink has to be designed
with 1-14 for the inverse Ohnesorge number Z [37, 62, 346]. Also, since the surface
tension of an ink has to be 7-10 mNm−1 lower than the substrate surface energy to allow
wetting for continuous printing features [350], the ink composition needs to tailored to
achieve a surface tension <30 mNm−1 such that the ink can wet substrates such as Si/SiO2

and glass (∼36 mNm−1 [360]), and polyethylene terephthalate (PET, ∼45 mNm−1 [361]).
In addition, as discussed in Section 4.3.3, studies show that creating a surface-tension-
driven flow (Marangoni flow) may help redistribute the dispersed materials for a uniform
distribution [355]. Such a flow can be created by inducing a temperature/composition gradient
during the ink drying process [354, 358]. This could be achieved by using two solvents of
different evaporative rates [354, 358]. I therefore propose a binary solvent ink carrier strategy
for the TMD ink formulation that meets the above requirements.

Alcohols are widely used in graphics and functional inks [311] and recent graphene
inks [56]. Indeed, alcohols such as IPA exhibit optimal Z values (Table 6.3). Their low surface
tensions (typically <30 mNm−1) also ensure wetting of untreated substrates. Therefore,
alcohols can provide promising solvent choices, and indeed, I have demonstrated IPA based
graphene and TMD inks for spatially uniform inkjet printing. IPA is therefore selected as
the primary solvent for the TMD ink formulation. To develop the binary solvent carrier, I
investigate two other alcohols, methanol and 2-butanol, which have relative evaporative rates
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Table 6.3 Z of alcohols and the TMD IPA/2-butanol inks

Z parameters
Z

η (mPa·s) γ (mNm−1) ρ (gcm−3) a (µm)

Methanol 0.6 23 0.8 22 34
Ethanol 1.1 22 0.8 22 18

IPA 2.0 23 0.8 22 10
2-butanol 4.2 23 0.8 22 5

TMD IPA/2-butanol inks 2.2 28 0.8 22 10

against IPA of 2.7 and 0.2, respectively [433]. Their surface tension is all similar to that
of IPA (i.e. 23 mNm−1). For ink formulation, the extracted flakes are redispersed simply
via bath sonication into the binary alcohol mixtures with a concentration of 1 gL−1. The
secondary alcohol in the mixtures is varied with 10 or 20 vol.%. Figure 6.6(a) is a photograph
showing the formulated dispersions. In comparison, I also prepare an ink in pure IPA.

Figure 6.6(b-d) present dark-field optical micrographs of the dried droplets, showing
that IPA forms condensed coffee rings, and IPA/methanol exhibits a heavier flake deposition
around the interior ring. However, both IPA/2-butanol show no coffee rings. The coffee ring
effect in IPA is attributed to a solo outward flow driven by the higher solvent evaporative
rates at the droplet edges [60]. For IPA/methanol, in addition to the outward flow, I propose
that a circulating Marangoni flow is induced; Fig. 6.6(f). As methanol evaporates rapidly
from the droplet edges upon drying, an evaporation-induced temperature gradient due to
latent heat of vapourisation is generated [355]. Driven by this, a surface tension gradient
ascending from droplet the centre to the edges is established, which has to be suppressed by a
circulating Marangoni flow. In the case of IPA/2-butanol, however, I propose a recirculating
Marangoni flow is induced; Fig. 6.6(g). Since IPA evaporates faster from the droplet edges,
the edges then have an increased concentration of 2-butanol, hence a reversed temperature
gradient due to latent heat of vapourisation [355]. This induces a recirculating Marangoni
flow, redistributing the flakes from the droplet edges back to the centre to form an even
flake distribution. IPA/2-butanol (20 vol.%), however, exhibits a more condensed deposition
at the droplet edges compared to IPA/2-butanol (10 vol.%), suggesting that its induced
recirculating Marangoni flow is not strong enough. Also, the dried droplet diameter increases
as the volume percentage of 2-butanol increases, with ∼68 µm for 10 vol.% and ∼80 µm for
20 vol.%. An increase in diameter is undesirable as it decreases the printing resolution. This
suggests that 10 vol.% is a better ink carrier design.

To confirm that 10 vol.% ink formulation suppresses the coffee ring effect, I measure
time-resolved contact angle of the IPA/2-butanol (10 vol.%) dispersion upon drying. As
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Fig. 6.6 (a) Photograph of the formulated TMD inks; (b-e) Typical optical dark-field micro-
graphs of dried droplets (∼10 pL) in different solvents showing that IPA/2-butanol (10 vol.%)
avoids coffee rings, substrate: untreated Si/SiO2, scale bar 50 µm. IPA/2-butanol (10 vol.%)
is therefore chosen as the ink carrier. The contrast has been increased for clarity; Schematic
figure showing redistribution of the flakes via (f) circulating and (g) recirculating Marangoni
flow; (h) Typical time-resolved contact angle of the ink droplet during drying on untreated
Si/SiO2; (i) Spatially uniform, continuous deposition of the ink on untreated PET, scale bar
1 cm, and (j) corresponding optical dark-field micrograph, scale bar 200 µm. The ink is
deposited via spray coating. (b-e, h-j) are demonstrated with the MoS2 ink.

shown in Fig. 6.6(h), the acquired contact angle plot is absent from any prominent spikes
during the entire drying process. This suggests no sudden, sharp receding of the droplet
happened, i.e. no coffee rings formed. Given the considerations above, IPA/2-butanol
(10 vol.%) is selected for the ink formulation, and the IPA/2-butanol (10 vol.%) dispersions
are termed as “IPA/2-butanol inks”.

The Z of the IPA/2-butanol inks is ∼10 (Table 6.3), suggesting a stable jetting without
formation of satellite droplets. Meanwhile, an ink surface tension of ∼28 mNm−1 can wet
untreated Si/SiO2, glass and PET. Indeed, the MoS2 ink after deposition onto untreated PET
via spray coating coalesces and forms a continuous film; Fig. 6.6(i,j).
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A homemade laser system (Fig. 6.7(a)) is used to assess the ink stability against sedimen-
tation. A 632 nm laser beam is used to transmit through the inks. The inks are diluted to 5
vol.% to avoid absorption saturation during measurement. The laser intensity transmitted
through the diluted ink is collected every 100 seconds for 48 hours, while the laser intensity
transmitted through the ink carrier (IPA/2-butanol (10 vol.%)) is collected as the baseline.
The acquired light intensity absorbed by the TMD flakes, i.e. the difference between the
base laser intensity and the laser intensity transmitted through the diluted inks, is plotted as
normalised absorption in Fig. 6.7(b). For the MoS2 ink, the absorption shows a drop of <3%,
indicating <3% MoS2 flakes sediment. Similarly, WS2 and MoS2 flakes are stabilised with
<10% and <10% sedimentation, respectively. This demonstrates a high ink stability that is
sufficient for large-scale ink production and printing processes.
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Fig. 6.7 (a) Schematic figure for the homemade ink stability measurement system; (b)
Normalised absorption against time, the inks are diluted to 5 vol.%.

Inkjet printing. With optimal fluidic properties, the IPA/2-butanol inks deliver stable
jetting of single droplets during printing. This is observed from the printer stroboscopic
camera; Fig. 6.8(a). As discussed in Section 4.3.2, the morphologies of inkjet-printed
structures are governed by droplet merging behaviour, rendering “stacked coins”, “bulging”,
“uniform edges”, “scalloping” and “isolated droplets”. This is essentially defined by the
droplet spacing (D) and the dried droplet diameter (D0). Indeed, I demonstrate this with the
graphene ink; Section 5.2.1. D0 is dependent on the substrate temperature; Fig. 6.8(b). Here
I show that the variations of D and D0 produce vastly different morphologies with the inks;
Fig. 6.8(c,d). Figure 6.8(c) presents printed lines of MoS2 on untreated Si/SiO2 with single
printing repetition under varied D, with a fixed D0 of 68 µm. While D is small (15 µm),
printing forms a broad line of stacked coins. A D of 25 µm forms bulges along a thinner line.
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Fig. 6.8 (a) Ink droplet jetting sequence, observed through the printer stroboscopic camera;
(b) Dried droplet diameter (D0) of MoS2 ink droplets on untreated Si/SiO2 with respect to
the substrate temperature; Photographs of typical printed lines with single printing repetition
under (c) varied droplet spacing (D), D0 68 µm, and (d) varied D0, D 85 µm; Printed lines on
untreated Si/SiO2 with D (e) 25 µm and (f) 55 µm, D0 68 µm. (b-f) are demonstrated with
the MoS2 ink. Scale bar 100 µm.

Further increase in D (35 µm) eliminates the bulges, producing line with uniform edges. A
larger D (45 µm) gives a uniform edges line of a smaller width. Printing with D >55 µm leads
to insufficient merging and as such, scalloping lines and even isolated droplets. Meanwhile,
Fig. 6.8(d) show that D0 presents similar effects, delivering vastly different morphologies.

I propose that a key consideration to distinctly tell the morphology of stacked coins,
bulging, uniform, scalloped lines or isolated droplets is the peak-to-peak roughness (ξ ) along
the line edges. Here, ξ is defined as (La - Lb) / 2, where La and Lb is the maximum and
minimum width of a printed line, respectively. And a ξ <2 µm is considered as the criterion
for uniform edges. Figure 6.8(e) replots the bulging line defined at 25 µm in Figure 6.8(c),
where the maximal width L1 is ∼119 µm and the minimal width L2 is ∼108 µm. The
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roughness therefore is calculated as (L1 - L2) / 2 = (119 - 108) / 2 µm = 5.5 µm. For the
scalloping line defined at 55 µm in Fig. 6.8(f), the maximal width L3 is ∼78 µm and the
minimal width L4 is ∼62 µm. So the roughness is calculated as (L3 - L4) / 2 = (78 -62) /
2 µm = 8 µm. To clearly distinguish the lines, the roughness of stacked coins and bulging is
defined as negative, while scalloping and individual droplets as positive. Therefore, the edge
roughness is -5.5 µm for the line in Fig. 6.8(e), and 8 µm for the line in Fig. 6.8(f).

The estimation of ξ allows the generation of colour map of ξ value with respect to D and
D0; Fig. 6.9(a). As shown, the uniform edge region has distinct boundaries for the bulging
and scalloping regions. The D/D0 of this uniform edge region is 0.5-0.8. This provides
a general printing guidance: a droplet spacing of 0.5-0.8 of the dried droplet diameter is
required for printing with well-defined, uniform edges towards spatially uniform morphology
of printed structures.
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Fig. 6.9 (a) Edge roughness ξ with respect to D and D0, demonstrated with the MoS2 ink;
(b) Optical dark-field micrographs of printed lines on untreated Si/SiO2, glass and PET, scale
bar 100 µm. The contrast has been increased for clarity; (c) Printed University of Cambridge
crest on untreated ultrathin PET (thickness 1.5 µm, laminated onto photopaper), scale bar
1 cm; (d) Three “colour” gradient, overlapped printing of on untreated PET, scale bar 1 cm.
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Using this criteria, I achieve high quality printing of MoS2, WS2 and MoSe2 on untreated
Si/SiO2, glass and PET; Fig. 6.9(b). As observed, the flakes are evenly distributed in width
along the entire length in all the cases, showing no coffee rings. The results obtained indicate
that my formulated inks are suitable for scaled-up printing. As a demonstration, Fig. 6.9(c)
presents printing of high resolution pattern over 1 inch scale on ultrathin PET (thickness
1.5 µm). Figure 6.9(d) presents gradient, overlapped printing of TMDs over 2 inch scale,
where the overlaps of MoS2/WS2, MoS2/MoSe2, WS2/MoSe2 and MoS2/WS2/MoSe2 (the
middle circular area) are clearly defined and spatially uniform. This suggests the potential of
the inks to form printable heterostructure thin films.

Printing characteristics. Having demonstrated that large-scale spatially uniform printing
is possible for the formulated inks, I next investigate the printing characteristics. Fig-
ure 6.10(a) presents a photograph of printed MoS2 square array on untreated PET, showing
that the individual squares are spatially uniform and identical. Spatial colour intensity is
extracted from this photograph for a detailed investigation; Fig. 6.10(b). This shows that the
colour intensity is spatially uniform within each individual square, without showing evident
differences across the investigated squares. In addition, the intensity profiles of the first
row and the first column are both highly consistent. To provide a closer assessment of the
spatial uniformity, the colour intensity profiles of the first square in the array is represented in
Fig. 6.10(c). As shown, the acquired horizontal and vertical intensities at different positions
are also highly consistent. Due to spreading of ink from 60 printing repetitions, I do not
observe sharp square edges. Instead, the colour intensity gradually increases and stabilises.
Therefore, only the intensity of the internal region (∼80%) of the square is considered,
giving an estimation of the average spatial colour intensity as 0.835 ± 0.007. The small 1%
deviation demonstrates a high spatial printing uniformity of the printed squares. In addition,
the average intensities are highly consistent across the square array, giving a print-to-print
deviation of <2.5%.

Next, a sequence of squares (dimension 8 mm × 8 mm) is printed onto untreated
glass with 1-10 printing repetitions. The measured optical absorbance at 550 nm of these
squares is linearly correlated with the repetition; Fig. 6.10(d). This gives an absorbance
of 0.0167 ± 0.0004 per repetition for MoS2, of 0.0164 ± 0.0004 per repetition for WS2,
and of 0.0109 ± 0.0001 per repetition for MoSe2. I note that the absorbance deviation of
1-2 printing repetitions observed is likely due to a modification in the air-glass interface
after printing. TMD stripes (dimension 1.5 mm × 1 mm) are printed with 30-80 printing
repetitions. The thickness of the stripes measured via profilometer establishes a linear
function with the repetitions, giving that one printing repetition produces a deposition
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Fig. 6.10 (a) Photograph of printed MoS2 square (square dimension 2 mm × 2 mm) array on
untreated PET, and its (b) extracted spatial colour intensity with horizontal/vertical intensity
profiles across the first row/column. The intensity of the background is normalised to 0, while
the intensity of the maximum spike is normalised to 1; (c) Spatial colour intensity of the first
square as circled with horizontal/vertical intensity profiles. The dashed lines indicate the
investigated positions; (d) Optical extinction at 550 nm and (e) thickness of printed TMDs as
a function of printing repetition.

thickness of 3.85 ± 0.04 nm, 2.68 ± 0.05 nm and 2.89 ± 0.05 nm, respectively; 6.10(b). The
investigations above demonstrate the capabilities of the inks to precisely control the optical
and material densities of printed films, with <2.5% deviation.

6.3 Inkjet-printed TMD saturable absorbers

As discussed, the TMD flake enriched polymer nanocomposite SAs present challenges in
the control of flake distribution and optical density and requires long preparation process.
Alternatively, the SAs can be potentially fabricated by inkjet printing of TMDs onto optical
components. This can lead to efficient, controlled device fabrication, and more flexible lasers
designs for SA integration. In this section, I investigate the feasibility of inkjet-printed TMDs
in the fabrication of SAs, aiming to achieve large-scale printing of SAs with stable device
operation for ultrashort pulse generation. This work was in collaboration with Prof Meng
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Zhang at the Beihang University. My key contributions in this work were fabricating the
SAs, analysing the measurement data, and writing the manuscript which has been submitted
for peer-reviewed journal for the consideration of publication.

For SA fabrication, I inkjet print TMD SA array onto the ultrathin PET, which is laminated
onto 100 µm thick PET for the ease of handling. The SA pattern is square with a dimension
of 2 × 2 mm, and an array typically has over 60 devices. The fabricated TMD SAs
can be conveniently peeled off from the 100 µm thick PET to be integrated into laser
cavity. The optical properties of the inkjet-printed SAs are next measured using Z-scan
technique. Figure 6.11(a) is a schematic Z-scan set-up. As shown, during a typical Z-scan
measurement, the mounted sample is moved through the focus of a laser beam along the
axis from the position −Z to position +Z. This allows the transmitted power to be measured
as a function of incident intensity on the sample. Figure 6.11(b) represents a schematic
intensity-dependent absorption profile. This absorption can be fitted using a simple two-level
saturation model [435, 436]:

α(I) =
αl −αns

1+ I/Isat
+αns (6.1)

where α l is the linear absorption at low intensity and αns is the nonsaturable absorption
at high intensity, I is the instantaneous intensity, and Isat is the saturation intensity. The
modulation depth (αd) of a device is given by: αd = α l – αns. Consequently, Isat can be
defined as the intensity required to reduce the absorption α(I) to α l – (αd / 2).

The Z-scan set-up in this measurement utilises an erbium fibre laser operating at 1562 nm,
with 150 fs pulse duration at a repetition frequency of 10 MHz. The acquired spatial saturation
intensity (Isat), optical linear absorption (α l), optical non-saturable absorption (αns) and
optical modulation depth (αd) are shown in Fig. 6.12 and Table 6.4. This demonstrates that
the optical properties of the inkjet-printed SAs all are spatially uniform. This is of vital
importance for repeatable operation and performance for ultrashort laser pulse generation.
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Fig. 6.11 (a) Schematic figure for Z-scan set-up [434]; (b) Schematic SA absorption profile.
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Fig. 6.12 Spatial saturation intensity (Isat, MWcm−2), linear absorption (α l, %), non-saturable
absorption (αns, %), and modulation depth (αd, %) at 1560 nm of the inkjet-printed SAs of
(a) MoS2, (b) WS2 and (c) MoS22, spatial step 0.5 mm.

Table 6.4 Average optical absorption of inkjet-printed TMD SAs acquired via Z-scan

α l (%) αns (%) αd (%) Isat (MWcm−2)

MoS2 6.9 ± 0.13 4.5 ± 0.22 2.38 ± 0.11 3.37 ± 0.11
WS2 8.4 ± 0.10 6.6 ± 0.22 1.59 ± 0.20 2.26 ± 0.14

MoSe2 8.2 ± 0.10 5.3 ± 0.17 2.9 ± 0.16 3.27 ± 0.13

The printed TMD SAs are then integrated into erbium-doped fibre laser cavity; Fig. 6.13(a).
This offers an alignment-free and compact system with single-mode all-fibre integrated
components: a single-mode erbium-doped active fibre (LIEKKI Er-8/125, length 0.7 cm)
co-pumped by a 980 nm pump laser diode, a polarisation-independent optical isolator to
ensure unidirectional propagation, a 10:90 fused fibre output coupler for both spectral and
temporal diagnostics, and a polarisation controller to enable a thorough and continuous
adjustment of the net cavity birefringence.

This allows generation of a stable self-starting mode-locked train of femtosecond pulses;
Fig. 6.13(b). As shown, the pulses are generated at the fundamental cavity repetition
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frequency of 31.6 MHz with a central wavelength of ∼1560 nm. The full width at half
maximum are ∼4.41 nm for MoS2, ∼5.87 nm for WS2 and ∼4.31 nm for MoSe2; Fig. 6.13(b).
The corresponding autocorrelation traces of the pulses are well fitted with sech2 pulse shape,
indicating pulse duration of 580 fs, 510 fs and 570 fs, respectively; Fig. 6.13(c). The RF
spectra at the fundamental frequency show high signal to noise ratios of ∼59 dB, ∼63 dB
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Fig. 6.13 (a) Schematic figure for the erbium-doped ultrafast fibre laser set-up; (b) Output
laser pulse spectra; (c) Autocorrelation trace of output pulses, fitted to a sech2 curve; (d)
Radio frequency spectra at the cavity fundamental repetition frequency of 31.6 MHz.
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and ∼60 dB respectively (Fig. 6.13(d)), indicating a highly stable mode-locking operation
capability [437].

I note that 1560 nm corresponds to 0.8 eV, smaller than the bandgaps of these TMDs
(>1.0 eV [4]). This sub-bandgap absorption can be attributed to an edge-state effect [438]:
edge defects in thin flakes can induce localised edge-states within the bandgap, as a result a
non-negligible optical absorption lower than the bandgap.

6.4 Inkjet-printed TMD photodetectors

There is a tremendous interest in developing visible to NIR photodetectors with the TMDs due
to their ∼1.0-2.5 eV bandgap and high photoconductivity [4, 158]. Indeed, photodetectors
exploiting micro-mechanically cleaved (MC) or chemical vapour deposition (CVD)-grown
flakes have been widely reported. For instance, Lopez-Sanchez et al. demonstrated a photore-
sponsivity (Rp) of up to 800 AW−1 from micro-mechanical cleaved MoS2 photodetector [158].
However, such material production methods present low-yield fabrication and require ex-
treme production conditions, limiting large-scale, cost-effective device fabrication [1]. Inkjet
printing of TMDs provides a promising solution, with successful laboratory-scale demonstra-
tions to date [40, 41, 48]. A scaled-up device printing with reproducible fabrication, however,
is thus-far prevented by the reported ink formulations. I propose that the demonstrated high
quality printing of TMDs can potentially lead to large-scale device printing with consistent
device-to-device performance.

Figure 6.14(a) presents an array of printed MoS2 photodetectors, where the ink is inkjet-
printed onto the interdigitated gold electrodes (Fig. 6.14(b)) with the MoS2 flakes uniformly
deposited (Fig. 6.14(c)). The photoresponse of the printed photodetectors is characterised
using a 635 nm excitation laser with an incident excitation power of 5-40 µW. As shown
in Fig. 6.14(d), compared to the dark current, the current under excitation is typically over
one order of magnitude larger, with a Rp of up to 150 µAW−1. Figure 6.14(e) presents the
time response of the device, showing that the current under excitation remains stable over
a period of 60 s (<5% deviation). The photoresponse as a function of the printed MoS2

thickness (controlled by printing repetitions; Fig. 6.10(e)) is plotted in Fig. 6.14(f). As
observed, the current under dark and excitation establishe a linear function with the thickness
(log-log scale). This linearity allows conveniently control the device photoresponse. After
investigating the device characteristics, the device-to-device consistency is investigated. As
presented in Fig. 6.14(g,h), the acquired dark current and Rp of this photodetector array is
0.051 ± 0.0026 nA and 8.77 ± 0.81 µAW−1, respectively, demonstrating a high device-to-
device consistency (<10% deviation).
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Fig. 6.14 (a) Optical dark-field graph for printed MoS2 photodetector array, scale bar 500 µm;
(b) Micrograph of one single device, scale bar 100 µm; (c) SEM micrograph showing flake
distribution over the interdigitated electrodes as coloured, scale bar 100 µm; (d) Typical
device current response to varied excitation powers; (e) Typical time response, bias 5 V. The
green and black arrows indicate excitation on and off; (f) Device current under dark and
excitation as a function of the thickness of printed MoS2, bias 30 V; Mapping of (g) dark
current and (h) photoresponsivity (Rp) under 40 µW of the photodetector array, bias 5 V. The
“null” grey spots stand for short-circuited devices. The excitation laser is 635 nm.

Following the same strategy, WS2 and MoSe2 photodetector arrays are fabricated and
characterised. Figure 6.15(a,b) present mapping of Rp under 40 µW excitation at 5 V
for the WS2 and MoSe2 photodetector array with acquired Rp of 2.64 ± 0.25 µAW−1

and 16.97 ± 5.58 µAW−1, respectively. Therefore, the device-to-device Rp deviation for
the WS2 and MoSe2 photodetector array is 9.5% and 32.9%, respectively. Figure 6.15(c)
presents typical time response of MoSe2 photodetector, showing that the current decreases
upon excitation. This suggests that the MoSe2 photodetector devices are not stable upon
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the measurements, induced either by the incident light or the applied electrical current.
Therefore, I propose that the large deviation of Rp of the MoSe2 photodetector array is due to
the instability of MoSe2 but not this device fabrication method. For future experiments, this
can likely be addressed by using passivation layer, such as parylene-C. Nevertheless, the Rp

of the MoS2 and WS2 photodetector arrays exhibit a device-to-device deviation <10%. This
demonstrates the capability of the TMD IPA/2-butanol inks for large-scale device fabrications
with high device-to-device consistency, promising for large-scale device printing.
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Fig. 6.15 Mapping of photoresponsivity (Rp) under 40 µW at 5 V for (a) WS2 and (b) MoSe2
photodetector array. The “null” grey spots stand for short-circuited devices. (c) Typical time
response of MoSe2 photodetector. The green and black arrows indicate excitation on and off.
The excitation laser is 635 nm.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, I have presented the formulation of binder-free inks of TMDs (MoS2, WS2,
MoSe2) with large-scale, spatially uniform printing capabilities, and use of which in the
fabrication of SAs and photodetector. The TMD flakes are produced via UALPE. For ink
formulation, I design a binary alcohol ink carrier of IPA and 2-butanol. The formulated inks
ensure stable jetting and wetting of untreated substrates including Si/SiO2, glass and PET.
In particular, the designed ink carrier composition induces a recirculating Marangoni flow
upon drying to allow even distribution of the flakes on untreated substrates. I also show that
the morphologies of the inkjet-printed structures are governed by droplet spacing and dried
droplet diameter and hence, present a guidance to seek the optimal printing parameters. Under
this guidance, the inks support spatially uniform inkjet printing (1% deviation), with high
printing controllability over deposition densities (<2.5% deviation) and high print-to-print
consistency (<2.5% deviation).

Combining the above printing characteristics with the properties of TMDs, I demonstrate
inkjet-printed TMDs based SAs and photodetectors. In particular, the photodetector exhibits
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a high device-to-device performance consistency (<10% deviation), demonstrating the
potential of the ink for large-scale device printing. Inkjet printing of TMDs with this ink
formulation strategy may find use in other optoelectronic and photonic devices [16, 37, 39–
42, 48]. Other inks of 2d materials can also be formulated following this strategy, for example
the black phosphorus ink in Chapter 7, significantly expanding the potential of inkjet printing
of 2d materials for optoelectronics and photonics.



Chapter 7

Inkjet printing of black phosphorus for
stable optoelectronics and photonics

In the previous chapters, I presented inkjet printing of graphene and transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs) and their printable applications. Black phosphorus (BP) is an emerging
key 2d material that bridges the gap between graphene and TMDs with unique properties
(e.g. 0.3-2.0 eV direct bandgap) that could be exploited in optoelectronics and photonics.
Ultrasonic-assisted liquid phase exfoliation (UALPE), in protective environment, has been
exampled as a mass production method for BP. However, as discussed in Section 2.4, the
oxidative degradation of BP under ambient conditions has thus-far prevented controlled
deposition of the BP dispersions for device applications.

My previous experimental work on alcohol based ink formulations of graphene and TMDs
demonstrates rapid, spatially uniform patterning of these 2d materials at low temperatures. I
propose that formulating exfoliated BP flakes into such inks would allow a rapid ink drying
and hence, a limited window of time available for BP oxidation during printing. In this
chapter, I investigate BP ink formulation following the binary alcohol strategy. I also raise the
ink concentration significantly to reduce the number of printing repetitions required to deposit
sufficient BP, such that the window of time available for BP oxidation is further decreased. I
then investigate passivation of the printed BP with parylene-C (i.e. a cross-linked polymer
widely used in electronic packaging) to achieve a long-term stability against oxidation. In
collaboration with Prof Meng Zhang at the Beihang University and Prof Yang Xu at the
Zhejiang University, I explore fabrication of robust photonic and optoelectronic devices with
printed BP, including saturable absorbers (SAs) for stable generation of ultrashort pulses
under intense irradiation for >30 days, and visible to near-infrared (NIR) photodetector
devices with operation lifetime >7 days.
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In this chapter, I present the results published in Nature Communications: Ref. [439].
My key contributions were formulating the BP ink, fabricating the SAs and photodetectors,
analysing the measurement data, and writing the manuscript.

7.1 UALPE production of black phosphorus

7.1.1 Dispersion production

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, a successful UALPE production of BP without aggregation
requires a matched surface tension (∼40 mNm−1) for the solvents. The suitable solvents
are typically high boiling point organic solvents, such as N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP;
204◦C) and N-Cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone (CHP; 284◦C) [178, 181, 310]. In particular, recent
experimental investigations on UALPE of BP in such solvents in protective environment (e.g.
under nitrogen atmosphere) show the as-produced BP flakes are of minimal oxidation [178,
181, 310]. Therefore, I start BP production with both these solvents. My previous work on
inkjet printing of graphene and TMDs demonstrates that alcohol (e.g. isopropanol: IPA,
82.6◦C) based inks are capable of delivering rapid, spatially uniform patterning. To minimise
the drying time of the BP dispersion and hence, BP oxidation, I also investigate UALPE in
IPA.

To do this, I mix bulk BP crystals (Smart Elements) into anhydrous NMP, CHP and IPA
(Sigma Aldrich) in sonication tubes at an initial concentration of 1 gL−1. I then backfill the
tubes with nitrogen and seal them. The mixtures are sonicated for 12 hours in a 20 kHz bath
sonicator at 15◦C. The resultant dispersions are loaded into tubes, backfilled with nitrogen,
and centrifuged for 30 minutes to sediment the unexfoliated flakes. The centrifuge speeds
chosen are 1, 2, 3 and 4 krpm (equivalent to 95g, 380g, 850g and 1500g, respectively). The
upper 80% of resultant dispersions is collected for analysis and ink formulation.

Figure 7.1(a) shows photographs of the as-produced BP dispersions in NMP, CHP
and IPA. At a higher centrifugation speed, the increased sedimentation force leads to a
lower concentration, and hence a more colourless dispersion. The distribution of flake size
(thickness and lateral dimension) in the dispersion varies with the centrifugation speed,
as less exfoliated larger and thicker flakes sediment more readily [294, 296, 430]. The
dispersions centrifuged at 4 krpm are therefore selected for following discussions. The
optical extinction spectrum (log-log scale) for each dispersion (Fig. 7.1(b)) has a peak at
∼465 nm, with an approximately linear decrease at longer wavelengths (>500 nm). Using
the extinction coefficient, 267 Lg−1m−1 at 660 nm [178], the concentrations of the NMP,
CHP and IPA dispersions are estimated as 0.54 gL−1, 0.32 gL−1 and 0.13 gL−1, respectively.
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Fig. 7.1 (a) Photographs of the BP dispersions in NMP, CHP and IPA, centrifuged at 1-
4 krpm; (b) Optical extinction (log-log scale) of the BP dispersions (centrifuged at 4 krpm)
with respect to the wavelength (λ ), the dispersions are diluted to 10 vol.% to avoid detector
saturation; (c) Optical scattering with associated fitting (log-log scale) of the dispersions,
with scattering normalised to the 465 nm extinction peak.

The extinction variations observed at the NIR region can be attributed to the ambient moisture
absorbed by the solvents during the exfoliation process [440, 441].

7.1.2 Characterisations on black phosphorus flake size

I then study the flake size of the as-produced BP flakes. As briefly mentioned in Section 3.4.1,
the measured optical extinction is subjected to optical scattering from the flakes. This scat-
tering is proportional to the incident wavelength following λ−n, where λ is the wavelength
and n is the scattering exponent [296, 430]. Here, the scattering of the BP dispersions
is evaluated by subtracting the absorbance obtained using an integrating sphere from the
measured extinction; Fig. 7.1(c). The scattering at the longer wavelength region is fitted to
λ−1.9 within ∼500-900 nm for NMP, λ−1.5 within ∼550-1100 nm for CHP and λ−0.5 within
∼600-1300 nm for IPA, respectively. A n <4 corresponds to Mie scattering [442, 443],
allowing estimation of the characteristic dimensional length of the dispersed flakes.

Treating the BP flakes as non-spherical particles with a characteristic dimensional length
L, the relationship between scattering and wavelength can be expressed as a dimensionless
size parameter k, where k = 2πL / λ [442, 443]. For Mie scattering, k ∼1 [442, 443].
Therefore, the characteristic dimensional lengths of the BP flakes in the three dispersions
are estimated as approximately 80-145 nm, 90-175 nm and 95-210 nm, typical for UALPE
2d material flakes [133, 236, 237, 423, 424, 426, 427]. Meanwhile, the larger n of the NMP
dispersion indicates that BP is better exfoliated (producing thinner and smaller flakes) in
NMP than in either CHP or IPA [296, 430, 442].

I employ AFM to characterise the BP flake size to confirm the above estimations. Fig-
ure 7.2(a) presents representative AFM micrographs of individual thin BP flakes produced
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Fig. 7.2 (a) Representative AFM micrographs for individual BP flakes in NMP and (b) the
corresponding height profiles, scale bar 50 nm; (b) Distribution in (c-e) lateral dimension
and (f-h) thickness of BP flakes measured via AFM for the NMP, CHP and IPA dispersions.

in NMP, showing that all the flakes have clean surfaces with clearly defined edges. This
suggests that the flakes are not oxidised. The lateral dimension of these BP flakes is varied
between 70 nm and 400 nm, while the thickness is typically 4-10 nm; Fig. 7.2(b). I note that
the larger, thicker flakes have sharper edges and more distinct morphologies than the smaller
flakes, owing to the size and thickness-dependent rate of oxidation over the duration of the
scan since the AFM measurements are taken under ambient conditions. Here faster scans of
lower but sufficient resolution are used for gathering of size and thickness distributions as
presented in Fig. 7.2(d-h). The acquired average lateral dimension correlates well with the
estimated characteristic lengths.
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Given the consideration on the above investigations, I select the NMP dispersion for ink
formulation. The average flake thickness in NMP is 3.37 nm, ∼6 layers (considering 0.9 nm
for the first single layer and 0.5 nm for subsequent individual layers [190, 444]).

7.1.3 Raman spectroscopy

As discussed in Section 3.4.3, Raman is a well-suited non-destructive characterisation
tool to investigate the quality of the as-produced BP flakes, as well as their oxidation
conditions. I then characterise the quality and oxidation of the BP flakes in the NMP
dispersion using Raman spectroscopy. The sample is prepared by dropcasting the NMP
dispersion onto a Si/SiO2 and subsequently dried at 70◦C under nitrogen. The Raman
spectroscopy characterisation uses an excitation wavelength of 514 nm with a power of
<0.1 mW and a duration of 10 s for each data point.

As discussed in Section 3.4.3, there are debates on whether the Raman spectrum of
solution-processed BP is polarisation-dependent. I therefore conduct independent polarisation-
dependent Raman measurement to shed light on this. For this case, Raman spectroscopy
is measured at one single point for each polarised angle; Fig. 7.3(a). The peak intensities
here are normalised to I(A2

g). As shown, there are three major peaks at around 400 cm−1

(out-of-plane A1
g, and in-plane B2g and A2

g), of which the intensities show no observable
variations under the varied polarisation angles. This demonstrates that the Raman spectrum
of my exfoliated BP sample is polarisation-independent. The reasons accounting for this
may be that a large number of BP flakes are studied within the area of the laser spot (∼1 µm)
during one measurement, and that there is no alignment in the orientation of these flakes. As
demonstrated, this nullifies the polarisation dependence.

To study the quality of the exfoliated BP flakes, I compare their Raman spectrum with that
of the bulk BP; Fig. 7.3(b). As shown, the respective peaks are all located at ∼363.0 cm−1

(∼361.9 cm−1), ∼439.3 cm−1 (∼438.3 cm−1) and ∼467.4 cm−1 (∼466.4 cm−1) for the
exfoliated (bulk) BP sample. This is consistent with previous studies on micro-mechanical
cleavage (MC) [189, 190] and UALPE [178, 181, 186, 283, 310] production of BP. Since
the peaks are due to BP crystalline lattice vibrations [189], this consistency suggests that my
exfoliated BP sample is high crystallinity. Meanwhile, these three peaks show a blue-shift
from the bulk to the exfoliated sample, suggesting exfoliation, which has been demonstrated
by AFM. On the other hand, the respective full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of these
three Raman peaks is 3.9 (3.7) cm−1, 5.3 (5.5) cm−1 and 4.9 (3.9) cm−1 for the exfoliated
(bulk) BP sample. This is also consistent with the preceding studies where the respective
FWHM is all within ∼2-6.5 cm−1, ∼2-7 cm−1 and ∼2-8 cm−1 [190]. Here the acquired
FWHM statistical investigation (∼360 measurements) as shown in Fig. 7.3(c) also notes
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Fig. 7.3 (a) Polarisation-resolved Raman spectra of dropcast dried BP, intensity normalised
to I(A2

g); (b) Raman spectrum for exfoliated and bulk BP, intensity normalised to I(A2
g); (c)

Raman peak FWHM statistics of ∼360 measurement points.

no discrepancy from those above reported in literature. This consistency in FWHM further
suggests high crystallinity of the exfoliated BP sample.

7.1.4 Discussion on stability against oxidation

Having shown the BP to be highly crystalline, I then investigate the oxidation conditions
of the exfoliated BP flakes through Raman spectroscopy. As discussed in Section 3.4.3,
the relationship between the Raman peaks, A1

g and A2
g, has been used as an indication for

BP oxidation [181, 190]. However, there are debates on whether the intensity ratio or the
integrated intensity ratio of A1

g to A2
g should be used as the indication. There is also no

agreement on the ratio value threshold to determine the oxidation condition (i.e. whether the
ratio value should be 0.2-0.6 or >0.6). I therefore carry out independent analysis on this
ratio.

Figure 7.4(a) represents the intensity ratio, I(A1
g)/I(A2

g), acquired from Fig. 7.3(a). This
shows that the intensity ratio is constant (0.480 ± 0.04) under the varied polarisation angles,
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Fig. 7.4 (a) Polarisation-resolved Raman peak intensity ratio, I(A1
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g); (b) Raman map
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region corresponds to low oxidation, and the yellow region high oxidation; the grey squares
correspond to regions where the Raman intensity is too low for accurate interpretation.

suggesting that polarisation dependence of I(A1
g)/I(A2

g) has also been nullified due to the
random distribution of the BP flakes. Figure 7.4(b) shows a Raman map of I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) for a

typical region of exfoliated BP flakes deposited onto Si/SiO2, showing no localised clusters
with I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) >0.6. Figure 7.4(c) is the corresponding histogram, showing that only 4.2%

of the measured data points fall outside the 0.2-0.6 range (yellow background). Similar
statistical analysis on freshly cleaved bulk BP shows that only 3.1% of the measured data
points fall outside the 0.2-0.6 range.

Table 7.1 lists the above intensity ratio and corresponding integrated intensity ratio. This
suggests that a ratio value of 0.2-0.6 indicates a low oxidation, otherwise this would mean
that 96.9% or 83.9% of the freshly cleaved bulk BP had been oxidised, which is unlikely
to happen. On the other hand, the intensity ratio is consistent with BP oxidation process,
i.e. the high oxidation proportion increases from 3.1% for the bulk BP sample to 4.2% for
the exfoliated BP sample. The integrated peak intensity ratio, however, does not prove such
consistency. This suggests that the intensity ratio is a reasonable tool to work as the oxidation
indication for my exfoliated BP sample.

Table 7.1 Raman integrated intensity ratio and intensity ratio of A1
g to A2

g outside 0.2-0.6 (%).

Intensity ratio Integrated intensity ratio

Bulk BP 3.1 16.1
Exfoliated BP 4.2 1.7
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Therefore, I use a peak intensity ratio, I(A1
g)/I(A2

g), of 0.2-0.6 as the criterion to determine
low oxidation of BP. The proportion 4.2% shows that the UALPE BP flakes are of minimal
oxidation.

7.2 Inkjet printing and passivation of black phosphorus

7.2.1 Ink formulation

I then consider inkjet printing of the BP NMP dispersion. In addition to spatially non-uniform
deposition arising from suboptimal fluidic properties, poor wetting of the substrates and the
formation of coffee rings (Section 4.4.3), the long drying time as a result of the high boiling
point of NMP causes heavy oxidation of the deposited BP flakes. It is therefore challenging
to deliver inkjet-printable BP based devices so far. In Section 6.2.2, I present a binary alcohol
ink formulation of TMDs for spatially uniform material deposition. In particular, the low
boiling point of the alcohols enables a rapid ink drying. By adapting this ink formulation to
BP, it is therefore possible to give a well-controlled window of time for BP oxidation under
ambient conditions during printing. By further increasing the concentration from <1 gL−1,
it further reduces the printing repetition numbers and hence, further avoid BP oxidation.
Therefore, I formulate BP ink following this binary alcohol ink formulation.

To begin with, I prepare a BP NMP dispersion. I then use a secondary centrifugation
step (275,000g for 30 minutes) to sediment the exfoliated BP flakes in the dispersion. Next,
I redisperse the sedimented BP flakes in IPA through bath sonication for 10 minutes. The
volume of IPA used is 10% of the removed NMP, allowing the concentration of BP increased
by 9 times. To finalise the ink formulation, I add 10 vol.% 2-butanol into the redispersed IPA
dispersion. The formulated ink is shown in Fig. 7.5(a). For comparison, another ink with
20 vol.% 2-butanol is prepared.

Figure 7.5(b) presents the optical dark-field micrographs of the dried droplets of the above
dispersion/inks, while their time-dependent contact angle profiles are presented in Fig. 7.5(b).
The droplets are all ∼10 pL and inkjet-printed onto untreated Si/SiO2 and dried at 60◦C.
As observed, 0 vol.% forms noticeable coffee rings, while both 10 vol.% and 20 vol.% do
not, similar to what has been observed with inkjet printing of the TMD inks. The lack of
coffee ring suggests that a surface tension gradient is also generated to induce a recirculating
Marangoni flow in both the 10 vol.% and 20 vol.% cases. However, the droplet diameter
of 20 vol.% (∼85 µm) is also larger that of 10 vol.% (∼75 µm), suggesting a decreased
printing resolution for 20 vol.%. Meanwhile, the contact angle for 0 vol.% shows noticeable
variations at the end drying process, confirming that the droplet indeed has formed rapidly
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Fig. 7.5 (a) Photograph of formulated BP inkjet ink; (b) Optical micrograph of dried droplets
on untreated Si/SiO2 with 0 vol.%, 10 vol.% and 20 vol.% 2-butanol, scale bar 50 µm; (c)
Change in contact angle during droplet (∼2 µL) drying process on untreated Si/SiO2 at room
temperature.

contracts and left a series of material rings. For the case of 10 vol.% and 20 vol.%, the contact
angle is absent from any large variations, confirming the lack of coffee ring effect. Based on
the above considerations on the coffee-ring effect and the printing resolution, 10 vol.% is
confirmed for the ink formulation.

The formulated BP ink has a concentration ∼5 gL−1 (compared to 1 gL−1 of the TMD
inks), verified via optical extinction. The optical scattering of the ink can also be fitted to
λ−1.9, consistent with the NMP dispersion, indicating that the ink formulation steps do not
induce reaggregation of the BP flakes. The ink possesses an inverse Ohnesorge number Z of
∼10 (Z =

√
γρa/η : η ∼2.2 mPa·s, γ ∼28 mNm−1, ρ ∼0.8 gcm−3, and a ∼22 µm). This is

within the optimal value range for stable jetting, confirmed by the jetting sequence without
the formation of secondary droplets (Fig. 7.7(a)). The low ink surface tension gives a contact
angle <30◦ on the substrates (Si/SiO2, glass and PET), ensuring good wetting.

Before conducting inkjet printing with the BP ink, I need to ensure an ink stability against
sedimentation. This is done with the homemade stability measurement system (Fig. 6.7(a)).
Similarly, a BP ink (diluted to 5 vol.% to avoid absorption saturation) is measured over one
week with 5 mins interval. The acquired light intensity absorbed by the BP flakes, i.e. the
difference between the base laser intensity and the laser intensity transmitted through the
diluted ink, is plotted as normalised absorption in Fig. 7.6(a). The absorbed intensity shows
only a 1% drop over 180 hours, indicating <1% BP flakes sediment. This demonstrates the
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Fig. 7.6 (a) Ink absorption against time, the ink is diluted to 5 vol.%; (b) I(A1
g)/I(A2

g) histogram
for dropcast dried BP ink, the ink has been kept under nitrogen for 2 months.

high stability of the BP ink against sedimentation over a timeframe that would prove viable
for large-scale ink production and printing.

I then assess the stability of the ink against oxidation. A Raman mapping of I(A1
g)/I(A2

g)
is investigated on a dried dropcast ink sample using a formulation prepared two months
previously and stored under nitrogen in the interim. The acquired ratio histogram is presented
Fig. 7.6(b), showing that the proportion outside 0.2-0.6 is increased to 21.69%. This oxidation
of the ink may arise from the moisture and oxygen in the ink carrier. Therefore, whilst this is
not an excessive increase given the timescale, it is best to use freshly prepared BP ink for
device fabrication.

7.2.2 Large-scale spatially uniform inkjet printing

As with inkjet printing of graphene (Section 5.2.1) and TMDs (Section 6.2.2), the mor-
phologies of inkjet-printed BP are also governed by the droplet merging behaviour, which is
essentially defined by the droplet spacing (D) and the dried droplet diameter (D0) [346, 352].
I then investigate this to seek the optimal printing parameters for the BP ink. Figure 7.7(b)
presents printed lines on untreated Si/SiO2 with varied D while D0 is 74 µm (defined at a
substrate temperature of 60◦C), showing stacked coins, bulging, uniform, scalloped lines
and isolated droplets. When D is ≤25 µm, the line is broad as the droplets significantly
overlap and spread further across the substrate, forming stacked coins or bulging. When D
is ≥75 µm, the droplet merging is insufficient, leading to narrower scalloped lines or even
isolated droplets when the droplets are too far apart to merge. When D is between these two
extremes, the droplet merges and forms lines with uniform edges, the optimal morphology.

Repeating the above investigations on varied D0 (by controlling the substrate temper-
ature), I obtain a line-edge peak-to-peak roughness (ξ ) map as shown in Fig. 7.7(c). The
measurement scheme of ξ follows the method presented in Section 6.2.2. Here, a ξ <±
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Fig. 7.7 (a) Droplet jetting sequence of the BP ink observed from the printer stroboscopic
camera; (b) Photographs of typical printed lines with single printing repetition under varied
droplet spacing (D), dried droplet diameter (D0) 74 µm, scale bar 100 µm; (c) Effect of the
spacing and the diameter on the roughness along line edges; (d) The spacing to diameter ratio
in each morphology regions with respect to the diameter; (e) Optical dark-field micrographs
of printed lines on Si/SiO2, glass and PET, scale bar 100 µm; (f) Inkjet-printed BP on
untreated ultrathin PET (1.5 µm) over an area of 100 mm × 63 mm. The PET is laminated
onto photopaper for the ease of handling.

2 µm is also defined as uniform, and the ξ of stacked coins and bulging is also defined as
negative to differentiate from that of scalloping and individual droplets. As indicated by the
shape and orientation of the highlighted uniform region in the map, D is the dominant factor
in defining the morphology. Essentially, the formation of stacked coins, bulging, uniform,
scalloped lines and isolated droplets is dependent on the ratio of D to D0. This ratio value
at the different morphology regions with respect to D0, showing that the uniform region
corresponds to a ratio value ∼0.5-0.8; Fig. 7.7(d). This again provides a general guidance for
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inkjet printing of the BP ink: under different printing conditions, the droplet spacing should
be 0.5-0.8 of the dried droplet diameter.

According to this criterion, I select D of 35 µm and a D0 of 74 µm for inkjet printing of
BP since these printing conditions not only allow optimal morphology but also rapid ink
drying (<10 s observed from the printer fiducial camera), critical for avoiding BP degradation.
Optical dark-field microscopy is used to examine the BP flake distribution in lines printed
onto Si/SiO2, glass and PET; Fig. 7.7(e). As shown, the BP flakes are evenly deposited along
the length and the width of the lines, without any noticeable coffee rings. This demonstrates
that the BP ink is suitable for inkjet printing onto commonly used substrates without requiring
any surface treatment. Moving on from individual lines, the ink allows printing on larger
areas. Figure 7.7(f) shows a uniform, high resolution inkjet-printed BP pattern on untreated
ultrathin PET (1.5 µm) over a 100 mm × 63 mm area. This demonstrates that the BP ink can
potentially fabricate printable devices on a large scale without the loss of printing resolution
and material uniformity. I note that the printed BP is free of any surfactants and polymer
binders, thus post-printing treatment that may oxidise the BP flakes (e.g. high temperature
annealing) are avoided.

I then assess the printing characteristics of the inkjet-printed BP. Figure 7.8(a) shows the
optical extinction of printed BP squares on untreated glass with 1-10 printing repetitions. The
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Fig. 7.8 (a) Optical extinction at 550 nm for printed BP with 1-10 printing repetitions, inset:
photograph of printed BP squares (8 mm × 8 mm); (b) Spatial linear (α l) and nonsaturable
(αns) optical absorption (at 1562 nm) across printed BP, spatial step 0.5 mm.
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extinction increases linearly with the printing repetition, with <2% deviation, demonstrating
an excellent printing consistency and an ability to control the optical density of the deposited
BP through printing repetitions. The deviation of extinction for 1-2 printing repetitions
can be attributed to a modification in the air-glass interface after printing. For successive
printing repetitions, the trend follows a constant increase with each printing repetition.
showing high reproducibility. This demonstrates the excellent printing controllability over
deposition densities of the BP ink. The spatial uniformity of printed BP is assessed by its
mapping optical absorptions using raster-scanning using a Z-scan set-up. The quantified
linear absorption (α l) under low irradiation intensities, and the nonsaturable absorption
(αns) under high intensities are presented in Fig. 7.8(b). The average α l and αns is 9.19 ±
0.31% and 4.99 ± 0.09%, respectively, with a deviation of <3.4%, demonstrating a high
spatial uniformity. The excellent controllability over deposition densities and the high spatial
uniformity across printed patterns, as well as the large-scale printability confirm that the BP
ink allows for stable, repeatable and reliable inkjet printing.

The stability of printed BP against oxidation is key to ensuring stable operation of BP
based devices. Having shown that the exfoliated BP flakes have a low oxidation proportion
(4.2%), here I investigate the oxidation condition of the inkjet-printed BP. Figure 7.9(a) shows
the Raman map of I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) for a typical printed BP region on Si/SiO2, with no localised

clusters where I(A1
g)/I(A2

g) >0.6 or <0.2. The corresponding histogram is in Fig. 7.9(b). As
shown, the printed BP still has a low oxidation (10%), indicating that inkjet printing of BP
does not adversely affect the BP stability. This small increase may be attributed to oxidation
during the solvent exchange and inkjet printing process.
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g), for BP printed onto Si/SiO2 with
1 µm spatial step. The grey squares correspond to regions where the Raman intensity is too
low for accurate interpretation; (b) Corresponding histogram of the map.
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7.2.3 Passivation of inkjet-printed black phosphorus

As demonstrated above, the inkjet-printed BP does not show a significant oxidation. However,
it is necessary to prevent further degradation of the printed BP for device fabrication. As
discussed (Section 2.4), passivation of BP has been demonstrated with polymers such as
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [191] and parylene [190]. However, these methods were
only demonstrated with individual MC BP flakes, which are atomically smooth. Successful
passivation requires a pin-hole free layer, thus printed BP presents a greater challenge due to
the relatively small flake size and high roughness, characteristic of deposited films. Indeed,
successful passivation for long-term stability has never been reported for solution deposited
BP samples.

However, parylene-C, widely used in the microelectronics industry as a chemically inert,
pin-hole free and uniform passivation layer [445, 446], is likely to be effective since it
forms a conformal coating even on rough surfaces. Therefore, I investigate parylene-C as
passivation to protect the inkjet-printed BP against oxidation. Figure 7.10(a) presents the
extinction spectra of the as-printed and passivated printed BP samples across the 350-850 nm
range over 30 days when exposed to ambient conditions. As shown, the extinction spectrum
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Fig. 7.10 Optical extinction spectra for (a) as-printed and (b) passivated printed BP across 30
days under ambient conditions, the extinction is normalised to the initial extinction value
at 350 nm at 0th day; (c) The corresponding change in the normalised optical extinction at
550 nm.
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continuously decreases during the measurement period for the as-printed BP sample. For
the passivated printed BP sample (100 nm thick parylene-C), the extinction spectrum does
not show a significant variation. Figure 7.10(b) is the acquired optical extinction at 550 nm
of these two printed BP samples. Indeed, the extinction decreases rapidly for the as-printed
sample due to BP oxidation over time and continues its downward trend at the end of this
measurement period. For the passivated sample, the extinction shows a slow decrease (5%)
during the first 5 days, but it is then stabilised and shows no noticeable changes for the
remaining measurement period. Therefore, it is certain that the passivated inkjet-printed BP
has long-term stability against oxidation. The initial decrease maybe due to trapped moisture
and oxygen in the printed BP sample.

I further study the stability of the passivated inkjet-printed BP sample through the intensity
ratio, I(A1

g)/I(A2
g); Fig. 7.11(a-d). As discussed, the inkjet-printed BP has a ∼10% oxidation

proportion. Immediately after passivation with parylene-C, however, the ratio values outside
the 0.2-0.6 range is increased to 23.3%. This value is stabilised at 34.3% and 33.9% on
the 13th and the 30th day, respectively. Thus, clearly, the I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) value shows a large

increase immediately after passivation with parylene-C. However, this may not present a
high level of oxidation. Indeed, the oxidation threshold of I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) for BP passivated

with parylene-C is yet to be reported. To investigate the large increase in the I(A1
g)/I(A2

g)
ratio, a set of freshly cleaved bulk BP sample with and without the parylene-C passivation
is characterised. The corresponding ratio values outside the 0.2-0.6 are 3.1% and 5.8%,
respectively; Fig. 7.11(e,f). However, this increase is unlikely a result of oxidation of the
bulk BP crystal, but the interactions between BP and parylene-C.

Favron et al. suggest that I(A1
g) may be sensitive to perturbations from contacting

substances, while I(A2
g) is not [190]. Indeed, the average value of I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) for both the

freshly cleaved bulk BP and the printed BP samples increase after passivation; Fig. 7.11.
Therefore, this sizeable increase in I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) after passivation presented here may be

partially as a result of the increase in I(A1
g) due to close contact with parylene-C. This

suggests that the absolute values of I(A1
g)/I(A2

g) may not correctly represent the oxidation
proportion in BP samples coated with parylene-C. However, the increase from 23.3% to
∼33% for the passivated inkjet-printed BP is likely due to limited oxidation of trapped
oxygen and moisture. Additionally, the larger increase in I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) values for printed BP

compared to the bulk BP may arise from the greater surface area of the exfoliated flakes in
contact with parylene-C. Therefore, I suggest that the passivated inkjet-printed BP is well
protected from degradation under ambient conditions.
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g) histogram for (a) BP after printing, and (b) after passivation with
parylene-C, (c) on 13th day and (d) on 30th day; I(A1

g)/I(A2
g) histogram for (e) freshly cleaved

bulk BP crystal and (f) immediately after parylene-C passivation.

7.3 Inkjet-printed black phosphorus saturable absorbers

The strong saturable optical absorption (Fig. 7.8(b)) suggests the potential of inkjet-printed
BP in photonics, e.g. as SAs for ultrafast laser [95, 363, 427]. As with inkjet-printed TMD
SAs (Section 6.3), inkjet printing of BP directly onto optical components such as quartz,
polymers and optical fibres can allow rapid device fabrication with controllable optical
absorption and spatial uniformity. Therefore, I explore the application of inkjet-printed BP in
SAs. This work is in collaboration with Prof Meng Zhang at the Beihang University.
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To fabricate the SA, I inkjet print BP onto the ultrathin PET and subsequently passivate it
with 100 nm thick parylene-C. The BP-SA is then introduced into the cavity of an erbium-
doped fibre laser for the generation of ultrashort pulses through mode-locking; Fig. 7.12(a).
The erbium-doped ultrafast fibre laser set-up consists of single-mode all-fibre integrated
components for alignment-free and compact system. The fibre amplifier is composed of a
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Fig. 7.12 (a) Integration of a inkjet-printed BP SA between fibre patch cords for ultrashort
pulse generation with fibre lasers; (b) Autocorrelation trace of output pulses, the blue traces
for experimental data and the red curve for sech2 fit; (c) Output laser spectrum across 30 days,
and (d) overlay of the spectrum acquired after 0, 174, 354, 534 and 714 hours of operation;
(e) Stable RF spectrum at the cavity fundamental repetition frequency of 31.6 MHz for 30
days, and (f) overlay of radio frequency spectrum after 0, 174, 354, 534 and 714 hours of
operation.
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0.7 cm long single-mode erbium-doped active fibre (LIEKKI Er-8/125), which is co-pumped
by a 980 nm pump laser diode. In addition, this set-up includes a polarisation-independent
optical isolator to ensure unidirectional propagation, a 10:90 fused fibre output coupler for
both spectral and temporal diagnostics, and a polarisation controller to enable a thorough
and continuous adjustment of the net cavity birefringence.

Mode-locking of the ultrafast laser set-up is operated at 1562 nm, with intra-cavity inten-
sities reaching 32.7 MWcm−2. Self-starting mode-locking is achieved at the fundamental
repetition frequency of 31.6 MHz. The output pulse duration, measured using an intensity
autocorrelator, is 605 fs (deconvolved), well fitted with a sech2 pulse shape; Fig. 7.12(b). To
evaluate the operation stability of the printed BP-SA and the mode-locking performance of
the fibre laser, the parameters of the output pulses are recorded every 6 hours for over 30
days. The output laser pulse spectrum across the 30 days (Fig. 7.12(c)) and the overlay of
the laser spectrum acquired after 0, 174, 354, 534 and 714 hours of operation (Fig. 7.12(d))
show no variations, demonstrating an excellent operation stability. The radio frequency
(RF) spectrum at the fundamental frequency also shows a high stability across the 30 days
(Fig. 7.12(c,d)). The high intensity compared to background (∼53 dB) indicates an excellent
mode-locking stability [437]. With regards to BP stability under intense irradiation, the

Table 7.2 Mode-locked fibre lasers using BP SAs. λ – operating wavelength.

Method Laser type
Laser properties Lifetime

Ref.
λ (nm) Pulse duration (hours)

Inkjet printing Er: fibre 1562 605 fs >714 This work
MC Er: fibre 1571 946 fs 28 [182]
MC Er: fibre 1561 272 fs - [183]
MC Tm: fibre 1910 739 fs - [447]
MC Er: fibre 1559 786 fs - [448]
MC Er: fibre 2783 42 ps - [449]
MC Yb: fibre 1086 7.54 ps - [450]
MC Er fibre 1561 2.66 ps - [451]
MC Er: fibre 1559 805 fs - [452]

UALPE Er: fibre 1560 670 fs - [453]
UALPE Er: fibre 1561 1.44 ps - [454]
UALPE Ho/Pr: fibre 2867 8.6 ps - [455]
UALPE Er: fibre 1532-1570 940 fs 10 [456]
UALPE Er: fibre 1558 2.18 ps - [457]
UALPE Tm/Ho: fibre 1880-1940 1.58 ps 2 [458]
UALPE Er: fibre 1568 117.6 ns - [459]
UALPE Er: fibre 1569 280 fs 24 [460]
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measurement condition is over three orders of magnitude higher than that reported by Favron
et al. [190].

Table 7.2 presents the reported results in literature of BP SAs fabricated both through
solution processing based techniques and otherwise as a comparison to the work here. The
SAs show excellent device operation under intense irradiation for over 714 hours, at least 24
times longer than those previously reported. The generation of stable ultrashort pulses, over
a much longer operation period (>24 times longer), demonstrates that inkjet printing of BP
can enable scalable fabrication of high performance and long-term stable photonic devices.

7.4 Black phosphorus/graphene/silicon photodetectors

BP is an ideal material for the development of visible to NIR optoelectronic devices such as
photodetectors [82, 179, 461, 462]. Recently, graphene/Si Schottky junction photodetectors
(Gr/Si) have attracted significant interest due to their advantages, such as ambient condi-
tion operation and high photoresponsivity (Rp) [463–466]. Though Gr/Si allows ambient
condition operation and high Rp, the operating wavelength range is limited by the bandgap
of Si (1.1 eV). Combining this device structure with functional materials, it is possible
to tune the Gr/Si Schottky junction barrier and enhance optical absorption for improved
detection performance [463]. Inkjet-printed BP therefore may be ideally suited to this role.
Therefore, I integrate inkjet-printed BP into Gr/Si for a hybrid BP/graphene/Si Schottky
junction photodetectors (BP/Gr/Si). This work is in collaboration with Prof Yang Xu at the
Zhejiang University.

The Gr/Si device is received for printing with BP. The fabrication process of the Gr/Si
device is as follows, as shown in Fig. 7.13(a): (1) A cleaned Si/SiO2 wafer (SiO2 thickness
100 nm) is first patterned through lithography. Subsequently a 50 nm gold (Au) layer is
deposited, followed by lift off. This forms the Au electrode pattern, enclosing a Si/SiO2

window (∼460 µm × 460 µm). (2) The device is further patterned to give a SiO2 window of
∼450 µm × 450 µm, followed by etching with hydrofluoric acid. The exposed SiO2 is etched
away to give a Si window ∼450 µm × 450 µm. (4) CVD graphene is then transferred onto
the device, covering the Au electrode and the Si window. The transferred CVD graphene
is characterised through Raman spectroscopy; Fig. 7.13(c,d). The red dot in Fig. 7.13(c)
indicates the position of Raman spectroscopy characterisation. The excitation wavelength is
532 nm, with a power of ∼1 mW. In the Raman spectrum, two main peaks at ∼1589 cm−1

(G peak) and ∼2700 cm−1 (2D peak) are observed. No noticeable D peak is seen, which is
commonly associated with structural defects [302]. The absence of the D peak therefore is a
direct indication of high quality for the CVD graphene.
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Fig. 7.13 (a) Graphene/silicon Schottky junction photodetector fabrication process; (b)
Lateral height profile; (c) Top-view optical micrograph, scale bar 200 µm. The red dot in the
zoomed-in view indicates the position where Raman measurement is taken in (d); (d) Raman
spectrum of the CVD graphene.

To fabricate the BP/Gr/Si photodetector, I inkjet print BP onto the as-received Gr/Si
device and passivate it with Parylene-C. Figure 7.14(a) is a schematic figure showing the
architecture of the fabricated BP/Gr/Si photodetector. In Fig. 7.14(b), I show a proposed
device band diagram configuration for this hybrid device. As illustrated, there may be a
photo-gating effect in this graphene based hybrid devices when in operation [467, 468],
i.e. charge transfer induced by inkjet-printed BP doping of CVD graphene. Figure 7.14(c)
presents the dark currents of Gr/Si and BP/Gr/Si. As shown, the reversed biased dark current
of Gr/Si is on the ∼1 nA scale, while it is ∼100 nA for BP/Gr/Si. This could arise from this
above doping effect.

Figure 7.15(a,b) show the photocurrent (after dark current subtraction) of BP/Gr/Si and
Gr/Si under 450 nm and 1550 nm excitation, respectively. As shown, Gr/Si shows a reverse
Rp ∼16 mAW−1 and no forward response at 450 nm. However, it does not respond to
1550 nm excitation, as expected since 1550 nm (0.8 eV) falls below the bandgap of Si.
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Fig. 7.14 (a) Schematic of the BP/Gr/Si photodetector; (b) Proposed device band diagram
configuration; (c) Dark current of Gr/Si and BP/Gr/Si on log-log scale.
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Fig. 7.15 Current response under (a) 450 nm and (b) 1550 nm illumination, with dark current
subtracted; (c, d) Time response of Gr/Si and BP/Gr/Si.

However, BP/Gr/Si not only produces a significantly larger reverse Rp (∼164 mAW−1) but
also a forward Rp (∼95 mAW−1) under 450 nm excitation. Meanwhile, the device exhibits a
forward Rp ∼1.8 mAW−1 under 1550 nm excitation, demonstrating that printed BP enables
the Gr/Si device to work in the near-infrared region. The performance enhancement indicates
that BP improves optical absorption of the hybrid structure. In addition to the thermal effect
for Schottky based devices [466] that possibly exists in BP/Gr/Si as a result of the increased
optical absorption due to printed BP, the forward photo detection ability may be attributed
to BP induced charge transfer, a photo-gating effect previously observed in graphene based
hybrid devices [467, 468]. This may alter the Fermi energy of graphene and consequently
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Fig. 7.16 BP/Gr/Si photodetection performance after 7 days exposed in open air: (a) pho-
tocurrent change; (b) time response.

lead to variations in the Gr/Si Schottky barrier height that controls the charge transport,
as shown in inset of Fig. 7.14(b). Figure 7.15(c) presents the time response of Gr/Si and
BP/Gr/Si at 1550 nm. Gr/Si shows no response, whereas BP/Gr/Si exhibits a stable and
reproducible response. The response time of the cycle shown in Fig. 7.15(d) is ∼0.55 ms,
and the recovery time is ∼1.09 ms.

Figure 7.16(a) presents the photocurrent changes and the time response of BP/Gr/Si at
1550nm after 7 days (168 hours) exposure to ambient conditions. As shown, the device
shows negligible changes in both the photocurrent changes and the time response. This
demonstrates a high operation stability of the device.

Table 7.3 presents the comparison between the BP/Gr/Si and the current BP photodetec-
tors with different device structures reported thus-far. The visible to NIR BP/Gr/Si operating

Table 7.3 Photodetector based on BP. FET – field effect transistor

Fabrication Structure
Properties Lifetime

Ref.Responsivity Response (hours)
(mAW−1) time

Inkjet printing Schottky junction 164 0.55 ms >168 This work
MC FET 20 - - [179]
MC FET 4.8 1 ms - [469]
MC FET 82 - - [461]
MC FET - - - [470]
MC Waveguide 657 - - [82]
MC p-n junction 1.5 40 µs - [462]
MC Heterojunction 418 - - [471]
MC Heterojunction 22.3 15 µs - [472]
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in both forward and reverse configurations demonstrates the potential of inkjet-printed BP
in high performance broadband optoelectronic applications. By exploiting inkjet-printed
BP, there is huge potential to integrate with alternative device structures including CMOS
compatible and waveguide based photodetectors for silicon photonics [82].

7.5 Summary

In this chapter, I have presented the formulation of a BP ink for inkjet printing and the
application of the inkjet-printed BP in SAs and photodetectors. Among the three organic
solvents investigated for UALPE, through AFM, optical absorption and light scattering, I
show that NMP is the most effective solvent for BP exfoliation. Since the NMP dispersion is
poorly suited to inkjet printing, I extract the exfoliated BP flakes and formulate them into a BP
ink in a binary solvent carrier. The ink ensures stable jetting, appropriate wetting, diminished
coffee ring effect, and rapid ink drying (<10 s) at low temperatures (≤60◦C). By examining
the droplet spacing and substrate temperature, I determine the optimal printing parameters
for the ink to allow high printing consistency (<2% diversion) and spatial uniformity (<3.4%
deviation). By passivation the inkjet-printed BP with parylene-C, I keep the inkjet-printed
BP stable against oxidation for >30 days. Owning to the above printing characteristics
and the long-term stability, I explore the inkjet-printed BP in the development of highly
stable SAs for ultrafast laser and broadband Schottky junction photodetectors with enhanced
photoresponsivity. With the BP SAs, an ultrashort pulses is generated and remains stable
under an intense irradiation of 32.7 MWcm−2 for over 30 days. The photodetectors not only
show >10 times enhancement in photoresponsivity at 450 nm, but also extend the detection
range to include 1550 nm.

In addition to the SAs and photodetectors demonstrated here, inkjet printing of BP may
also hold huge potential in other applications, such as printable electronics and energy
storage. Though there are no reports of such BP based printable devices yet, there are many
successful demonstrations using other functional materials including the 2d materials, for
instance inkjet-printed graphene transistors [37], all inkjet-printed 2d material based read-only
memories [48], and all inkjet-printed carbon nanotubes based flexible supercapacitors [473].
The BP ink can potentially be used for the fabrication of such devices.



Chapter 8

Functional inks of commercial graphene
nanoplatelets for high-speed printing

Carbon materials, including carbon black, graphite and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are widely
used as the conductive pigments in functional inks for printable electronics with the graphics
printing technologies such as inkjet, flexographic, gravure and screen printing [474]. How-
ever, each of these carbon materials has specific drawbacks. Carbon black is not conductive
enough, and thus requires additional printing of overlay grids or boundaries of other conduc-
tive materials, for instance metal inks (e.g. sintered silver nanoparticles) [475]. Graphite
platelets, on the other hand, are typically too large to be useful for certain printing technolo-
gies [475]. Meanwhile, both carbon black and graphite typically require a high loading in the
inks (i.e. weight percentage per unit volume ink), typically >20 wt.% which is >200 gL−1,
to achieve a reasonable electrical conductivity. Such a high loading can degrade mechanical
properties (e.g. strength and stiffness) of dried printed films. Though CNTs can be used to
develop functional inks with good electrical property, they are still expensive in production
and challenging to disperse [475].

Graphene has emerged as a promising alternative to carbon black, graphite and CNTs
for printable electronics [16, 37, 77, 476, 477], for instance, the inkjet-printed graphene
based humidity sensors and solar cells as demonstrated in Chapter 5. However, for industrial-
scale manufacture, inkjet printing is limited by the printing speed (typically 10 m min−1).
Compared to inkjet printing, the other technologies including flexographic, gravure and
screen printing are more appealing, potentially offering a much higher volume patterning of
graphene with a much higher speed (Table 4.2). This can lead to high-speed industrial-scale
device manufacture. These printing technologies require a loading of >10 wt.% (Table 4.1).
This is problematic for UALPE graphene as this means that formulating 1 L of such inks
would require over 100 L of the UALPE dispersions (<0.1 wt.%).
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Along with UALPE, there are other methods developed to deliver much higher production
throughput (e.g. plasma cracking of hydrocarbons), scaled up for commercial use [475, 478].
Indeed, there are already graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) available in the market. Using
such GNPs in ink formulation allows the convenience of tuning the ink composition and
hence, ink properties for different printing technologies. In this chapter, I present my work
on ink formulation of commercial GNPs. On this basis, in collaboration with Novalia Ltd., I
demonstrate high-speed printing (100 m min−1) of graphene-based conductive electronic
circuits for capacitive touchpad applications with commercial roll-to-roll (R2R) flexographic
press. This method has been used to file a UK/US patent application (WO2017013263 A1),
currently at the PCT stage [479].

8.1 Formulating commercial graphene nanoplatelet inks

I investigate four types of commercial GNP products, which are designated as G1, G2, G3
and G4. The product datasheet of G1 and G2 lists the average flake thickness as <1 nm,
with a lateral dimension of 0.25-1 µm (average 0.5 µm). Figure 8.1 is a representative
SEM micrograph of G3, showing that this product consists of graphene flakes with >1 µm
lateral dimension. The specific surface area of the four GNPs are measured using a Nova
Quantachrome 2200e, with nitrogen as an adsorbate; Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 Measured specific surface area for the four types of GNPs.

GNPs Specific surface area (m2 g−1)

G1 210
G2 76
G3 10
G4 103

I start formulating inks of the GNPs with solvent selection. As discussed in Section 3.3.1,
the solvents suitable for solution processing of graphene are usually high boiling, toxic
solvents with a surface tension of ∼40 mNm−1 and Hansen solubility parameters (HSPs) of
δ D ∼18 MPa1/2, δ P ∼9.3 MPa1/2 and δ H ∼7.7 MPa1/2, for instance N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP; boiling point 204◦C) and dimethylformamide (DMF; boiling point 153◦C). This
surface tension may raise challenges for wetting of the substrates including Si/SiO2, glass
and many polymeric substrates. In addition, the high boiling point leads to long drying times
and may require high temperature annealing. The organic solvents may also be incompatible
with many polymeric substrates. Therefore, I avoid use of such solvents and propose a ternary
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Fig. 8.1 SEM micrograph of G3 GNP, scale bar 1 µm.

solvent carrier consisting of two base solvents and a viscosity modifying solvent, aiming to
develop a binder-free graphene ink system via bath sonication and high shear mixing (using
a Silverson L5M high-shear mixer).

As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the water/alcohol mixture is viable for solution processing
of graphene and other 2d materials [266]. Typically, a mass fraction of alcohol of ≥20%
ensures a surface tension of <40 mNm−1 to allow wetting of the GNPs [285]. On this basis,
stabilising the dispersed GNPs relies on a balance between gravity (whether negative or
positive buoyancy) and the frictional force experienced by the GNPs during sedimentation.
The frictional force is proportional to the viscosity of the ink carrier (Eq. 3.7). In this case, I
select ethylene glycol (EG) as the viscosity modifier, which has a viscosity of ∼16 mPa·s.
This is much higher than both water (∼0.9 mPa·s) and alcohols (e.g. ethanol ∼2 mPa·s) [433].
In addition, EG is miscible with water and alcohols. Therefore, I investigate a ternary solvent
ink carrier of alcohol/water/EG.

In a typical dispersion, the intermolecular interaction between the solute and the solvent
is governed by the HSP distance (Rd), and a small HSP distance indicates a better stability.
However, the “stability” for high-loading inks is different from the “stability” described on
the UALPE dispersions or the inkjet-printable inks. The stability for these inks is similar to
commercial inks and paints: as long as the inks/paints maintain stable for 24 hours and be
readily agitated to return to a fully functional form, the inks/paints are considered as stable.
According to Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5, the Rd of the ternary solvent ink carrier is calculated and
presented in Fig. 8.2.

As shown, Rd is smallest for this ternary solvent composition when ethanol is 20-65 wt.%,
water is <50 wt.% and EG is <30 wt.% Therefore, I use 5 : 65 : 30 wt.% for water :
ethanol : EG as a typical carrier for ink formulation. The four GNPs are added into this
carrier and sonicated in a bath at 15◦C for about 30 minutes to disassociate any large GNP
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Fig. 8.2 HSP distance (Rd) of ink carrier, i.e. a ternary solvent mixture of water, ethanol and
EG.

aggregates. The as-produced dispersions are then stirred for about 12 hours to achieve
inks with a homogeneous and stable state. Up to 25 wt.% (G1: 2 wt.%, G2: 3 wt.%, G3:
25 wt.%, G4: 25 wt.%) is achieved by this mild mixing, limited only by the resultant viscosity.
Figure 8.3(a,b) present the formulation of a 25 wt.% G3 ink. The other inks with the above
maximum loading are termed as G1, G2 and G4 ink. The formulated inks all remain visually
stable for at least one month when stored undisturbed at room temperature. Note that other
alcohols (e.g. isopropanol: IPA) and compositions (e.g. 30 : 50 : 20 wt.%) are also viable,
and that a higher loading of up to 75 wt.% is possible, achieved via high shear mixing.

Figure 8.3(c) presents the viscosity of the formulated G1, G2, G3 and G4 inks, measured
using a parallel plate rheometer (TA Instruments Discovery HR-1) within a shear rate range
of 5 s−1 to 1000 s−1. The viscosity plots show that the inks behave as a pseudoplastic liquid,
desired for ink formulations (Section 4.1.3). In addition, the presented rheological properties
suggest that the inks are suitable without further modifications for printing technologies such
as flexographic and gravure printing (Table 4.1). Note that screen printing is possible with
inks of a higher loading (e.g. 50 wt.%).

I then use dropcasting and blade coating of the inks onto paper or glass substrate
(Fig. 8.4(a,b)) to run quick test of electrical properties of the inks. After deposition, the
samples are baked at 50◦C for 10 mins. The typical sheet resistance (Rs) is ∼4 kΩ/□,
∼4.5 kΩ/□, ∼40 Ω/□ and ∼300 Ω/□ for the G1, G2, G3 and G4 inks, respectively. G3
forms the most conductive conducting ink among these four GNPs, therefore I select G3 for
the following investigations.

To allow a good adhesion to the substrates, polymer binders are required for the ink. Here,
I investigate PVA as the binder at varied ratio. The “ratio” here is the weight ratio of PVA to
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Exampled with G3 ink. (3) The sheet resistance of dropcast G3/PVA ink.

G3. The change in Rs of the dropcast G3/PVA films with respect to PVA ratio is presented
as the “as deposited” curve in Fig. 8.4(c). This shows an increase in Rs with the increasing
PVA ratio. Since the dried G3/PVA films are of a porous structure, a compression roll is used
to press the films and such that the inter distance of the GNPs is decreased. The electrical
behaviour after compression is shown in the “compression roll” curve in Fig. 8.4(c). The
compression damages the ratio 0 and 0.01 films such that their Rs cannot be measured, while
the other samples remain robust, giving a measured Rs down to ∼90 Ω/□. The G3/PVA
(PVA weight ratio 0.03) ink is also deposited on glass by blade coating, also giving a Rs

of ∼90 Ω/□ after compression. Other polymers such as sodium carboxymethyl cellulose
(Na-CMC) show similar effects.

The investigation above demonstrates that: (1) Binders can be used to fabricate robust
printed GNP films. However, the electrical conductivity of the printed films are compromised;
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(2) When a well-developed binder is used, the formulated ink can retain the high conductivity
of GNPs.

8.2 Use of GNP inks as additive for conductive inks

As discussed, carbon based inks (typically £50 per kg) are widely used in printable conductive
electronic circuits, but their applications are limited due to poor electrical conductivity (e.g.
>20 kΩ/□ with flexographic-printed films). The overlay printing of metal nanoparticles inks,
such as silver nanoparticle ink (>£1500 per kg, <1 Ω/□ with flexographic-printed films),
however, significantly increases the device manufacturing complexity and cost. Meanwhile,
unlike carbon, the metal nanoparticles are not biodegradable and therefore present challenges
for recycling. The performance of the G3 ink suggests that its incorporation into commercial
carbon inks might offer significant cost-performance advantages.

For this, I investigate a commercial carbon ink. This carbon ink is water based and
contains a binder that requires a mildly basic pH to dissolve, therefore the ink is water
resistant once printed and dried. The physical properties of the ink are designed for high-
speed commercial R2R flexographic press. The G3 ink is introduced into the carbon ink by
mild stirring, with the weight content of the G3 ink in the resultant G3/carbon ink varied
within 1-15 wt.%. The mixing does not induce visible aggregation or sedimentation of the
carbon ink.

To quantitatively investigate the effect of the addition of the G3 ink on the carbon ink,
the viscosity of the mixed inks is characterised; Fig. 8.5(a). As shown, the inks with varied
G3 ink content undergo similar shear thinning behaviour, with the viscosity showing no
prominent differences within the investigated shear rate region. Overall, this demonstrates
that the effect of the additive on the ink viscosity is negligible, suggesting that the printability
of the G3/carbon inks is not substantially affected. On the other hand, Fig. 8.5(b) presents
the contact angle of the G3/carbon inks on glass at room temperature. As shown, the contact
angle is highly consistent, with deviation <3% for all levels of additive, suggesting that the
wettability of the G3/carbon inks is also not substantially affected. The above investigations
indicate that the G3/carbon inks are readily used with commercial R2R flexographic press.

To quickly test the printability and the electrical properties of the G3/carbon inks, I run
Mayer bar coating of the G3/carbon inks onto paper and PET. Mayer bar coating uses a rod
wrapped with a coiled wire to deposit films with controlled and uniform thickness. This
technique requires an ink viscosity of <500 mPa·s and delivers a printing speed of up to
600 m min−1, similar to flexographic printing. Here I use a K2 Mayer bar, which gives a
∼12 µm wet thickness. Figure 8.6(a) is a photograph of Mayer bar coated G3/carbon films
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Fig. 8.6 (a) Photograph for Mayer bar coated G3/carbon films on PET with different G3 ink
content, scale bar 3 cm; (b) Measured sheet resistance and the associated (c) reduction of
Mayer bar coated G3/carbon films with respect to G3 ink content.

on PET. As clearly shown, the G3/carbon inks are very well patterned without any visible
spatially non-uniformities. Its measured Rs and the reduction compared to Mayer bar coated
carbon film are presented in Figure 8.6(b,c). As shown, when the G3 ink is introduced, the
electrical performance of the carbon ink is significantly improved, with the Rs reduced from
∼1.2 kΩ/□ to ∼0.8 kΩ/□, i.e. a reduction of 34%. However, the Rs is stabilised when the G3
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ink content is over ∼10 wt.%. Similarly, when deposited onto paper, similar improvements
are observed, with a minimum Rs down to ∼1.0 kΩ/□ and a maximum reduction of up to
∼58%.

The investigation above demonstrates that an addition of ∼10 wt.% G3 ink allows a max-
imum enhancement in electrical conductivity while keeping physical properties minimally
affected. Therefore, the G3/carbon (10 wt.% : 90 wt.%) ink is adapted to a commercial
R2R flexographic press to print the circuits for capacitive touchpads, where the carbon ink is
originally patterned. Using the G3/carbon ink in replacement of the carbon ink may bring in
lower manufacturing complexity and cost by avoiding overlay printing of metal inks. The
press used is a Nilpeter FA4, a R2R flexographic press that is widely used in graphic printing
and packaging industry. I note that no modifications are made to the press prior to printing,
and the G3/carbon ink is handled in the same way as the carbon ink.

Figure 8.7 is the layout designed for this circuit, consisting of a “touchpad” area which
detects the capacitive change in the printed electronic in response to touch, and a “PCB
connection point” which transfers the detected information to an affixed PCB board that
processes the information and practices certain functions. The G3/carbon ink (Fig. 8.8(a))

Fiducial pattern 

PCB connection point

Touchpads

Fig. 8.7 The printing pattern for the trial run on the commercial press, showing the touchpads,
PCB connection area and fiducial pattern sections.
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is printed onto both paper (Fig. 8.8(b)) and PET (Fig. 8.8(c)) at ∼100 m min−1, allowing
printing of hundreds of circuits in one minute. As shown, the printed patterns are very well
defined and visibly uniform. The measured Rs from this printing trial is ∼16.5 kΩ/□ and
∼11.5 kΩ/□ for paper and PET, respectively. The Rs above is higher than that from the K2
Mayer bar, as a result of a smaller wet printed film thickness from this press (∼1 µm). The
corresponding Rs reduction is ∼30% and ∼45%, respectively.

Figure 8.8(f) presents affixing a PCB board to a cut printed electronic circuit using
adhesive tape, which is sandwiched between the PCB connection point and the PCB board.
The PCB board (powered with batteries) is programmed to process the received capacitive
changes and trigger a sound output through a speaker. While in operation, when the printed
G3/carbon touchpad area is touched, a sound output is triggered. This demonstrates that
the improvement in electrical conductivity of the carbon ink caused by G3 ink addition
is sufficient for this touchpad application without requiring a second-step silver overlay
printing.

a b c

d e f

Fig. 8.8 Photographs of (a) GNP/carbon ink; printing trial on (b) PET and (c) paper using the
commercial press; (d) Close-up view of the printing plate; (e) printed PET and paper rolls;
(f) printed conductive electronic circuits with PCB board, battery and speaker integrated.
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8.3 Use of GNP inks as additive for nanocomposites

Besides functional inks, graphene is also widely exploited as fillers in polymer nanocom-
posite and adhesives to enhance their electrical, thermal or mechanical properties [480–482].
Typically, GNP nanocomposites are produced from well-mixed GNPs and polymers [483–
486]. GNPs can be directly dispersed into molten polymers (e.g. thermoplastics). However,
melting typically requires high temperature, and achieving a fine mixture (to provide a
suitably homogenous distribution of GNPs in the resultant nanocomposites) in this case can
be challenging, especially when the loading of GNPs is high. It is therefore preferable to
prepare the mixture by blending a dispersion of GNPs with a polymer solution or precursor.

Here, I investigate the feasibility of developing G3/polymer nanocomposites. The G3 ink
dispersion is homogeneously mixed into aqueous solution of PVA (5 wt.%) with the content
varied within 2.5-10 w/w%. Here the content (w/w%) is the weight content of G3 in the dried
G3/PVA films. The high solid content of the G3 ink (25 wt.%) means that only a small ink
volume is required to achieve the requisite fill factor, presenting minimal effect on the stability
of the polymer dispersions. The measured resistivity of as-produced G3/PVA nanocomposites
is presented in Fig. 8.9, showing that the addition of the G3 ink can significantly introduce
an electrical conductivity into the nanocomposites. The above investigation demonstrates the
potential of this strategy to develop property enhanced nanocomposite systems.
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Fig. 8.9 Electrical resistivity of G3/PVA nanocomposite films with respect to G3 content,
inset: photograph of a 10 w/w% nanocomposite, scale bar 1 cm.
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8.4 High-loading ink formulation of other 2d materials

In the above discussions, I present ink formulation of commercial GNPs and its application
as conductive inks and as additives to other ink and composite systems. 2d materials host
a wide range of materials with a wide spectrum of properties than can be exploited for
applications [4–6, 75, 77]. If the above ink formulation strategy on the commercial GNPs
can be adapted to other 2d materials, its potential will be significantly increased. However,
thus-far, there is no commercial nanoplatelets of other 2d materials available in the market.
Therefore, instead, I use 2d materials produced via UALPE as the material sources to
investigate the feasibility of this ink formulation strategy.

Here, bulk MoS2 (Sigma, average particle size 6 µm) and h-BN (Sigma, average particle
size 1 µm) are mixed into an ink carrier consisting of water : IPA : EG (30 : 50 : 20) at a
loading of 3 wt.%. Note that a loading of up to 80 wt.% and 30 wt.% is possible for these
two materials. The mixtures are then sonicated for 60 hours to achieve homogeneous and
stable dispersions. However, unlike typical UALPE process, the resultant dispersions are
not centrifuged to remove the thick or unexfoliated flakes. Therefore, the materials here for
ink formulation are actually a mixture of mono- and few-layer thin flakes, thick flakes and
unexfoliated bulk crystals. By comparison, the same processes are repeated in the single
solvent component of the ink carrier, i.e. water, IPA and EG.

Figure 8.10 presents the photographs of the corresponding dispersions and inks taken
at 0, 1, 5 and 24 hours after exfoliation. As shown, after 24 hours, obvious sedimentation
is observed for the dispersions in water, IPA and EG. In water, turbid suspensions are
observed with obvious flocculants floating to the meniscus of the liquid. A high degree of
layered separation could be observed in IPA and EG. However, the ink samples show no
signs of separation. Time-dependent optical extinction is used to quantitively characterise
the stability, finding that the extinction of the inks is decreased by less than 15% after 24
hours. This indicates that less than 15% of the dispersed MoS2 and h-BN sediment. The
significant improvement in the stability against sedimentation demonstrates the viability of
this ink formulation for MoS2 and h-BN, or other 2d materials in general. Provided there are
commercially available nanoplatelets of these 2d materials, results similar to those of GNPs
can be achieved.
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Fig. 8.10 Photographs for (a) MoS2 and (b) h-BN in water, IPA, EG and the ink carrier at 0,
1, 5 and 24 hours after exfoliation. The dashed lines indicate the sedimentation of h-BN.
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8.5 Summary

In this chapter, I have presented the development of graphene inks using commercial GNPs,
and the application of the inks as additives to ink and polymer composite systems. By
considering the surface tension, stability and HSP distance, I design a ternary solvent ink
carrier consisting of water, alcohol and a viscosity modifying solvent to disperse commercial
GNPs from different sources for binder-free ink formulation. A loading of up to 25 wt.% is
achieved via mild mixing processes (stirring and bath sonication), while 75 wt.% is possible
via high shear mixing. The formulated GNP inks show a long-term (over one month) stability
against sedimentation. Rheological characterisation shows that the inks are well-suited for
such as flexographic and gravure printing.

The inks can be used as conductive inks (with/without polymer binders comprised) with
a Rs down to <100 Ω/□, as additives to other functional ink systems showing significant
performance improvements (e.g. a GNP/carbon ink achieves a Rs reduction of up to 58%),
and as additives to polymer composite systems for property enhancements. In particular,
based on the results above, the GNP/carbon ink shows minimal changes in the physical
properties and hence, can be adapted to commercial R2R flexographic press for printing
of conductive electronic circuits that can be used in capacitive touchpad applications. This
delivers hundreds of circuits printed within one minute.

Beyond graphene, the feasibility of this ink formulation strategy to the other 2d materials
is demonstrated using the 2d materials exfoliated via UALPE.



Chapter 9

Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis, I presented the formulation of 2d material inks for different printing technolo-
gies, and the application of these inks in device fabrication. I have developed two types
of inks: inkjet-printable inks of solution-processed 2d materials (including of graphene,
transition metal dichalcogenides: TMDs, and black phosphorus: BP), and high-loading inks
of commercial graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) for high-speed roll-to-roll (R2R) flexographic
printing. Based on these ink formulations, I have explored a range of printable applications
through research and industry collaborations. The printed graphene was employed as the
active sensing layer in CMOS integrated humidity sensors, as counter-electrodes (CEs) in
natural dye based dye-sensitised solar cells (DSSCs), and as conductive electronic circuits for
capacitive touchpads; while the printed TMDs and BP were exploited to develop saturable
absorbers (SAs) for femtosecond pulsed laser generation, and photodetectors operable at the
visible to near-infrared (NIR) wavelength region.

In this final chapter, I summarise the ink formulation in Section 9.1, and the demonstrated
printable applications in Section 9.2. I then discuss the potential for the technologies
demonstrated in this thesis in Section 9.3.

9.1 2d material inks

Inkjet-printable inks. I began the formulation of inkjet-printable inks with the produc-
tion of mono- and few-layer 2d material flakes via ultrasonic-assisted liquid phase exfo-
liation (UALPE). I investigated UALPE in pure organic solvents including N-Methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP), cyclohexanone (CHO), N-Cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone (CHP) and iso-
propanol (IPA), as well as in surfactant solutions including water/sodium deoxycholate (SDC)
and IPA/polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). For the organic solvents, I showed that the concentra-
tion of 2d materials in NMP was typically higher (even being over an order of magnitude)
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than in the others. In terms of the stability against sedimentation, NMP dispersions remained
stable for months without visible aggregation, while the other solvents could only offered
metastable dispersions (i.e. sedimentation within several days). NMP is therefore the most
suitable solvent for the 2d materials among the solvents investigated. This is due to the
matching of its surface tension (∼40 mNm−1) and Hansen solubility parameters (HSPs) to
those derived for the 2d materials. In particular, I demonstrated with Raman spectroscopy
that UALPE production of BP in NMP under inert atmosphere induced minimal oxidation to
the BP flakes. In comparison, both water/SDC and IPA/PVP produced stable dispersions; the
addition of PVP significantly increased the concentration of the IPA dispersions by up to ∼4
times.

Given the consideration to concentration and stability, the NMP, water/SDC and IPA/PVP
dispersions could be potentially adapted to inkjet printing or exploited for ink formulation.
Indeed, I demonstrated that the IPA/PVP dispersions of graphene and TMDs were well-
suited for inkjet printing on a range of untreated substrates, allowing large-scale spatially
uniform printing (1.5% deviation) as a result of the low surface tension (∼23 mNm−1), low
boiling point (82.6◦C) of IPA and the presence of PVP. The printed graphene was electrically
conductive through percolating pathways of graphene flakes in the deposited graphene-PVP
composite, allowing use in printable applications. Neither the NMP nor the water/SDC
dispersions, however, were able to deliver spatially uniform printing.

Further to this, I developed a binder-free binary alcohol ink formulation of TMDs and
BP. To do this, the exfoliated TMD and BP flakes in NMP or water/SDC were extracted
and redispersed in an IPA/2-butanol ink carrier. This binary alcohol carrier was designed
to achieve optimal ink fluidic properties, wetting of a range of substrates without surface
treatment, and suppression of the coffee ring effect by induced recirculating Marangoni flow.
This enabled spatially uniform (<3.4% deviation) and high print-to-print consistent (<2.5%
deviation) large-scale printing. In particular, I demonstrated that the rapid drying (<10 s) at
low temperatures (≤60◦C) of the BP ink ensured minimal oxidation; the printed BP could
retain a long-term (over one month) stability with passivation of parylene-C.

I also showed that printing parameters such as the droplet jetting spacing and the substrate
temperature could greatly govern the morphologies of the printed patterns. I therefore
developed a methodology to seek the optimal inkjet printing parameters for a spatially
uniform morphology. I found that for the 2d materials inks a droplet spacing of 0.5-0.8 of
the dried droplet diameter was required.

High-speed printable graphene inks. Printing technologies such as R2R flexographic and
gravure deliver a much higher printing speed (e.g. 500 m min−1 for flexographic) than inkjet
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printing (10 m min−1), which, correspondingly, far greater appeal for industrial-scale device
manufacture. This requires an ink with a loading of >10 wt.% (compared to <0.05 wt.%
for the IPA/PVP inks, and <0.5 wt.% for the binary alcohol inks). As opposed to the 2d
materials produced via UALPE, I selected commercial graphene GNPs for ink formulation,
given that otherwise, formulating 1 L of such inks would require over 100 L of UALPE
dispersions (typically <0.1 wt.%). I developed a ternary solvent ink carrier of water, alcohol
and a viscosity modifying solvent to disperse commercial GNPs from different sources
for binder-free ink formulation. This ternary solvent carrier was designed with suitable
Hansen solubility parameter distance to allow dispersion and stabilisation of the GNPs. The
formulated GNP inks could be used as conductive inks, and as additives to other functional
ink and polymer composite systems for enhanced properties. For example, a GNP/carbon
hybrid ink was developed that led to a reduction in sheet resistance of up to 58%.

The GNP/carbon hybrid ink showed only minimal alteration in its physical properties
(including the ink rheology and wettability) with respect to the original commercial water-
based carbon ink, designed for use in a commercial R2R flexographic press. Therefore, this
GNP/carbon ink was effortlessly adapted to a commercial R2R flexographic press, allowing
printing of conductive electronic circuits for capacitive touchpads of a printing speed of
∼100 m min−1.

9.2 Printable applications

CMOS integrated humidity sensors. In collaboration with Dr Sumita Santra at Indian
Institute of Technology and Prof Florin Udrea at the University of Cambridge, I integrated
inkjet-printed graphene-PVP as the effective sensing layer in CMOS device for resistive
humidity sensor fabrication. These devices exploited the percolating electrical conductivity of
graphene-PVP, whereby upon exposure to humidity the resistance of graphene-PVP increased
as a result of a decrease in the number of electrically percolating pathways of graphene
flakes due to PVP swell. These graphene based CMOS integrated humidity sensors are small
(1 mm2) and have low power consumption, ideal for further integration into products such as
cell phones and smart watches. This technology therefore represents a promising solution for
the high-level integration, flexible manufacturing and miniaturisation for sensors.

Printable graphene DSSCs. In collaboration with Dr David Dodoo-Arhin at the Univer-
sity of Ghana and Prof Gehan Amaratunga at the University of Cambridge, I exploited the
inkjet-printed graphene (after PVP decomposition) as CEs for the fabrication of natural
dye based DSSCs. The good electrical conductivity, high electrocatalytic performance, and
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excellent chemical stability, as well as the suitable work function of the UALPE graphene
made it a suitable candidate for this application. The natural dyes, i.e. the “chloroplast”
of solar cells, were extracted from flowers. The DSSCs with graphene CEs exhibited a
light-to-electrical energy efficiency of >80% of those based on expensive platinum CEs. The
production cost, however, was reduced by 97.3%, demonstrating the potential of printable
graphene CEs for energy storage and conversion. Indeed, there is a high chance that this
method could be used for printable flexible batteries and supercapacitors in the near future.

High-speed printable graphene electronics. In collaboration with Novalia Ltd., I devel-
oped the GNP/carbon hybrid ink. As mentioned, the GNP/carbon ink was used to run a
commercial R2R flexographic press rial to deliver high-speed patterning of graphene. This
allowed hundreds of electronic conductive circuits to be printed within one minute for ca-
pacitive touchpad application. The graphene circuit alone exhibited sufficient electrical
conductivity and hence, required no second overprint of expensive silver ink, significantly
reducing the manufacturing complexity and cost.

Large-scale printable photodetectors. 2d materials such as semiconducting TMDs and
BP are of great interest for optoelectronics with a sizeable bandgap that spans the visible
to NIR wavelength region. One such widely reported application are photodetectors. Thus-
far, one key challenge in exploiting TMDs and BP in photodetectors is the scalability.
The spatially uniform, highly consistent pattering capabilities of the binary alcohol ink
formulation made scalable device printing possible. Indeed, I demonstrated large-scale
printing of TMDs and BP which were used for the fabrication of photodetectors. In particular,
inkjet-printed BP integrated graphene/silicon Schottky junction photodetectors not only
exhibited improved performance, but also extended the operable wavelength region outside
that of silicon (in collaboration with Prof Yang Xu at the Zhejiang University).

Printable saturable absorbers for ultrafast lasers. Ultrafast lasers employing SAs for
ultrashort pulsed laser generation have tremendous opportunities in industrial, medical and
sensing applications. 2d materials are promising in this area with nonlinear optical properties
and ultrafast carrier dynamics. A well developed fabrication method for 2d material based
SAs is through developing flake-enriched polymer nanocomposites form UALPE dispersions.
Inkjet-printable SAs, however, are more appealing due to higher fabrication efficiency and
better control of the distribution and optical density of the 2d material flakes. In collaboration
with Prof Meng Zhang at the Beihang University, I demonstrated 500-600 fs pulsed laser
generation with inkjet-printed SAs of TMDs and BP.
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9.3 Outlook

Through my doctoral work, I have made several key accomplishments in the field of 2d
material printing that can potentially open up real opportunities in the exploitation of these
materials for real-world applications. Though only inks of graphene, TMDs and BP were
demonstrated, the ink formulation strategies demonstrated could potentially be extended to
other 2d materials such as boron nitride, MXenes and mica. Furthermore, beyond the applica-
tions demonstrated in this thesis, printing of 2d materials is a promising material deposition
route in other fields such as transistors, light emitters, energy storage and conversion, and
biosensors. Together, there is evidently significant scope for expanding upon the technologies
presented in this thesis.

The complementary properties of 2d materials, coupled with the highly controllable
patterning capabilities of the ink formulation strategies, offer the possibility of fabricating
all-printed, heterostructure devices through additive pattering of different 2d materials.
Crucially, this process could be seamlessly integrated with existing CMOS technologies
(as demonstrated) and integrated circuits, affording a highly flexible and versatile route
for manufacturing miniaturised sensing and interactive devices. The thin-form factors and
flexibility offered by printing technologies, along with the capability for direct integration
with functional 3d printing, offer unprecedented advantages in the fabrication of emerging
technological systems, such as in conformable interactive touch surfaces, wearable sensors,
RFID tags and even artificial electronic skins.
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